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Abstract 
In this work the physics of transitional separated-reattched flow with and without free-stream 
turbulence on a blunt leading edge plate have been studied numerically employing the Large-
Eddy Simulation approach. 
One of the fundamental features of 'turbulent' separated-reattached flows is two basic modes of 
characteristic frequencies. The higher-frequency mode is associated with the usual large scale 
motions in the shear layer while the lower-frequency mode reflects overall separation bubble 
growth/decay dynamics or shear layer flapping as it is frequently called in the literature. It has 
been drawn from the current study that the low-frequency mode will not occur in low-Reynolds 
number transitional separated-reattached flows and the phenomena appears to be an integral 
feature of a fully turbulent separation. 
The numerical data have been comprehensively analysed to elucidate the entire transition pro-
cess. Coherent structures have been visualised in the different stages of transition. In the case 
with no-free-stream turbulence, the 2D Kelvin - H olmholtz rolls are the dominant structures 
in the early stage of transition and the well known A-shaped vortices commonly associated with 
flat plate boundary layer transition are the common features in the late transition stages. 
Many experimental studies have indicated that the separated shear layer on a blunt plate is un-
stable owing to the K elvin- H olmholtz instability. However, sufficient and detailed evidence has 
not been given in separated boundary layer transition studies to show that the instability mech-
anism at work is indeed the Kelvin - H olmholtz instability in this particular geometry. In the 
current study, it has been shown that the primary instability is indeed of the K elvin- H olmholtz 
type. The results also strongly support the idea that 'helical-pairing' instability could be the 
secondary instability responsible for the breakdown to turbulence in the late stages of transition. 
The addition of free-stream turbulence result in the transition OCCllring earlier leading to a short 
mean reattachment bubble length. The coherent structures which are clearly observed in the 
no-free-stream turbulence case have been barely visible. The primary instability was found to 
be the same as in the no-free-stream turbulence case, i.e., Kelvin - Helmholtz instability. 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
1.1 Motivation 
The problem of transition from laminar to turbulent flow in boundary layers is of great practical 
interest. Transitional studies are motivated by a need to understand this physical process and 
to apply this knowledge to the reduction and control of transition. For example, the low skin 
friction drag of laminar boundary layer flow compared with the high friction drag of turbulent 
flow is very attractive to those who design high performance automobiles and aircraft. On the 
other hand, there are many cases where the mixing and heat transfer rates of turbulent bound-
ary layer are desirable, e.g., for combustion. 
Separation and reattachment of laminar and turbulent flows occurS in many practical engineer-
ing applications, both in internal flows systems such as diffusers, combustors and channels with 
sudden expansions, and in external flows like those around airfoils and buildings. Experimental 
work of Jones [1] first discovered the presence of separation bubble and the major influence 
they have on the stalling characteristics of aerofoils. In general bubbles are undesirable because 
locally separated flow degrades airfoil performances even when they are only few percent of the 
chord (Tani [2]), which may result in a catastrophic stall of the wing. Therefor prediction of 
bubbles characteristics is an important aspect of aircraft design, especially for low-speed perfor-
mance e.g. general aviation aircraft, jet engine fan blades, inboard section of helicopter rotors, 
etc. 
Extensive research in the fifties and early sixties revealed the basic structure together with the 
identification of certain key parameters, which are associated with separation bubbles. An engi-
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neering approach of empirical correlation was applied from the late sixties to overcome the lack 
of understanding of the process involved. Although various empirical correlations are in current 
use, their accuracy is known to be very limited and therefor the method lacks universality. One 
of the goals of the current research is to numerically simulate this kind of flow to facilitate 
understanding the different mechanisms of transition involved. 
Over the recent years computer power has increased significantly, making it possible to solve 
complex flow problems by various numerical techniques. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of 
a flow field involves solution of the full compressible or incompressible time-dependent Navier-
Stokes equations counting all turbulent scales down to Kolmogrov scale directly. DNS provides 
a vast range of data not obtainable from experiments and in some cases replaces the experiments 
as the standard reference (Reynolds [3]). However, DNS is limited to low Reynolds number and 
as a result can not be seen as a viable design tool for the foreseeable future (Moin & Kim [5]). 
An alternative approach is 'Large Eddy Simulation (LES)', a technique based on resolving the 
large, energy-carrying structures while modelling the effect of the smallest scales of turbulence. 
LES is similar to DNS in that it provides a three-dimensional, time dependent solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, it still requires fairly fine meshes. However, it can be used at 
much higher Reynolds numbers than DNS. The LES approach will be employed in the current 
study of the transitional separated-reattached flow over a flat plate with a blunt leading edge. 
1.2 Previous work 
1.2.1 Classification of separated flows 
Separated flows can be classified into two categories: separated flow with reattachment and 
without reattachment. Separated flows with reattachment are characterised by the interaction 
between the separated shear layer and the nearby solid surface. The separated shear layer will 
usually undergo rapid transition to turbulence and the resulting turbulent flow reattaches to 
the surface, a phenomena known as laminar separation bubble. Three different flow regimes are 
possible: (1) laminar-laminar, where the boundary layer flow is laminar at both separation and 
reattachment; (2) laminar-turbulent, where the flow is laminar at separation and turbulent at 
reattachment; and (3) turbulent-turbulent, where the flow is turbulent at both separation and 
reattachment. On the other hand, flows without reattachment were characterised by a shear 
layer emanating from the separation lines, and usually develop to fully turbulent flows down-
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stream of the transition region. 
The focus of the current study is transitional separated-reattached flow where the flow is laminar 
at separation and reattaches as a turbulent one. 
1.2.2 Separated-reattached flows on a flat plate 
Separation can occur due to adverse pressure gradients where the momentum of the fluid in 
the boundary layer is insufficient to overcome the pressure gradient, or owing to leading-edge 
effect. Aalving & Fernholz [4] made a distinction between separation caused by sharp gradients 
in the surface geometry, denoted geometry-induced separation, and separation from smooth 
surfaces caused by adverse pressure gradients - adverse-pressure-gradient induced separation 
(A PG-induced sepamtion). The former category includes the forward- and backward-facing 
step and the blunt plate geometries. For these geometries, the point of separation is fixed in 
space and time and that separation occurs for all Reynolds numbers (except creeping flow). This 
is in contrast to the later category where both the separation and the reattachment points can 
move in the streamwise direction as a response to variations of the flow environment. Aalving 
& Fernholz [4] also distinguished between strong and mild separation bubbles on the basis of 
the height of the shear layer upstream of separation relative to the height of the separation 
bubble. A separation bubble is referred to as a strong bubble when the height of the shear 
layer preceding separation is of the same size or smaller than the height of the bubble, whereas, 
conversely, in mild separation bubble the height of the bubble is considerably smaller than the 
pre-separated layer. 
The free shear layer formed in the laminar separation bubble is invicidly unstable; the instability 
at work could be the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism, similar to that in the mixing layer and jet 
(Ho & Huerre [6]; Rogers & Moser [7], Danaila et al [8]; Urbain & Metais) [9]. Generally, the 
amplification is larger in the case of an inviscid instability than is the case for viscous instabilities 
(Tollmien-Schlichting waves), (Schlichting [10]; Ho & Huerre [6]). 
The classical experiments of the 1950s and 1960s have recently begun to be supplemented with 
data from DNS and LES. The first attempts to simulate laminar separation bubbles considered 
only the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Pauley et al [12], Ripley & 
Pauley [13], and Lin & Pauley [14] and Wilson & Pauley [15], Dovgal et al [16] and Dovgal et 
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al [17]; and Wagner et al [18] have at least partly reproduced experimental results for bubble 
structure. All these studies led to rigorous description of the modes involved. Three-dimensional 
aspects of the transition process in laminar separation bubble have been studied by Rist [19], 
and Pauley [20], although the simulation did not include full resolution of the turbulent reat-
tachment region. Rist suggested a three-dimensional oblique mode breakdown rather than a 
secondary instability of finite-amplitude two-dimensional waves. 
Only a few simulations with good resolution of the reattaching and developing boundary layer 
exist at present. Alam & Sand ham [21], Spalart & Strelets [22], Yang & Yoke [23] and Wilson 
& Pauley [15] have presented simulations of incompressible bubble, while Waists [24] has solved 
the compressible equations for bubbles in a flow at a free-stream Mach number M =0.2. Alam 
& Sandham used a flat plate and aspiration, whereas Yang & Voke[23] used a somewhat more 
realistic, and numerically more difficult, semi-circular leading edge. 
1.2.3 Separation of backward-facing step flows 
Flows downstream of a backward-facing step were investigated by Kim et al [27], Roos & 
Keglman [28], Admas & Jonston [29]. This flow was found to consist of three main compo-
nents. The shear layer emanating from the step edge, the separation zone at channel expansion, 
and the fully developed channel flow further downstream. The experiment by Kim et al [27] 
corresponds to turbulent separation, turbulent reattachment with two different step heights. 
The general flow characteristics hardly changed for the two different step-heights. The effect of 
change in Reynolds number over a limited range was negligible. This is different for laminar 
separation in step flow. In the later, flow depends on the step-height and Reynolds number 
as observed by Goldstein et al [32]. Kim et al [27] reported that the velocity profiles return 
toward the ordinary turbulent boundary layer downstream of reattachment. The inner part of 
the profile is found to relax rather quickly, while the outer part requires a surprisingly long 
distance. In the experiment of Bradshow & Wong [25], it was suggested that the large eddies in 
the shear layer are torn into two parts at reattachment, resulting in a significant decrease in the 
turbulent length scale downstream of reattachment. Another possibility is that the large eddies 
move downstream and upstream, rather than actually splitting. 
Armaly et al [30] reported measurements of velocity distribution and reattachment length down-
stream of single backward-facing step for laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow of air in a 
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Reynolds nnmber range 70<Re <SOO. The experimental results show that the various flow 
regimes are characterised by typical variations of separation length with Reynolds number. 
The laminar regime of the flow was characterised by a reattachment length that increases with 
Reynolds number. The increase was noticed to be not linear as snggested for reattachment-
length variations in axisymmetric sudden pipe expansions. 
Le and Moin [31] studied turbulent flow over a backward-facing step by direct numerical solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations. The Reynolds number based on the step height is 5100. Tempo-
ral behaviour of spanwise-averaged pressure fluctuation contours and reattachment length show 
evidence of an approximate periodic behaviour of the free shear layer with Strouhal number 
of 0.06. The instantaneous velocity fields indicate that the reattachment location varies in the 
spanwise direction, and oscillates about a mean value of 6.2Sh. Two observations were noticed, 
the first was that at relatively low Reynolds number considered, large negative skin friction is 
seen in the recirculation region. The second was that the velocity profiles in the recovery region 
fall below the log-law indicating that the turbulent boundary layer is not fully recovered at 20 
step heights behind the separation. 
1.2.4 Separation due to a smooth leading edge 
Yang & Yoke [23] employed Large-Eddy Simulation to study boundary layer transition on a flat 
plate with a semi-circular leading edge, a geometry for which a separation bubble forms after 
the blend point at which the curvature changes. The Reynolds number based on the uniform 
inlet velocity and the leading edge diameter is 3450. A dynamic sub-grid model in general 
co-ordinates is used. The simulation results predicted bubble length slightly longer than the 
experimental one. The transition process starts with the two-dimensional instability of the un-
stable free shear layer near the tail of the separation bubble, breaking the bubble into two or 
even more smaller bubbles before the three-dimensional motion takes place. As the simulation 
proceeds the three-dimensional instabilities set in rapidly in the separated layer and then the 
boundary layer becomes transitional around the reattachment point and breakdown rapidly. 
It is shown that in the region just downstream of the blend point the disturbances grow linearly, 
with non-linear rapid growth and breakdown starting at about half way of the mean bubble 
length. The rms of the velocity fluctuations show a zero values at separation and start to grow 
slowly in the first half of the bubble. The fluctuations were then noticed to increase very rapidly 
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III the second half of the bubble, with spanwise and wall-normal components lagging behind 
the streamwise velocity fluctuations slightly, reaching a maximum value just before the mean 
reattachment point, indicating that three-dimensional motion and non-linear interactions lead 
to break down to turbulence. Velocity vectors (u,v) in the (x,y) plane show that the instanta-
neous reattachment point is highly variable with time and the bubble could shrinks and enlarges 
covering a distance exactly 50% of the mean reattachment length. 
Power spectra of stream wise velocity component show that the vortex shedding starts at X/XR = 
0.35 and is not periodic with a single frequency. The shedding process seems to happen within a 
range of frequencies between 0.52Uo /XR to 1.14Uo /xR' The average frequency can be estimated 
at about 0.82Uo/XR' In addition, there is also a peak at lower frequency, 0.104Uo /xR, and 
possibly associated with low frequency flapping of the free shear layer (Hillier & Charry [33]; 
Kiya & sasaki [34] [35], Cherry et al. [36]). 
The maximum reverse flow was found to be of order smaller than 3%, and it is concluded that 
the bubble is convectively unstable. Also the most familiar A-shaped vortices were found to form 
downstream around or after the reattachment point, and eventually breakdown to turbulence 
around or after the reattachment point. 
1.2.5 Separation due to a blunt leading edge 
Several experimental studies have been carried out at high Reynolds number separation - reat-
tachment flow where a turbulent separation bubble is formed at a sharp corner. For instance at 
the leading edges of sharp-edged bluff bodies (e.g. Kiya & Sasaki [34J; Hillier & Cherry [33]; 
Nakamura & Ozono) [37]. 
Hillier and Cherry [33J investigated effects of free stream turbulence on mean and fluctuating 
pressure distributions on a blunt flat plate. The results show that the streamwise distributions of 
mean pressure in separation bubble are strongly dependent on turbulent intensity which is also 
controlling the mean reattachment length. Cherry, Hillier and Latour [36J conducted extensive 
measurements in separation bubble formed on a blunt flat plate. The results indicated that the 
unsteady flow in a separation bubble is dominated by three processes: low-frequency flapping 
motion, pseudo-periodic shedding of vortices from the bubble, and, an irregular shedding of 
large-scale vortices. 
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Kiya & Sasaki [35J conducted an experiment to study the structure of large scale vortices and 
the unsteady reverse flow properties in the reattaching zone of a nominally two-dimensional 
separation bubble formed at the leading edge of a blunt flat plate with right angled corners. 
The wind tunnel Reynolds number is 2.6x104 (based on the main-flow velocity and the thickness 
of the plate). Three-dimensional aspects of the large-scale vortices indicated the existence of a 
pair of a counter-rotating vortices, considered as hairpin vortices. Kiya & Sasaki [34J showed 
that hairpin-like vortices were shed from the reattaching zone and grouped along the spanwise 
direction. 
Profile of streamwise velocity component conditionally averaged at the time when low-pass fil-
tered surface-pressure fluctuations attains peaks and valleys clearly established the existence of 
the flapping motion of the shear layer. The centre of the shear layer was seen to shift towards 
the surface at the valleys and away from the surface at the peaks, consistent with the data 
by Kiya & Sasaki [34J. The amplitude of the flapping motion is rather small (O.005XR). To 
study the properties of the low-frequency unsteadiness, the spanwise correlation of the surface-
pressure fluctuations shortly downstream of the separation line and along the reattachment 
line was presented separately for low-pass filtered and high-pass filtered pressure fluctuations. 
The low-frequency correlation near the separation line was seen to decay much slower than 
the high-frequency correlation, indicating that low-frequency unsteadiness has a larger span-
wise length-scale. On the other hand, the low-frequency correlation decays much faster on the 
reattachment line than on the upstream line, an indication to that at the reattaching zone the 
low-frequency pressure fluctuation was of much lower level than the high-frequency fluctuation. 
These results suggest that the low-frequency unsteadiness is most strongly felt in the forward 
part. 
To find the effect of the low-frequency unsteadiness on the large-scale vortices, the power spec-
trum of the pressure fluctuation at the reattachment point was separately obtained in the shrunk 
and enlarged states. The spectra was found to have a peak at a frequency O.6Uco /XR, which is 
the shedding frequency of the large-scale vortices. The spectrum peak is much higher for the 
peaks than the valley. This feature was interpreted as that, in the reattaching zone, the large-
scale vortices are in contact with the surface, so that the average distance between the vortex 
centre and the surface can be assumed to be fairly constant. On this assumption, the stronger 
the vortices, the greater the pressure fluctuation associated with the motion with the large-scale 
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vortices in the reattaching zone. It was found that the vortices shed during the shrunk state 
were stronger than those shed during the enlarged state. In other wards, the strength of the 
shed vortices is possibly dependent on the phase of the low-frequency unsteadiness. 
The exact ongm of the low-frequency unsteadiness is not understood yet. Eaton & John-
ston [39] suggested that this is probably caused by an instantaneous imbalance between the 
entrainment (by the shear layer) from the recirculating zone and re-injection of fluid near the 
reattachment line, leading to a short-term breakdown of the spanwise vortices in the shear layer. 
Kiya & Sasaki [35] argued that if the bubble length is determined by the balance between the 
entrainment rate and the re-injection rate, such an instantaneous imbalance could cause the 
enlargement or shrinkage of the bubble. Eaton & Johnston [39] envision the motion associated 
with the low-frequency unsteadiness being roughly 2-D and attributed it to an unusual event 
that may cause a short-term breakdown of the spanwise vortices in the shear layer leading to 
a temporarily decrease in entrainment rate while the re-injection rate remain constant. This 
would cause an increase in the volume of recirculating fluid, thus moving the shear layer away 
from the wall and increasing the short-term averaged reattachment length. 
Tafti & Vanka [ [40], [41]] performed a 2D and 3D time dependent numerical study of separating 
and reattaching flow over a blunt plate for low Reynolds number (1000). The 3D simulation re-
sults were found to be in better agreement with the available experimental data compared with 
the 2D results. The calculations have also been able to capture the experimentally observed 
low-frequency unsteadiness of the separation bubble in a location close to the separation line 
(X/XR = 0.157), superimposed on the low-frequency at X/XR = 0.157 is a high-frequency motion 
which Tafti & Vanka [41] attributed to a selective high-frequency shedding from the separated 
shear layer. This 'selective high-frequency' shedding from the shear layer has not been distinc-
tively reported by any previous experimental studies and Tafti & Vanka [41] believe that this 
phenomena could be more prominent at low Reynolds numbers or that it exists also at higher 
Reynolds numbers, but has not been detected due to experimental difficulties. 
Saathoff et al [42] conducted a wind-tunnel experiment mainly to investigate the mechanism 
which produces large pressure fluctuations near leading edges of sharp-edged bluff bodies. The 
results reveal the process that causes large pressure fluctuations in separation bubbles is initiated 
when a perturbation in the approaching flow causes a roll-up of the separated shear layer, pro-
ducing a strong vortex near the surface. Also, a significant increase in the spanwise correlation 
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of pressure fluctuations occurS when the shear layer rolls up. The results also indicated that the 
spanwise length of vortices in the separation bubble is not directly related to the longitudinal 
velocity fluctuation in the free stream. 
Castro & Epik [43] performed a detailed measurements for boundary layers developing down-
stream of the highly turbulent, separated flow generated at the leading edge of a blunt flat plate. 
Two cases were considered: first, when there is only very low (wind tunnel) turbulence present 
in the free-stream flow and, second, when roughly isotropic, homogeneous turbulence is intro-
duced. The results revealed a general picture of an energetic outer layer decaying very slowly 
with downstream distance whilst, at the same time, preventing the inner layer from attaining 
its canonical form. By comparison with data obtained by other workers in different but related 
flows, it seems that many of the features of the developing boundary layer are qualitatively 
independent of the precise nature of the separation and the reattachment processes. In addi-
tion, it was shown that changing the outer boundary conditions (by adding stream turbulence) 
does not greatly alter the development process. The developing boundary layer was found to 
have some characteristics similar to those that occurs in boundary layers beneath free-stream 
turbulence. In particular, stress levels across the layer eventually fall below those in standard 
boundary layers, at distances further downstream than probed previously and, even in the ab-
sence of free-stream turbulence, must require much further long downstream to recover to their 
expected levels. In the inner region, although the log law is eventually re-established, the tur-
bulence structure has not developed normally even by 70 boundary layer thickness downstream. 
free-Stream turbulence was found to only marginally increase this rate of development. 
1.3 Objectives 
The above literature survey of separated-reattached flows indicates that large percentage of the 
work was done for the case of turbulent separated flow. The transitional bubble flow was less 
focused on. The main objective of this project is to simulate transitional bubble flow over a 
blunt plate geometry shown in figure 1.1. LES data will be used to investigate such bubble 
flows with particular emphasis put on the study of transition mechanism. The main objectives 
of the investigation are the following: 
• To study the mechanism of transition to turbulence in a separated-reattached transitional 
flow. 
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Figure 1.1: Computational domain and Geometry 
• To study the effect of the free-stream turbulence on transition, the reattachment length 
and turbulence structure. 
• To investigate the phenomena of the low-frequency flapping and its effects on the turbu-
lence structure of bubble flow. 
• To investigate the nature of the boundary layer downstream of the mean reattachment 
point. 
• To investigate the primary and secondary instability mechanisms leading to three-dimensionality 
and breakdown to turbulence. 
• To identify large-scale structures, I. e. coherent structures at various stages of transition 
and their evolution. 
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Chapter 2 
Governing equations and the 
numerical method 
The filtered equation expressing conservation of momentum in a Newtonian incompressible flow 
is normally written in an explicitly conservative form, 
(2.1) 
where the derivative Dt has the meaning 
(2.2) 
The stress Eij is given by 
(2.3) 
the strain Sij is 
- 1 
Sij = 2" (8iUj + 8jUi) (2.4) 
P is the physical pressure divided by density and v is the total viscosity. 
The mass conservation law is expressed by the zero divergence of the velocity field: 
iJiUi = 0 (2.5) 
The equation for pressure is developed by taking the divergence of (2.1), 
(2.6) 
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and using continuity (2.5) and the definition of Eij (2.3), 
(2.7) 
by extracting the pressure part of E ij . The divergence of the remainder is: 
(2.8) 
Equation (2.7) is particularly suitable for the time accurate computation of the pressure in an 
incompressible flow simulation using linear differencing. The equation can be Fourier trans-
formed in z ( a very rapid computational task) to obtain a set of decoupled equations, which in 
Cartesian case is: 
(2.9) 
This process can be performed even when the z derivatives are replaced by the finite-difference 
formulae, provided z in the simulation is periodic and has an even mesh. For example, the 
second-order central scheme on an even uniform mesh 
82 P Pn - 1 - 2Pn + Pn+1 
82 z lJ.z2 
can be discrete Fourier transformed to give 
where 
Kz = 2 sin(Kz /2} 
lJ.z 
and Kz is the usual discrete Fourier wave-number 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The two-dimensional Equation (2.9), one for each value of Kz can be solved very quickly even 
when the geometry is complex as long as it is homogeneous in one direction. 
The subgrid-scale stress term, 
Tij = UiUj - UiUj (2.13) 
represent the contribution from the subgrid scales and must be modelled. In the present study, 
the dynamic model (Germano et al [45], Lilly [46]) has been applied. 
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The anisotropic part of the SGS stresses are parametrised by an eddy viscosity assumption 
(Smagorinsky [47J Model) as: 
(2.14) 
and the eddy viscosity is given by 
(2.15) 
where 1 s 1= V2SijSij and is. = (2~x~y~z) k is the filter width at the grid scale. The coefficient 
C is determined using the least squire approach of Lilly [46J as follow: 
A second, coarser spatial filter, called the "test" filter, can be applied, and signified by a caret 
over the overbar. The test-filtered equations of motion are written as: 
where the derivative Dt has the meaning 
The stress Eij is given by 
Eij = -POij - UiUj + 2VSij 
The test filtered continuity equation is similar to 2.5. 
The subtest-scale (ST S) stress Tij is similarly approximated by: 
with the test-scales shears defined similarly to those for the grid scale. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
The consistency between 2.14 and 2.19 depends on a proper local choice of C. This can be 
shown by subtraction of the test-filtered average of Tij from Tij to obtain: 
(2.20) 
The elements of L are the resolved components of the stress tensor associated with scales of mo-
tion between the test scale and the grid scale. These scales are normally called "test window". 
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The test-window stresses, the rhs of 2.20, can be explicitly evaluated and compared locally 
with the Smagorinsky closure method defined by 2.14 by subtracting the test-scale average of 
2.14 from 2.19 to obtain: 
(2.21) 
where 
(2.22) 
The value of 0 is sought that solves 2.21 and then apply that value to 2.14. Since 2.21 
represents five independent equations in one unknown, no value of 0 can be chosen to make it 
correct. Its error can be minimized by applying a least squares approach. If Q is defined as the 
square of the error in 2.21, i.e., 
upon setting BQ j BO = 0, 0 is evaluated as 
O _ ~ LijMij 
- 2 
2 Mij 
This represent the minimum of Q, since it can be shown that BQj80 2: 0. 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
This evaluation of 0 differs from that of Germano et al [45J who contracted 2.21 by multiplying 
both sides by 8ij to obtain 
(2.25) 
In the current simulation 0 is defined as 
(2.26) 
where the angle brackets represent an average over the homogenous z in which 0 will not change. 
The resulting 0 is a function of time and the inhomogeneous co-ordinates x and y. 
Dynamic subgrid procedures have been applied successfully to a variety of flows in the past 
decade. Their popularity with simulators derives from the way they produce natura.lly the vari-
ation of 0 as solid walls are approached (making add hoc damping functions such as the well 
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known Van Driest type unnecessary). The variation of C with Reynolds number and with the 
/Iow type makes LES of partially transitional flows a viable option. 
In finite volume calculations the test-filtered flow quantities can be computed by spatial aver-
aging the calculated large scale variables over a few grid cells (typically 9 in the current study.) 
Parallel version of the code has been validated by simulating a laminar and a fully developed 
turbulent channel /Iow. The Smagorinsky [47J model is used for the fully developed channel 
/Iow. For the transitional/low described in this thesis, a dynamical model is used and the value 
of C increases from zero as the flow becomes unstable and reaches normal LES levels when 
the /Iow becomes fully turbulent. However, in some regions of the /Iow C could takes negative 
value. This behaviour of the dynamic procedure can be viewed as a way to model backscatter. 
However, this backscatter can generate numerical instability so that v + Vt :::: 0 is imposed. Fur-
thermore, C determined by the method above as it is, exhibits very large oscillations (leading 
to computational instability) which generally needs to be regularised in some way. The same 
behaviour was reported by Moin [48J. In this work the value is limited to take a maximum value 
beyond which the calculation can be unrealistic. 
The subgrid-scale model is inactive in the laminar region before transition occurs and becomes 
active when significant growth of the disturbances starts in the separation bubble, with the 
largest values of vt/v occurring around the reattachment region. 
Due to lack of a straightforward and robust filtering procedure for inhomogeneous /lows, most 
large eddy simulation performed to date have not made use of explicit filtering. In this work, 
the governing equations can be regarded as 'implicitly filtered' owing to the use of finite volume 
method, which is similar to imposing a top hat filter; the local filter width in this case is equiv-
alent to the local grid spacing. The velocity components at the grid points are interpreted as 
the volume average. 
2_1 Solution scheme and discretisation: 
The explicit second order Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for the momentum advancement 
except for the pressure term. The Adams-Bashforth scheme can be expressed as follow: 
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= ~H~ _ ~Hn-l + opn 
2' 2' OXi 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
un +1 _ Ui 3 opn+l 
------
t:!.t 2t:!.t OXi (2.29) 
with i = 1, 2, 3. U stand for an intermediate velocity and Hi denotes the contribution of convec-
tive and diffusive terms in the momentum equation 2.1. The intermediate velocity U is obtained 
by solving equation 2.27. The poisson equation 2.28 is then solved to evaluate the pressure field 
at n+ 1 time-level. Finally, the velocity field at n+ 1 time-level is calculated using equation 2.29 
and updated. This is the cycle for a single time step. 
A disadvantage of explicit schemes is the restriction imposed on the magnitude of the time 
step to be used. To ensure numerical stability for explicit schemes the time step must be small 
enough to satisfy a certain stability criteria. In the code used here, both the CF L number 
(Courant-Friedrich-Lewy) defined as: 
CFL = t:!.t*(~ + ~ +~) 
t:!.x t:!. y t:!. z (2.30) 
and the DFS number (Diffusion stability), defined as 
( 1 1 1) DFS = Vt *t:!.t* --2 + --2 + --2 t:!.x t:!. y t:!. z (2.31 ) 
are kept below 0.35 to ensure a solution clean from any numerical or diffusion instability. It 
is worth pointing out that the value of these two parameters are grid dependent when LES is 
used. Especially the D F S number which is found to increase considerably with mesh refinement 
near a solid boundary hence demanding smaller time step. 
2.2 Multigrid Poisson Solver 
Due to the use of explicit schemes in solving the momentum equation, it is very important to 
find an efficient numerical method for solving the Poisson equation of pressure. The solution of 
the pressure equation could consume most of the time spent per single time step and hence an 
efficient method is important to ensure a higher computational efficiency. To achieve this, two 
iterative methods are in common use. The first is the conjugate-gradient type method and the 
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other is multigrid method. The later is favourable for unsteady flow simulations as stated by 
Ferziger & Peric [49]. 
In multigrid method, the iterative error is divided into two parts: high-frequecy ones and low-
frequency ones. Removing the high-frequency errors are more easier than the low-frequency one 
and can be done through any iterative method. The logic of the multigrid method is to facilitate 
easier removal of the low-frequency errors. If several grid levels are used, the low-frequent errors 
on the fine grid can be considered as the high-frequency errors on the coarse grid and hence can 
easily be smoothed out. 
A typical two-grid method works according to the following: 
• On the fine grid, perform iterations with an iterative method that gives a smooth error. 
• Compute the residuals on the fine error. 
• Restrict the residuals to the coarse grid. 
• Perform iterations of the correction equation on the coarse grid. 
• Interpolate the correction to the fine grid. 
• Update the solution on the fine grid. 
• Repeat the entire procedure until the residuals are reduced to a level below the convergence 
criteria. 
Usually several multigrid levels are employed (3 in the current code). 
The spatial discretization is the second-order central differencing which is widely used in LES 
owing to it is non-dissipative and conservative properties. Finally, it is worth pointing out that 
the code employs the conventional staggered grid system (Harlow & Welch [50]) in which the 
three velocity components are defined at different node points. Figure 2.1 display the control 
volume cells for the streamwise and wall normal velocities. The control volume cell for the 
pressure do not coincide with control volume cells for velocities. Grid points for P are located 
midway between those for Ui. The equation of continuity is enforced at node points for P, 
whereas the momentum equations are evaluated at node points for Ui 
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Figure 2.1: Layout and indexing of cell cent er and face points 
2.3 Boundary conditions 
2.3.1 Inflow condition 
For flows that are statistically steady, the initial conditions are relatively unimportant. Usually, 
they may consist of large-amplitude perturbations superimposed on a realistic mean flow, or of 
a fully developed flow in a similar configuration. Typically the flow is allowed to develop in time 
until a steady state is reached, and then statistics are accumlated. 
For flows in which the transient is important (temporal transition, for instance, or the decay 
of homogeneous isotropic turbulence), more care must be used when· assigning the initial con-
ditions. In problems involving laminar-turbulent transition, controlled random perturbations 
can be used. For turbulent flow problems, on the other hand, assigning random noise with a 
given spectrum requires some adjustment time before the nonlinear interactions become realistic. 
The current study deals with a transitional flow with and without free-stream turbulence. In the 
case with no free-stream turbulence the inflow veloCities consist of the mean values (U(y)) on 
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which is superimposed a pseudo-random numbers of amplitude 20%U(y) for a limited !lumber of 
time steps at the biggining of the simulation. In the second simnlation investigating the effects 
of free-stream turbulence, the inflow velocities values are generated by a different fully developed 
channel flow simulation as will be discussed later. 
2.3.2 Outflow condition 
The convective boundary condition is implemented and can be expressed as: 
(2.32) 
In addition, at the outlet boundary, a velocity scaling is used to ensure the overall mass conser-
vation. 
2.3.3 Solid wall 
The no-slip condition for all solid walls is implemented in the code. At solid boundaries, the 
momentum flux through the boundary must be known. Differentiation of the velocity profile 
to determine the viscous part, however, is accurate only if the wall-layer is well-resolved. To 
represent accurately the structure in the near-wall region, the first grid point must be located at 
y+ ~ 2 and the grid spacing must be of order Ll.x+ '" 50 - 150, Ll.z+ '" 15 - 40. As Re --+ 00, an 
increasing number of grid points must be used to resolve a layer of decreasing thickness. This 
may also result in high aspect ratio cells, with further degradation of the numerical accuracy. 
When the grid is not fine enough to resolve the near-wall gradients, the wall layer must then 
be modeled by specifying a correlation between the velocity in the outer flow and the stress at 
the wall. It is worthpointing out in the current work many preliminary simulations have been 
performed in order to obtain an adequate mesh satisfying the above mentioned criteria. The 
mesh is continously increased in order to satisfy the above-mentioned condition y+ ~ 2 at the 
first cell from the wall. 
It is also worth pointing out that upon solving the pressure acrosS the wall normal there two 
possible scenarios regarding the wall boundary conditions as far as the pressure field was con-
cerned. It is possible to solve the pressure with the no-slip boundary condition applied only to 
the velocity field. However, it is highly recommended to apply the same to the pressure field as 
* = 0 at the wall. The later could lead to more accurate pressure field although it might not 
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make a considerable changes if compared to the former method. 
2.3.4 Periodic boundary condition 
Associated with the widespread use of Fourier methods in LES is the adoption of periodic 
boundary conditions. Periodic boundary conditions imply that the computational domain re-
peats itself an infinite number of times, or that the flow is fully developed and statistically steady 
in space. In the current simulations, the Periodic boundary condition is used in the spanwise 
direction and when necessary it can be used in the streamwise direction as in the case for fully 
developed turbulent channel flow. 
2.4 Solution procedure 
The calculation is carried out is as follows: 
• Initial all the fields values (at the first time step) 
• Solve the momentum equations to get the intermediate velocity field 
• Solve the pressure equation using the calculated intermediate velocities 
• Correct the intermediate velocities by the newly calculated pressure field 
• Update the intermediate velocity by the corrected values from the above step to obtain 
the final velocity field for the current time step 
• Repeat the above steps in the following time step until statistical stationarity is reached 
at which the averaging procedure can be started. 
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Chapter 3 
Code Validation 
3.1 Introduction 
The sequential code has been well tested and produced very good results in many cases, the 
latest of which is the study of separated boundary layer due to surface curvature by Yang & 
Voke [23J. However, all the previous tests have been obtained on a single processor and the 
parallel version of the code is not well tested. This chapter is devoted to explain the parallel 
version of the code and validate it against laminar and turbulent channel flow. 
3.2 Domain decomposition method (DDM)and message passing 
interface (MP I) for massively parallel computers 
In recent years, a considerable number of studies have been conducted on parallel computers in 
the C F D simulations. The domain decomposition method (DD M) is widely used in parallel 
C F D codes. The method divides a three-dimensional computational space into small domains 
which are assigned to a processor each. Still no consensus on a universal robust method on 
this issue has been reached and partitioning is still experimental depending on the numerical 
methods used and the hardware communication system as well. 
In general the partitioning method often adopted the following strategies: 
• The one directional partitioning method of a three-dimensional computational space (fig-
ure 3.1) 
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• The partitioning for decreasing in the amount of data exchange in communication part 
between processors. 
The one directional partitioning is very popular. However, it is thought that the one directional 
partitioning has a long data communication time because of the large amount of communication 
on data exchange. This might affect the performance (parallel efficiency) of some machines 
with low communications efficiency. This should be distinguished from the partitioning of the 
software pipe-lining. 
Figure 3.1 shows three partitioning patterns of a three-dimension computational space. For 
illustration the computational space is partitioned into 8 sub domains. Figure 3.1a illustrates 
a one-dimensional partitioning along the x-axis which is also possible along the other two axis 
(y, and z). Figure 3.1b demonstrates a two-dimensional partitioning along the x- and y-axis, 
however, it could be any two of the three axis. Figure 3.1c demonstrates the most common 
partitioning method involving the three directions. 
The message passing system has no interest in the data being transfered. It is only concerned 
with moving it. In general the following information has to be provided to the message passing 
system to specify the message transfer. 
• Which processor is sending the message. 
• Where is the data on the sending processor. 
• What kind of data is being sent. 
• How much data is there. 
• Which processor(s) are receiving the message. 
• Where should the data be left on the receiving processor. 
• How much data is the receiving processor prepared to accept. 
In general the sending and receiving processors will cooperate in providing this information. 
Some of this information provided by the sending processor will be attached to the message as 
it travel through the system and the message passing system may make some of this information. 
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(a)lD(X). 
Figure 3.1: Partitioning patterns: (a) One directional partitioning, (b) Two-directional parti-
tioning, (C) Three directional partitioning 
From this brief introduction of how MPI performs communications, it is clear that the major 
source of time delay is a function of the number of communications performed more than on 
how much data been transferred along the same axis. 
The load can broadly be divided into two categories: (1) Computational load, and (2) Com-
munication load. The computational load is due to the calculation performed for the different 
variables by the code. The communication load is the time delay due to message passing em-
ployed to exchange some variables and boundary conditions when a processor is in position of a 
communication boundary. The later is more serious than the former. 
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It is obvious that if there are many unavoidable communication subroutines employed along a 
certain axis in the computational domain, then the minimum number of processors along that 
axis should be used in order to minimize the time in messages passing. However, it is always 
of interest to minimise the computational subdomain per processor for the purpose of handling 
huge problems. Then a compromise should be made in order to get the best parallel efficiency. 
Based on the above arguments, all the MPI-subroutines employed within the code to perform 
the necessary communications were examined. This is done for the purpose of obtaining an 
approximate evaluation of the communications done along the three axis. This will basically 
give a clue on where the highest number of communications involved and hence it will suggest 
where the higher number of processors should be employed. 
In GentLES, the major source of both the computation and communication loads is due to 
the pressure solver. Even in the case of the sequential version aprroxmately 65%-70% of the 
total time spent in a single time-step is due to the pressure solver. Hence, the DDM can only 
reduce this load per processor by rdeucing the subdomain for a single processor. The problem 
of communication load in GentLES is due to the inhereted squentiality in the LU decompo-
sition and the standard projection method used in solving the pressure. LU decomposition is 
sequential and it is almost impossible to remove the source of sequentiality in an easy way. The 
pressure solver is kept sequential in a parallel code in the sense that no processor would engage 
in doing any calculation for its assigned sub domain unless it recieves some information from it 
is neighbour along the x- or y-axis. This process renders all the processors idle while one single 
processor is doing some compuations. It is Worth pointing out that this condition applies only 
to the pressure solver in GentLES resulting in numerous communications between the neigh-
bouring processors. The only way out from this is to replace the whole pressure solver with a 
good candidate for domain decomposition and MPI method. However, the main objective at 
this stage is not numerical method development but to focus on understanding the transition 
mechanism. 
Very clear from the above discussion is the fact that if the algorithm is a good candidate for MPI, 
then it should not inherit any sequentiality in any direction. In other words, all the processors 
should engage together in their corresponding subdomain and exchange a whole face of bound-
aries by the end of each time step. This is of course based on the fact that there is good load 
balance between the different processors so that the processors will finish at the same time. This 
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will automatically minimize the time delay in message passing and improve the parallel efficiency. 
3.3 Implementation of the DDM in the code 
The implementation of the DDM in the code is the standard 'one directional partitioning 
method of a three-dimensional computational space' as illustrated in figure 3.1. The domain 
can be divided into one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional along any direc-
tion. Most of the communication load is involved in the pressure solver due to the inherited 
sequentiality in the LU decomposition method as discussed above. Despite the fact that the 
spanwise direction is Fourier transformed rendering the pressure solver as a two - dimensional 
problem, there is still high rate of communication along the other two axis in the pressure solver. 
The domain is divided equally between the processors. As an illustration example, consider 
the illustration in figure 3.1a and assuming the computational mesh consist of N x x N y x Nz as 
(128*128*128) and 8 processors meshed as (8*1*1) are used. Then each processor is supposed to 
be assigned a subdomain as (16*128*128), but due to the overlapping nature of the subdomain, 
the exact sub domain assigned to each processor will be (18*128*128). The computations do take 
place to the (16*128*128) sub domain and the two additional nodes (first and last) will work as 
boundaries which should be interchanged between the neighbouring processors after every single 
time step. 
The following section will discuss the parallel efficiency of the code under different partitioning 
methods. 
3.4 Parallel Efficiency 
The combination of the number of processor that gives the best performance and efficiency has 
to be determined. There is no standard formula for specifying a certain number of processors 
in a certain direction so that it will give the best parallel efficiency. 
To determine the best parallel efficiency of the code in its current shape, the code is tested for a 
channel flow with different 3-D mesh of processor settings. Yao & Ashworth [44J distributed the 
processors along the X-, Y-, and Z-co-ordinate according to the cubic root of the total number 
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of processors favouring the X-, first, the Y-coordinate next and then the Z-coordinate. e.g. for 
a total number of processors of 4, the distribution will be (2 x 2 x 1) and for 8 will be (2 x 2 x 2). 
This is done as the computational domain is cubic in their case. 
Initially the code was tested with all the processors located along the Z-axis, figure ( 3.2a). Fol-
lowing Yao & Ashworth [44], the parallel efficiency is measured in terms of 'iteration-point/sec' 
which is equivalent {time-steps * total mesh cells}/{time used}. The code performance increases 
with a poor rate with increasing the processors up to a maximum of 16 processor. After that 
the code performance is totally unacceptable indicating that load balance optimisation between 
the computational load and communication load is valid up to a maximum of 16 processors 
after which the time delay spent in message passing is more than that spent in performing the 
calculations. 
The code was then tested by locating all the processors along the x-axis, figure ( 3.2b). Again 
the code performance was found to increase up to a maximum of 8 processors. The performance 
efficiency started to deteriorate after that. The maximum number of processors along the x-, 
and y-axis were limited due to multi-grid procedures within the code which require the x- and 
y-axis of the resulting subdomain to be a multiple of four. 
A combinations of processors along the X-, y-, and z-axis were then tested. Table 3.1 shows the 
details of the different 3-D meshes tested. Figure 3.2c compares the performance of the 3-D 
case with the previous two cases. The method of Yao & Ashworth [44] and the cubic rule of 
the total number of processors favouring the X-, y-, and then the z-axis is applied here. 
Due to the limited flexibility of the number of processors permitted by the queueing system of 
the CRAY T3E which is up to 64 processor only, the best performance was sought within this 
range. Figure 3.3 suggests that the best combination of processors along the x-axis should range 
between 4 and 8 and for the z-axis between 2 and 16. 
Figurer 3.4 shows the best performance efficiency that can be adopted to make the best of 
GentLES. The different processors arrangement for this curve were detailed in table 3.2. 
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N umber of processors Processor arrangement Performance (iteration-point/sec) 
2 2 xl x 1 40757 
4 2 x2 x 1 21912 
8 2 x2 x 2 39060 
16 4 x2 x 2 48412 
32 4 x4 x 2 101079 
64 4 x4 x 4 72328 
Table 3.1: Examples for performance by GentLES for some different sets of processors 
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Figure 3.3: Code performance comparison for processors along the x- and z-directions 
N umber of processors Processor arrangement Performance (iteration-point/sec) 
2 2 xl x 1 40757 
4 4 xl x 1 67827 
8 8 xl x 1 78833 
16 8 xl x 2 89956 
32 8 xl x 4 101079 
64 8 xl x 8 106610 
Table 3.2: Processors mesh arrangement for best efficiency for GentLES 
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3.5 Laminar channel flow: 
The parallel version of the code was validated first in a laminar channel flow case. The velocity 
Uo at the channel inlet section is uniformly distributed over its width, 2a. The downstream 
distance from the inflow boundary at which the flow develop (referred to as inlet length) is 
approximated by (LE = 0.04(2a) * R} (Schlichting [1O]). Here R denotes the Reynolds number. 
For example at R=2000 to 5000 the inlet length extends over 80 to 200 channel widths. Conse-
quently, the flow does not become fully developed at all if the channel is short or if the Reynolds 
number is comparatively large. 
The code was set to run for a channel with dimensions 100 x 2 x 2 cm corresponding to the 
lengths along the x-, y-, and z-co-ordinates respectively. At the inlet section uniform velocity 
of 0.5 m/s was applied resulting in Reynolds number of 500 based on half the channel width. 
The no-slip boundary conditions was applied to top and bottom surfaces of the channel while 
the periodic boundary condition was applied in the spanwise direction. The outflow boundary 
condition was of convective nature. 
The theoretical solution gives: 
(3.1) 
The mesh along y-axis was mildly stretched with more cells concentrated near the wall to cap-
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Figure 3.5: Streamwise velocity profile for laminar channel flow 
ture the near-wall flow features although for this laminar case is not of great importance. 
According to the theoretical solution [10], the fully developed velocity profile was expected 
at 0.85 m length along the x-axis measured from the channel inlet. Different profiles at this 
position and after it are presented in figure 3.5. The computational results show an excellent 
agreement with the theoretical solution as can be seen from figure 4.9 
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3.6 Fully developed turbulent channel flow 
3.6.1 Introduction 
Fully developed turbulent channel flow has been studied extensively to advance the understand-
ing of the mechanics of wall-bounded turbulent flows. Its geometric simplicity is attractive for 
both experimental and theoretical investigations of complex turbulence interactions near a wall. 
As a result, a large number of experimental and computational studies of channel flow have been 
carried out. It is also a benchmark test case for validating LES codes and hence the parallel 
version of the code GentLES is further validated here. 
3.6.2 Computational domain and grid spacing 
The flow geometry and the coordinate system are shown in figure 3.6. Fully developed turbu-
lent channel flow is homogeneous in the streamwise and spanwise directions, therefore periodic 
boundary conditions are used in these directions. The use of periodic boundary conditions in the 
homogeneous directions can be justified if the computational box (period) is chosen to include 
the largest eddies in the flow. Based on these facts, the choice of the computational domain and 
grid looks to be influenced by three factors. Firstly by, the mesh size should be small enough to 
resolve the important scales of motion in the flow. Secondly, the computational domain should 
be large enough that artificialities of the boundary conditions do not influence the statistics of 
the solution in an undesirable way. Thirdly, the availability of computer resources restricts the 
size of the calculation that can be done. 
The computations is carried out with 2162688 grid points distributed as (192 x 176 x 64) along 
the x-, y-, and z-axis respectively. The Reynolds number is 39582 based on the mean centerline 
velocity Uo and the channel half-width 5. The streamwise and spanwise computational domain 
are 2.511' , 0.511' respectively. In the wall-normal direction (-1 :0:: Y :0:: 1) the 176 grid points with 
non-uniform spacing were distributed. The following transformation gives the location of grid 
points in this direction: 
1 
Yj = 2tanh[~artanhaJ (3.2) 
where ~ = -1 + 2(J - 1)/N2 - I)(J = 1,2, ... , N2) 
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Here N2 is the total number of grid points in the y-direction, and a is adjustable parameter of 
the transformation (0 < a < 1); a small value of a means more points near the walls. The value 
of a was selected to approximately give y+ "" 1 at the first cell from the walL Figure 3.6 shows 
the mesh. 
3.6.3 Numerical procedures 
The code runs in parallel using domain decomposition method and the message passing interface 
(MPI). The crucial point here is the fact that in order to run the code with the best parallel 
efficiency as described in Chapter 3 section 3.4, 16 processors distributed as 8 * 1 * 2 along the 
streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions should be used. This results in two processors 
responsible for the inflow boundary (rank 0 and 8) and two for the outflow boundary (rank 7 
and 15) and specific MP I subroutines should be employed to facilitate communication between 
these processors (rank 0 with 7 and rank 8 with 15). 
Starting from the initial velocity field, the governing equations were integrated forward in time 
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until the numerical solutions reached a statistically stationary state. This is achieved by inte-
grating over 97000 time steps (equivalent to 7 flow through or residence times) before the start 
of collecting any statistical samples. The results presented below corresponds to 47966 samples 
taken every 10 time steps (equivalent to 34 flow through or residence times). 
3.6.4 Turbulence Statistics 
Mean properties 
The calculated mean velocity profile is in excellent agreement with the the log-law profile and 
with the experimental data of Wei & Willmarth [51] for the same Reynolds number as can be 
seen from figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Mean-velocity profile compared with the experimental data of Wei & Willmarth [51] 
at the same Reynolds number of 39852 
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Figure 3.8: Resolvable and total turbulence shear stress and comparison with the experimental 
data of Wei & Willmarth [51] at the same Reynolds number of 39852 
Profiles of the resolvable mean Reynolds shear stress (itv), and the total Reynolds shear stress, 
(itv) + 712 are shown in figure 3.8a. Figure 3.8b shows that the predicted turbulent stress is in 
good agreement with the experimental data for the same Reynolds number. 
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Turbulence intensities 
Root mean square velocity fluctuations normalised by the frictional velocity are shown in fig-
ure 3.9a, and the comparison with the experimental data by Wei & Willmarth [51 J are presented 
in figure 3.9 and a good agreement has been obtained. 
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Figure 3.9: Root mean square velocity fluctuations normalised by the frictional velocity and 
comparison with experimental data of Wei & Willmarth [51 J 
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3.6.5 Flow structures 
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Figure 3.10: Contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity U in the (x,z)-plane at y+ = 6.4 
Figure 3.10 shows contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity U in the (x, z) -plane at 
y+ = 6.4. The distinctive feature of the flow patterns in figure 3.10 is the existence of highly 
elongated regions of high-speed fluid located adjacent to the low speed regions. This picture of 
the flow in the vicinity of the wall is in agreement with laboratory observations. Many investiga-
tors have clearly demonstrated that the viscous sublayer consist of coherent structures of high-
and low-speed streaks alternating in the spanwise direction. These studies have also shown that 
the streaks are the unique characteristics of the wall-layer turbulence, and they are absent in 
the regions away from the walls. 
Figure 3.11 shows the contour plot of U in an (x,z)-plane far away from the wall (y+ = 400). In 
this region, in agreement with experimental observations, it is clear that the streaks and, any 
definite organised structures are absent. 
Figures 3.12a, band c show the instantaneous U, V, and W contours in an (x,y)-plane z=32. 
In figure 3.12b positive V represents fluid moving in the positive y-direction, and a negative V 
represents fluid moving in the negative y-direction. It can be seen that in the vicinity of the 
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Figure 3.11: Contours of instantaneous U in the {x,z)-plane far from the wall region 
wall, the high-speed fluid elements (U > 0) corresponding to the sweep event. On the other 
hand, the low speed fluid elements are generally being ejected from the wall regions. Clearly, 
both the sweep and ejection events have a positive contribution to the production of turbulent 
kinetic energy. One of the distinct features of figure 3.12c is that the rugh-speed structures near 
the walls are inclined at oblique angles with respect to the walls . This is the consequence of 
the action of mean shear on any fluid element from the outer layers that is moving towards the 
walls. Similar large-scale structures have been identified in the laboratory and simulation of 
many other investigators e.g . Moin & Kim [52]. 
3.7 Summary 
This validation exercise has shown the following results and features of the code GentLES: 
• The code employs a pressure solver with a very low parallel efficiency wruch is not attractive 
beyond 16 processors . 
• For both laminar and fully developed turbulent channel flow the code proved to have very 
good accuracy in agreement with the previous studies performed by the sequential version 
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Chapter 4 
Separated-reattached flow on a blunt 
plate: no-free stream turbulence case 
(N FST) 
Having bnilt confidence in the parallel version of the code by testing it for a turbnlent channel 
flow as reported in Chapter 3, it will be used to study the physics of separated-reattached flow 
over a blunt plate. Two cases will be studied. In the first case, a uniform unperturbed velocity 
profile will be used at the inflow boundary. The second case will employ a perturbed velocity 
profile with a certain percentage of free-stream turbulence at the inflow boundary. The geom-
etry and Reynolds number for the two cases are the same as in the experiments by Castro & 
Epik [43] . Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 will be devoted to discuss the first case with no free-stream 
turbulence, hereinafter referred to as NFST while the case with free stream turbulence, referred 
to as FST, will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
The geometry is a blunt plate with a square leading edge, with plate thickness Dp. The compu-
tational domain is 25cm x 16cm x 4cm with the plate centred horizontally in the domain. 
Figure 4.1 shows the computational domain and mesh used in the study. Two simulations were 
performed. In the first simulation 256 x 164 x 64 cells along the streamwise, wall-normal and 
span wise respectively were employed. The inflow boundary is at 4.5 plate thickness (Dp = 10.0 
mm) distance from the plate leading-edge while the outflow boundary is at 20.5Dp from the 
leading edge. The lateral boundaries are at SDp distance from the surface, corresponding to a 
blockage ration of 16. The spanwise dimension of the domain is 4Dp- The inflow velocity is 
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Figure 4.1: Computational domain and mesh 
constant, Uo, and aligned with the plate. A free-slip but impermeable boundary is applied on 
the lateral boundaries. In the spanwise direction, the flow is assumed to be statistically homo-
geneous and periodk boundary conditions are used. No-slip boundary conditions are used at all 
other walls. No perturbations are superimposed on inflow velocity profile, as it is the "no-free 
stream turbulence case", abbreviated by N F ST as mentioned previously. The inflow velocity 
is 9.425m/ s, uniform and aligned with the plate. The Reynolds number based on the inflow 
velocity and plate thickness is 6500. On the outflow boundary, a convective boundary condjtion 
is appljed. Nonunjform grid distributions are used in the x- and y-directjons with finer resolution 
in the vicjnity of the flat plate to resolve the shear layer which form on the front and on the top 
of the surface of the plate and the streamwise distance covered by the bubble as well. A uniform 
grid distribution is used in the spanwise direction. In terms of wall units based on the frictional 
velocity downstream of reattachment at X/XR = 2.5, XR is the mean reattachment length, the 
streamwise mesh sizes vary from flx + = 11.98 to flx + = 59.92 , while flz+ = 24.96 and at the 
wall fly + = 11.98. The time step used in this simulation is 0.005655!J.. The simulation ran for 
65, 000 time steps to allow the transition and turbulent boundary layer to become established , 
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I.e. the flow has reached a statistically stationary state. The averaged results were gathered 
over further 312,000 steps, with a sample taken every 10 time steps (31,200 samples) averaged 
over the spanwise direction too, corresponding to around 63 flow-through or residence times. 
In the second simulation the domain dimensions, the mesh cells along the streamwise and span-
wise were kept the same as in the first simulation. Along the wall normal the mesh was refined 
by using 212 cells. In terms of wall units based on the frictional velocity downstream of reattach-
ment at x/x R = 2.5 the streamwise mesh sizes vary from t.x+ = 9.7 to 48.5, while t.z+ = 20.2 
and at the wall t.y+ = 2.1. The time step used in this simulation is 0.001885 ~. The simulation 
ran for 70,000 time steps to allow the transition and turbulent boundary layer to become es-
tablished. The averaged results presented below were then gathered over further 399,000 steps 
with a sample taken every 10 time steps (39,900 samples) averaged over the spanwise direction 
too, corresponding to around 28 flow-through or residence times. 
Instantaneous flow fields and time trace of velocity components and pressure at certain points 
were also stored during the two simulations for spectral analysis. In the first simulation, a total 
of 14000 samples taken every 20 time steps were collected. This is equivalent to 1.68 seconds. 
From the second simulation, 11826 samples with each samples taken every 30 time step (354780 
time step) were collected, equivalent to 0.71 seconds. 
Extensive instantaneous data for the velocity and pressure fields were also stored during the 
simulations. Comparisons between the two simulations results in terms of flow structures and 
spectra show little difference, but the later has better statistical agreement with the available 
experimental data. 
In the present study, the center of the shear layer (Ye) is defined as the y-location where the rms 
value of the streamwise velocity (urms ) attains a maximum value, consistent with the definition 
of Kiya & Sasaki [53J (hereafter referred to as KS). The edge of the shear layer, y" is defined 
as the locus of points where urmslUo has a value of 2.5%. This definition is consistent with the 
experimental studies of Dijalali & Gartshore [60J and Cherry et al [36J. 
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4.1 Results and Discussion 
The current LES results will be compared with the experimental data by Castro & Epik [43] 
(hereafter referred to as C E) with the same geometry and Reynolds number. The difference is 
that CE [43] used a flap to control the length of the bubble throughout the two cases (with and 
without free-stream turbulence), and the blockage ratio of the experiment is approximately 4 
times the simulation. 
4.1.1 Mean flow variables 
An important parameter characterising a separated-reattached flow is the time mean position of 
reattachment. There are four methods to determine the mean reattachment location according 
to Hung et at [31] in their DNS study for a backward-facing step flow. These methods are: 
(a) by the location at which the mean velocity (j = 0 at the first grid point away from the 
wall; (b) by the location of zero wall-shear stress Tw = 0, or 8Uj8y = 0; (c) by the location 
of the mean dividing streamline; and (d) by a p.d.! method in which the mean reattachment 
point is indicated by the location of 50% forward flow fraction. They found that the first three 
methods were within 0.1 % of each other, and about 2% different from the p.d.f results. In the 
current study, the first method was used to determine the mean reattachment length. Shown in 
figure 4.2 is the time averaged velocity vectors. For the current transitional separated-boundary 
layer flow, the time averaged results is similar to a steady laminar separated flow, but with 
different bubble shape and separation length. Figure 4.2 shows clearly one separation bubble 
starting from the separation line (the edge of the blunt plate) with smooth flow field, reattaching 
at a downstream location x = O.06m giving a mean reattachment length of 6.5Dp . The mea-
sured bubble length is 7.7Dp by CE [43], which is longer than the simulated bubble length. This 
is a reasonably good agreement considering the effect of flap and the difference in blockage ratio. 
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Figure 4.2: Time averaged velocity vectors 
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Figure 4.3: Streamwise distribution of the maximum spanwise-averaged eddy viscosity to kine-
matic viscosity ratio 
Figures 4.3 represent the streamwise distribution of the maximum value of the ratio of the eddy 
viscosity to the kinematic value. As can be seen the eddy viscosity is basically zero prior to 
separation and start to pick up gradually downstream of separation reaching a maximum value 
of approximately lO at around the mean reattachment region and maintaining a value of 5 some 
distance downstream of reattachment. 
Due to limited data from CE [43], the LES results are also compared with the experimental 
data by K S [53] and the numerical results of Tafti & Vanka [41] (hereafter referred to as TV). 
To facilitate comparison the profiles are plotted either as function of Y/XR or {y - Yc)/XR at 
corresponding values of X/XR' 
Figure 4.4 compares the mean streamwise velocity distribution U /Uo with the experimental data 
of K S [53] and the numerical results by TV [41] at six streamwise locations. The results show a 
reasonably good agreement with the data of KS [53]. At the first two locations (X/XR = 0.2, and 
X/XR = 0.4), the free-stream and peak values of the velocities are bigger than those measured by 
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K S [53]. This discrepancy is most likely due to the difference in blockage ratio. The maximum 
negative velocity measured by KS [53] is about 0.31Uoo at X/XR = 0.4 - 0.6 and compare very 
well with the LES results at the same locations. The results of TV [41] have a better agreement 
with the LES results. 
Profiles of the rms of streamwise velocity, U rrn" normalised by Uo, at the same six stations are 
shown in figure 4.5. The agreement between the LES results and the data of K S [53] and results 
of TV [41] is good when other facts such as the different Reynolds numbers and blockage ratio, 
and that in the experiment it is turbulent separation are taken into consideration. The peak 
values of urrn,fUo are smaller than those measured by K S [53]. The LES predicts maximum 
value of Urrns of 0.285Uo at X/XR = 0.8. Simulation by TV [41] predicts a maximum value of 
order urrns/UO = 0.32 in the region X/XR = 0.55 - 0.7, while the measured maximum "rms by 
KS [53] is 0.26Uo at X/XR = 0.8. Other experimental studies (Dijalali & Gartshore [60]) have 
measured maximum "rrns of up to 0.3Uo· Overall, the profiles of "rrns show a reasonably good 
agreement with the data. 
Figure 4.6 shows the profiles of vrms/UO at the same six locations. For V rm" measurements have 
been reported by KS [53] only at X/XR = 1.0. The current LES results show good agreement 
with the simulation results of TV [41] and K S [53] data as well. In the laminar region at 
X/XR = 0.2 and 0.4 in figures 4.6 (a) and (b), the peak value predicted by the LES is slightly 
lower than that predicted by TV [41] simulation. As discussed above this is mainly attributed 
to the turbulent separation in the later. In the LES results, vrrns/UO exhibits a maximum value 
of 0.227Uo in the region X/XR = 0.6 - 0.8. This is comparable to the value 0.23Uo for TV [41] 
simulation results, 0.20Uo for KS [53] at (X/XR = 1.0) and 0.20 - 0.25Uo for Ota & Narita [61]. 
From the above discussion it is clear that the discrepancy in turbulent stresses between LES 
results and the data of K S [53] and simulation results of TV [41] appears mainly in the early 
part of the bubble where the flow is stilllaminar in the present simulation whereas it is turbulent 
in the experiment by K S [53] since it is a turbulent separation. Good agreement is obtained in 
other regions where the flow is transitional or turbulent. 
The comparison of the Reynolds stresses at reattachment (X/XR = 1.0) with the data of K S [53] 
and CE [43] is shown in figure 4.7. It can be seen that the LES results over-predict the max-
imum value for "rrns/UO, and vrrns/UO when compared with the data by CE [43] at the same 
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Figure 4.4: Profiles of mean streamwise velocity (j jUo at six streamwise locations. Also shown 
are measurements of K S [53] at Re=26 000, and numerical results by TV [41] at Re= 1 000 
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Reynolds number. Measurements by CE [43J yield a maximum value for urm,/UO, vrm,/UO, 
and -uv/ug of order 0.19, 0.13 and 0.014. The predicted values by the LES are 0.25, 0.20 and 
0.015 respectively while the data of K S [53J suggest the corresponding values to be of order 
0.25, 0.20 and 0.021. The LES results are in agreement with the K S [53J data apart from the 
-uv/ug variable, and have a better agreement with the data of CE [43J as far as -uv/ug is 
concerned. C E [43J compared their data with K S [53J and attributed the difference to be a 
Reynolds number effect. CE [43]'s measurement at X/XR = 1.0 are obtained with Re = 3680 
because of the upper velocity limit", 6m/ s on the miniature pulsed-wire probe. Hancock [63J 
has shown that, in the flat plate plus splitter plate case, an increase in Re from 3600 to 14000 
leads to an increase of about 28% in the maximum axial stress at reattachment (attributed to 
the fact that transition in the separated shear layer occurs earlier). Hillier & Cherry [68J found 
that the bubble shrank as Re increases from 27000 to 34000 (and was then unchanged for higher 
Re). These two facts clearly indicates that increasing Re will lead to higher values of stress level 
at reattachment. Based on these arguments, C E [43J concluded that at the tested Re = 6500, it 
is possible that the stresses at reattachment are actually somewhat higher than those presented 
in figure 4.5 by an estimated value of order 12%. Overall, this will bring the current LES results 
to a better agreement with the data of CE [43J which has the same Reynolds number. 
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Figure 4.5: Profiles of mean streamwise turbulent intensity urms/UO at six streamwise locations. 
Also shown are measurements of K S [53] at Re=26 000, and numerical results by TV [41] at 
Re= 1 000 
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Figure 4.6: Profiles of mean turbulent intensity vrms/UO at six streamwise locations. Also shown 
are measurements of K S [53J at Re=26 000 (at reattachment only), and numerical results by 
TV [41J at Re= 1 000 
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There is considerable evidence in the literature that after reattachment mean velocity profiles 
have a significant dip below the standard log law. This was first noted by Bradshow & Wong [62] 
and the current LES resnlts show this clearly. Presented in figures 4.8a and b are the axial ve-
locity profiles plotted in the usual wall units at two stations, x/x R = 1. 76 and 2.43 respectively. 
The two locations are in the developing boundary layer region. Clear from the figures that the 
agreement between the LES results and the data of CE [43] at the same Reynolds number is 
quite good. At X/XR = 1.76 the usual log law is not quite established emphasising the slowness 
of the development process of the boundary layer following reattachment. 
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Figure 4.8: Profiles of mean streamwise velocity ij+ at two streamwise locations. Also shown 
are measurements by lE [43] at the same Reynolds number 
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4.1.2 Transition process 
The boundary layer develops on either side of the plate and becomes fully turbulent well be-
fore the two out-flow boundaries. Instantaneously, the flow on either side of the plate can be 
quite different and not symmetric, jnst as they would be in reality. In the earliest stages of 
the simulation, a steady separation bubble appears at the separation line (plate leading-edge) 
and take a two dimensional form similar to that found for a laminar separation bubble at low 
Reynolds number. Later on there could be several bubbles formed just before transition starts. 
Figure 4.9 shows the instantaneous flow field on the (x,y) plane at Z/XR = 0.2 at an interme-
diate stage before transition starts. The bubble has grown in size and extends longitudinally 
with secondary weak vortices emerging from near the separation line, hanging to the boundary 
layer edge (structure a). Such secondary vortices will convect downstream and merge with other 
vortical structures to form a stronger vortical structure (c) which is on the way to be shed. In 
the mean time the vortical structure (b) is under development to replace c. Most likely structure 
b will become more stronger by merging with structure a that may catch-up with it at some 
distance downstream or by pure flow entrainment. Up to this stage, this system of vortical 
structures behave in a laminar fashion and can maintain their coherency along the spanwise 
direction. However, the picture will change drastically when transition initiates. 
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X (m) 0.Q3 0.04 
Figure 4.9: Velocity vectors showing laminar bubble before transition starts 
At a certain stage the free shear layer formed in the bubble becomes inviscidly unstable owing 
to small disturbances imposed in the simulation, breaking the strong vortical structures that 
formed towards the end of the bubble into two smaller vortical structures as the first sign of 
two-dimensional instability and vortex shedding. The shear layer becomes more unstable and 
the newly formed structures break up again, with coherent three-dimensional structures appear-
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ing. A general view of the instantaneous flow field of transition bubble at an arbitrary time is 
shown in figure 4.10. More snaps for the (x,y)-plane velocity vectors can be seen in figures 5.1, 
5.2 in Chapter 5 section 5.2.1 
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Figure 4.10: Velocity vectors showing the bubble after transition starts 
After 70,000 time steps (equivalent to 132 80) the flow reaches a statistically stationary state. 
The transition process can be clearly seen in figure 4.11 which shows the instantaneous spanwise 
vorticity at various times (1000 time steps interval) in the (x,y) plane at Z/XR = 0.2. The 
vorticity at different z-planes looks very similar. In the first half of the bubble a free shear layer 
develops and 2D spanwise vortices forms; these are inviscidly unstable via the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
mechanism and any small disturbances present grow downstream with an amplification rate 
larger than that in the case of viscous instabilities. Further downstream, the initial spanwise 
vortices are distorted severely and roll up, leading to streamwise vorticity formation associ-
ated with significant 3D motions, eventually breaking down into relatively smaller turbulent 
structures after the reattachment point and developing into a turbulent boundary layer rapidly 
afterwards. Compared to a pure laminar bubble, the situation is different. In a recent visualisa-
tion experiment by Hwang et al [152J on a blunt plate at Re = 560 a low-amplitude oscillations 
in the separated shear layer immediately after the flow separation appeared. The separated 
shear layer then undulates in the second half region of the separation bubble, while a previously 
grown-up large-scale vortex is about to depart from the shear layer. Then the shear layer rolls 
up into large-scale vortex, and this is convected downstream while growing in size. The grown-
up vortex moves close to the plate surface, and it is then shed from the separation bubble and 
moves downstream. This is exactly the process shown by Figure 4.9, and would have happened 
if transition is not triggered. 
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Figure 4.11: Instantaneous spanwise vorticity in the (x,y) plane 
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4.2 Auto-correlation and spectra 
One of the fundamental features of separated-reattached flows is two basic modes of charac-
teristic frequencies found in all the above mentioned geometries. The higher-frequency mode 
is associated with the usual shedding of large scale motions from the bubble while the lower-
frequency mode reflects overall separation bubble growth/decay dynamics or shear layer flapping 
as it is frequently called in the literature. The objective of this section is to shed more light on 
this feature of separated-reattached flows. 
In a blunt plate geometry, Kiya & Sasaki [53] measured the cross-spectrum lE., v' I and the phase 
<p.' v' at the edge and the center of the shear layer at a Reynolds number of 2.6 x 104 based on 
the free stream velocity and the plate thickness. The cross-spectra attain a maximum at the 
frequency fXR/Uoo '" 0.5, which is near to the peak frequency of the measured power spectra 
of the longitudinal-velocity and surface pressure fluctuation in the reattachment section. They 
assumed that these peaks of the spectra correspond to the shedding of large-scale vortices from 
the separation bubble which they estimated to be 0.6 - 0.8fxR/Uoo , They also measured the 
auto-correlation coefficient of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations Rv' v' near the center of the 
shear layer at two positions shortly downstream of the separation line. The auto-correlations 
reveal a long tail observed up to the section X/XR '" 0.5. The tail is gradually lowered as X/XR 
increases further, but a trace of the tail iR still ohvious in the reattachment region. Close to 
separation, X/XR '" 0.02, a high frequency periodic wave is superposed on the tail, the non-
dimensional frequency fXR/Uoo being approximately 30. They interpreted the high-frequency 
component as the frequency at which the rolled-up vortices in the shear layer pass through the 
position of a fixed hot-wire probe. They also assumed that the tail of the auto-correlation curve 
is associated with the low-frequency flapping motion of the shear layer near the separation line. 
They attributed the flapping to be a consequence of a large-scale unsteadiness in the bubble, 
the origin and nature of which was not clear at that time. They explained the gradual decay of 
the tails in the more-downstream section (X/XR = 0.5) to be due to cross-sectional dimensions 
of the rolled-up vortices, which are much larger than the spatial extent of the flapping of the 
shear layer. They indicated the possibility that the flapping can change the center of the large 
vortices in the lateral direction, but they stressed on the fact that the velocity fluctuations as-
sociated with such change of the vortex center are weaker than or comparable to those caused 
by the vortex itself. They conjectured that this is the reason behind the flapping observed most 
clearly near the separation line, where cross-sectional dimensions of the rolled-up vortices are 
at least comparable to the spatial extent of the flapping. By studying the cross-correlation of 
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the surface pressure fluctuations at two separated locations X/XR = 0.2 and X/XR = l.0, they 
concluded that the flapping of the shear layer is closely related to the shrinkage and enlargement 
of the separation bubble. They emphasised that this large-scale unsteadiness is different from 
the smaller-scale unsteadiness caused by the regular vortex shedding from the bubble, and the 
representative frequency of the former is much lower than that of the later by a factor of 6. They 
postulated that weak regular vortex shedding occurs from the main body of the separation bub-
ble, and as a result a large amount of vorticity is accumulated within the bubble. A considerable 
increase of the bubble length and the outward motion of the shear layer then accompany this. 
When a sufficient amount of vorticity is accumulated, an extremely large vortex is eventually 
shed from the bubble; as a result of which the bubble rapidly shrinks and the shear layer moves 
inwards. 
Cherry et at [36] (hereafter referred to as CH L) conducted spectral measurement of velocity and 
surface-pressure fluctuations on a blunt plate held normal to a uniform flow field at a Reynolds 
number of 3.2 x 104 • At the test Reynolds number, separation of the front-plate boundary layer 
is laminar but transition occurs extremely close to separation. Near separation, the measured 
power spectra for surface-pressure fluctuations are found to be dominated by low-frequency 
fluctuations. This is detected by the fact that roughly 50% of the energy is at a reduced fre-
quency f Dp/Uoo < 0.025 (Dp being the plate thickness) but no peak value is clearly seen. The 
low frequency value is estimated to be about one-fifth of the characteristic shedding frequency. 
Trying to explain the main source of the phenomena, CH L [36] ruled out any experimental 
error, side-plate or aspect-ratio, or tunnel acoustics to be the reason behind the low-frequency 
unsteadiness. CH L [36] were suspicious about the effect of transition in the shear layer to be 
the cause. This is because at very low Reynolds number (3 x 103 ) their smoke visualisation ex-
periment shows a significant low-frequency variability in the instantaneous transition position. 
However, because transition at the test Reynolds number occurs extremely close to separation, 
and due to the fact that the phenomena appear in the reward step separations of both Eaton 
& Johnston [54] and also Cherry et at [55], where it is already turbulent flow at separation, 
transition effect is ruled out too. CH L [36] drew the conclusion that "the low-wave number 
motion appears to be an integral feature of fully turbulent separation". This was supported 
by further measurements made on the same model with level of grid generated turbulence in 
the free stream urms/Uoo = 9.6%. The turbulent stream data show a marked contribution at 
low frequency. With increasing distance from separation, the spectra becomes dominated by a 
broad band shedding of vorticity from the bubble. From the velocity spectra, the most dominant 
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shedding frequency is approximated to a value of fxn/Uoo = 0.7. 
In the numerical simulation of Tafti & Vanka [41], the calculated auto-correlation of the stream-
wise velocity at the center of the shear layer (x/xn = 0.157) captured a low frequency peak 
about 0.15Uoo /xn. They attributed it to the low-frequency flapping of the shear layer. Su-
perimposed on the low-frequency is a high-frequency motion with f = 4.2Uoo /XR, which they 
claimed to be caused by a selective high-frequency shedding from the separated shear layer. 
This selective high-frequency shedding from the shear layer has not been distinctly reported by 
any previous experimental studies or any recent one as well. TV [41J think that this phenomena 
is more prominent at low Reynolds numbers. The auto-correlation of the streamwise velocity 
fluctuations reported by K S [53J at the center of the shear layer indeed shows a high-frequency 
content (f = 30Uoo /xn) which they attributed to the passing of rolled-up vortices through the 
measurement location. However, the value of K S [53J (50 time the normal shedding frequency) 
is much higher when compared with the value obtained by TV [41J which is 7 times as large as 
the normal shedding frequency. 
Cherry et al [55], Castro and Haque [56J, Laura et al [57J detected both the low and high fre--
quency modes of unsteadiness for separated flow behind a normal flat plate with a long central 
splitter plate. However, Ruderich & Fernholz [58J observed no dominant frequencies in their 
power spectra for the same flow configuration, which led them to believe that there was no 
flapping of the reattaching shear layer. 
In the backward-facing step flow, both the frequency modes were detected in velocity measure-
ments of Eaton & Johnston [54J. They argued that the observed low-frequency motion on the 
backward-facing step is likely to be a consequence of an instantaneous imbalance between the 
entrainment rate from the recirculation zone and the reinjection near the reattachment line. In 
the backward facing step experiment by Lee & Sung [59J the two modes of frequency were also 
detected in the measured auto-spectra of surface pressure close to separation line. 
It is worth pointing out that, in all the experimental and numerical work discussed above, almost 
all of them deal with turbulent separation at higher Reynolds number range with the exception 
of CHL [36J at which transition appears almost at the separation point. TV [41J simulated 
turbulent separation at low Reynolds number. The question that arise is: will transition help 
to amplify this low-frequency unsteadiness or will it act as a filter to absorb and damp it? This 
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Figure 4.12: Locations of points for spectral analysis 
is going to be investigated in this section. 
To answer the question, extensive data of velocity and pressure correlations were calculated at 
seven streamwise locations including a point just before separation (X/XR = -0.05). The other 
six point are distributed within the separation bubble at X/XR = 0.05, 0.5, 0.75 , at the reat-
tachment X/XR = 1.0 and in the developing boundary layer after reattachment at X/XR = 1.25, 
3.0, and also at three location along the spanwise dimension Z/XR = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. Figure 4.12 
shows the exact location of these points. 
For each streamwise location, time traces of velocities U, V, Wand pressure P were stored at 
four wall-normal locations at Y/XR = 0.01, Y/XR = 0.05, Y/XR = 0.13, and Y/XR = 0.2. These 
four wall-normal positions were designed to include the very near wall region, center and the 
edge of the shear layer. They are 84 points properly covering the whole domain and provides 
a significant sample size. A total of 14,000 samples at each point (taken every 20 time-steps 
with time step = 6 x 10-6 secs) were collected. This correspondsing to 1.68 seconds. A well 
tested code utilising the Fourier transform methods for auto-correlation is used to process the 
data. The maximum frequency that can be resolved is 4.166 kHz. Spectral analysis has been 
conducted at the spanwise locations Z/XR = 0.2 and at the center of the channel Z/XR = 0.4. 
The figures below correspond to data at the z-location Z/XR = 0.2. 
Close to the separation line and very close to the surface (figure 4.12, point 5) (X/XR = 0.05, 
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Y/XR = 0.01), the auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V, and Ware 
shown in figures 4.13a, b, c, d, e, and f respectively. At this station very close to the separation 
line the spectra is quiet and does not show any spectacular high- or low-frequency contents. The 
spectra show no trace of the low-frequency peak identified by most of the experiments discussed 
previously. At the same x-location and for Y/XR = 0.05 (figure 4.12, point 6), y/XR = 0.13 
(figure 4.12, point 7), and Y/XR = 0.2 (figure 4.12, point 8), the pressure auto-correlation and 
spectra are shown in figures 4.14a, b, c, d, and e, f respectively. Again no distinguished high or 
low frequency contents appear. The experimental work of both Kiya & Sasaki [53J and Cherry et 
al [36] emphasised the fact that close to separation, the spectra is dominated by a low-frequency 
contents which they attributed to flapping of the shear layer as discussed previously. However, 
at this location (the closest to the separation line) the current LES results do not indicate the 
existence of such low-frequency peaks. 
Figure 4.15 presents the auto-correlation and the spectra for the pressure very close to the sur-
face (Y/XR = 0.01) at X/XR = 0.5 (figure 4.12, point 9). The spectra clearly shows a peak 
at high frequency band, approximately 126-158 Hz. This is equivalent to 0.7 - 0.875Uo/XR, 
which is in very close agreement with the experimental value of KS [53J, 0.6 - 0.8UO/XR, and 
the value, 0.7UO/XR, obtained by CHL [36J. Other studies for separated reattached flows (dif-
ferent geometries) reported similar range of this value. Yang & Yoke [23J reported a value of 
0.82Uo/XR in their LES simulation for separated-reattached flow on a semi-circular leading edge 
geometry. For the backward-facing step, Lee & Sung [59J identified this value as fXR/UO = 0.5, 
0.5 :<::: f x R/UO :<::: 0.8 by Mabey [82J and Driver et al [65] identified it as f x R/UO = 0.6. In the 
splitter plate with a fence geometry, Laura et al [57J reported the higher frequency range as 
fXR/Uoo = 0.6 - 0.9. Spazzini et al [66J found their maximum at fXR/Uoo = l.0 along with 
Heenan and Morrison [67J. This higher frequency peak has been attributed to the shedding of 
large-scale vortices from the separation bubble. 
Moving upwards at the same x-location (X/XR = 0.5) to the position Y/XR = 0.05 (figure 4.12, 
point 10), figure 4.16 shows the auto-correlation and spectra of the streamwise and wall-normal 
velocity components U (a and b), V (c and d), and the pressure P (e and f). This position is 
slightly below the center of the shear layer. As can be seen from the figure that both the velocity 
components and the pressure spectra show the regular high shedding frequency 0.7 -0.875Uo /x R. 
Moving further along the y-axis to the location Y/XR = 0.13 (figure 4.12, point ll), figure 4.17 
shows the auto-correlation and spectra for the three velocity components, U (a and b), V (c 
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Figure 4.13: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity component U, V, and W at X/XR = 0.05, 
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Figure 4.15: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.5, Y/XR = 0.01 
and d), W (e and J), and the pressure P (g and h). This position is approximately at the edge 
of the shear layer. The spectra for the velocity components reveal shedding at higher frequency 
1000 - 1125Hz or 5 - 6.5Uo/XR in addition to the regular high frequency discussed above. 
This is approximately 7 times higher than the regular shedding value. Such higher frequency 
shedding from the shear layer has not been reported by any previous experimental studies but 
by the numerical study of TV [41J. The value estimated by TV [41J is 4.2Uoo /XR which is ex-
actly 7 times the regular shedding frequency of 0.6Uoo /XR' TV [41J think that this phenomena 
is more prominent at low Reynolds numbers and may exist also at higher Reynolds number, 
but has not been detected due to measurement difficulties. However, it should be noted that 
the auto-correlation of streamwise velocity fluctuations reported by KS [53J at X/XR = 0.02 at 
the center of the shear layer indeed shows a very high-frequency (f = 30Uoo /XR), which they 
have attributed to the passing of rolled up vortices through the measurement location. Lee & 
Sung [59] have noticed a similar phenomena in their experiment behind a backward-facing step 
but they attributed the peaks to the tunnel noise from the fan. This is a phenomena that needs 
more and careful experiments to clarify. 
Moving further (at the same x-location) along the y-coordinate to the position Y/XR = 0.2 
(figure 4.12, point 12) above the edge of the shear layer, the auto-correlation and spectra for 
velocity components U, V, Wand pressure P are shown in figures 4.18a, b, c, d, e, J, g, and h 
respectively. Again, the spectra show both the regular shedding frequency and the other higher 
shedding frequency. 
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Figure 4.16: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.5, Y/XR = 0.05 
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Figure 4.17: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.5, Y/XR = 0.13 
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Figure 4.18: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.5, Y/XR = 0.20 
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Moving downstream to the location X/XR = 0.75 and then moving upward across the same 
stations as discussed above, almost the same scenario is repeated. Figure 4.19 shows the auto-
correlation and spectra for pressure at Y/XR = 0.01 (figure 4.12, point 13) very close to the 
surface. The pressure spectra show only the regular shedding frequency identified in the pre-
viously discussed spectra. Figures 4.20a, b, c, d, e, j, g and h show the auto-correlation and 
spectra at Y/XR = 0.05 (figure 4.12, point 14) for the velocity components U, V, Wand the pres-
sure P respectively. Once again the spectra show only the regular shedding frequency. Shown 
in figures 4.21a, b, c, d, e, j, g, h (Y/XR = 0.13) (figure 4.12, point 15) and 4.22a, b,c, d, e, 
j, g, h (Y/XR = 0.2) (figure 4.12, point 16) are the auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity 
components U, V, Wand the pressure P. When compared with figure 4.17 (figure 4.12, point 
11) and 4.18 (figure 4.12, point 12) which are at the same Y location but at X/XR = 0.5 it is 
noticeable that the higher frequency shedding is not so strong at this location. At positions 
further downstream, X/XR = 1.0 and X/XR = 1.25, the phenomena are not as apparent as in 
previous stations. Sample of the spectra for these downstream locations at the centre of the 
channel are shown in figures 4.33. It could be due to the merging or strengthening of the primary 
vortical structures that develop or emerge in the transitional region before it is shed from the 
reattachment region. 
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At the last station (X/XR '" 3.0) figures 4.23a, bc, d, e, f, 9 and h present the auto-correlation 
and spectra for the three velocity components U, V, Wand pressure P close to the surface 
(y/xR=O.OI) (figure 4.12, point 25). At this streamwise location, it is clear that the bound-
ary layer is developing towards a canonical form with no distinguished high- or low-frequency 
contents. Figures 4.24a, b, c, d, e, f, 9 and h show the auto-correlation and spectra for the 
three velocity components U, V, Wand pressureP at the same x-location and Y/XR = 0.05 
(figure 4.12, point 26). No distinguished high or low-frequency contents can be identified in 
any of the velocity components or pressure. Instead the spectra look quite similar to a fully 
developed turbulent boundary layer. The same scenario is repeated upon moving along the wall 
normal coordinate to Y/XR = 0.13 and Y/XR = 0.2. In addition, from the spectra at all the 
points shown above there is no indication of the so called low-frequency flapping 
The auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components and pressure are also investigated 
at the center of the channel, Z/XR = 0.4. Data for these variables are stored in exact locations as 
for the spanwise location Z/XR = 0.2 discussed previously. Figure 4.25 shows the auto-correlation 
and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at X/XR = 0.05, y/XR = 0.01 (point 
5 in figure 4.12). Similar to the same location at Z/XR = 0.2 as discussed previously, the spectra 
is quiet and does not show any distinguished high or low frequency content. The same applies 
to the other three points upon moving upward at the same x-location. 
Keeping close to the surface (y / x R = 0.01) and moving downstream, figures 4.26a, b show the 
auto-correlation and spectra for the pressure at point 9 in figure 4.12. Figures 4.26c, d, e and 
f show the auto-correlation and spectra for the pressure and streamwise velocity at point 13 in 
figure 4.12 while figures 4.26g and h represent auto-correlation and spectra for the pressure at 
X/XR = 1.0 (point 17 in figure 4.12). The spectra show the characteristic frequency for pressure 
at point 9 in figure 4.12 but no peak value at low frequency content is visible. 
For Y/XR = 0.05 and X/XR = 0.5 (point 10 in figure 4.12) and X/XR = 0.75 (point 14 in fig-
ure 4.12) the auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V and pressure Pare 
shown respectively in figures 4.27 and 4.28a to f. The figures show the characteristic frequency 
defined previously but not any low-frequency content is apparent. Compared with those values 
close to the surface (figures 4.26), the characteristic frequency is quite apparent at this location 
than very close to the surface. 
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Figure 4.20: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.75, Y/XR = 0.05 
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Figure 4.21: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.75, Y/XR = 0.13 
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Figure 4.22: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.75, Y/XR = 0.20 
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Figure 4.23: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
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Figure 4.24: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 3.0, Y/XR = 0.05 
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At Y/XR = 0.13 and X/XR = 0.5 (point 11 in figure 4.12) and 0.75 (point 15 in figure 4.12) the 
auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V, Wand pressure P are shown 
respectively in figures 4.29 and 4.30a to g. Once again the figures show the characteristic fre-
quency mentioned previously but not any low-frequency content at these locations. At these 
locations, traces of the high frequency content discussed previously for spectra at Z/XR = 0.2 
can be seen, specially for the velocity components V and W at X/XR = 0.5 and vanish for all 
the variables at X/XR = 0.75. 
At Y/XR = 0.2 and X/XR = 0.5 (point 12 in figure 4.12), 0.75 (point 16 in figure 4.12) the 
auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V, Wand pressure P are shown 
respectively in figures 4.31 and 4.32a to g. The location Y/XR = 0.2 is slightly above the edge of 
the shear layer. At point 12 (X/XR = 0.5), in addition to the characteristic frequency the other 
high frequency content is quite apparent. This high frequency content seems to be associated 
with this downstream location (X/XR = 0.5) where 3D motions are noticed, moving downstream 
to X/XR = 0.75 it is not as apparent as at X/XR = 0.5. Figures 4.33a, b, c and d represent the 
auto-correlation for the streamwise velocity and pressure for the same y-location (Y/XR = 0.2) 
and X/XR = 1.0 (point 20 in figure 4.12) while figures 4.33e, j, 9 and h are auto-correlation 
for the streamwise velocity and pressure at X/XR = 1.25 (point 24 in figure 4.12). The figures 
indicate that after a short distance downstream of reattachment, although the characteristic 
frequency for shedding from the bubble can still be observed, it is getting weaker. No trace of 
the high frequency content shown in figures 4.31 at these locations. 
Finally, at the last streamwise location (X/XR = 3.0) and close to the surface at Y/XR = 0.01 
and at Y/XR = 0.05, figures 4.34 and 4.35 show the auto-correlation and spectra for the three 
velocity components and pressure respectively. As can be seen there is neither a low nor a high 
frequency content here, an indication of a fully developed turbulent flow at this far downstream 
location. 
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Figure 4.26: Auto-correlation and spectra for pressure at X/XR = 0.5, 0.75, streamwise velocity 
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Figure 4,30: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 0,75, Y/XR = 0,13 
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Figure 4.31: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 0.5, Y/XR = 0.2 
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Figure 4.32: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 0.75, V/XR = 0.2 
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Figure 4.33: Aut(}-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, and pressure Pat X/XR = 
1.0, and X/XR = 1.25 respectively; Y/XR = 0.05 
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Figure 4.34: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 3.0, Y/XR = om 
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Figure 4.35: Auto-correlation and spectra for velocity components U, V, Wand pressure at 
X/XR = 3.0, Y/XR = 0.05 
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4.2.1 Discussion 
The current LES study of low Reynolds number transitional separated boundary layer does 
not show the low-frequency flapping which most of the experiments have identified and believed 
to be due to the flapping of the shear layer. K S [53] estimated this frequency to be of order 
0.2UO/XR. Based on the data of KS [53] this is equivalent to 50Hz. In the current LES, the 
maximum frequency that can be resolved is 4.166 kHz (50Uo/xr ). The sampling was carried 
out over 264xR/UO time unit. If it is roughly assumed that the low-frequency should be of the 
same order to that of KS [53] 0.2UO/XR, then the collected samples are able to cover 53 low-
frequency cycles. However, this low frequency has not been captured in the current LES study. 
TV [41] carried out sampling over a period of time which was equivalent to 3 low-frequency 
cycles and their data captured the low-frequency phenomena. Nevertheless, there is a major 
difference between the current case and almost all of the cases mentioned. The current case is 
transitional flow with a pure 2-D laminar region at separation and almost up to x = 0.25xR as 
discussed previously. We believe that the laminar part of the bubble works as a filter to filter out 
this low-frequency flapping of the shear layer. The experiment by Cherry et al [36] deals with 
transitional separation on the same geometry used in this computations, but transition occurs 
extremely close to separation. At very low Reynolds number, their smoke visualisation showed 
low-frequency variability in the instantaneous transition position but not in the laminar part. 
However, measurements made in the same model with high level of grid generated turbulence 
in the free stream showed a marked contribution at low frequencies. Based on this, it may be 
concluded that "the low-wave number motion appear to be an integral feature of a fully turbulent 
separation". K S [53] proposed that the reason behind the flapping observed most clearly near 
the separation line is because the cross-sectional dimensions of the rolled-up vortices are at least 
comparable to the spatial extent of the flapping. All these argument indicates two factors should 
exist in order for the low-frequency mode should be detected: (l) there must exist some sort 
of vortical structures, and (2) the cross-sectional dimensions of the these vortical structures are 
weak and at least comparable to the spatial extent of the flapping. At reattachment, K S [53] 
estimated the average center of the vortices to be at about 0.2x R from the plate surface and the 
average longitudinal distance between the vortices is 0.7 - 0.8XR. However, there is no informa-
tion available regarding the structure of the rolled-up vortices at which the spatial extent of the 
flapping can overcome and hence dominate the dynamic of the flow. Usually, near separation, 
a primary weak vortical structure develops and becomes much stronger as it approach the reat-
tachment region by merging with another vortical structure as described in many studies. Thus 
in the vicinity of the separation line it is expected that the lateral and longitudinal dimensions 
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of the vortices to be quite small despite the fact that they are coherent along the spanwise di-
rection. This low-frequency mode in separated-reattached flows will be more apparent in case of 
turbulent separation where rolled-up vortices appear even at separation line. Therefore it may 
be drawn from the current study that the low-frequency mode will not occur in low-Reynolds 
number transitional separated-reattached flows. 
4.3 Stability analysis 
Laminar-turbulent transition is an important feature in aerospace aerodynamics and many other 
engineering flows. Despite many years of research on fundamental mechanism of the transition 
process in many generic configurations they are still not well understood and difficult to predict. 
The classical description of the transition from laminar flow to turbulence involves a sequence 
of primary instability, secondary instability, ... , bifurcations which successively break the sym-
metries of the original problem (Manneville [73]). 
A free shear layer is formed as a laminar boundary layer separates from the edge of the blunt 
plate in the current study. Using conditionally averaged velocity vectors and contour lines 
of high-frequency turbulent energy Kiya and Sasaki [76] visualised the three-dimensional fea-
ture of the large-scale vortices in the reattaching zone of a separated flow on a blunt plate 
geometry like the case under study. They indicated that these large-scale vortices originated 
from a successive amalgamation of vortices formed in the separated shear layer owing to the 
Kelvin-Holmholtz instability. However, sufficient and detailed evidence has not been given in 
separated boundary layer transition studies to show that the instability mechanism at work is 
indeed the Kelvin - Holmholtz instability. Kiya and Sasaki's [76] experiment showed that the 
large-scale vortices in the reattaching zone have a hairpin shape. The spanwise distance between 
the ends of the hairpin vortices is approximately O.6x R. This is consistent with the fact that 
the spanwise distance between the streamwise vortices in the transition region of an initially 
laminar mixing layer is approximately equal to the Kelvin - H olmholtz spacing (Roshko [77]). 
There are some similarities between the plain mixing layers and the flow in the present study. 
For more reviews, the reader should refer to the papers by Cherry et al [36] for a blunt plate 
geometry, Srba [78] and Pronchick & Kline [79] regarding a backward-facing step geometry. The 
separated shear layer on a blunt plate can be considered as a mixing layer modified by a recir-
culation zone beneath it with a very unsteady reattachment region. Many aspects of similarity 
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of the flow structures visualised in this study were found to be associated with those present in 
the case of plain mixing layers and the backward-facing step. 
In the mixing layer experiment of Winant & Browand [80] they noticed that the mixing layer 
is dominated by the presence of a quasi-two-dimensional spanwise vortical structures. They 
reported that neighbouring pairs of vortices roll around each other some distance downstream. 
The viscous diffusion smears out the identities of individual vortices to form a single large vor-
tex from originally two vortices, a process they named vortex pairing which they believed to 
be the mechanism leading to transition in mixing layers. In other words, vortex pairing is a 
two-dimensional interaction whereby neighbouring vortices amalgamate to form a large vortex. 
Winant & Browand [80] noticed that a considerable increase in smaller scale fluctuations is seen 
to occur at about the time of the second pairing but the large structure remains aligned across 
the stream, appearing two-dimensional in the mean. Chandrsuda et al [81] have directly ob-
served generation of spanwise phase dislocation via localised pairing leading to vortices wind up 
around each other, yielding a quasi spanwise double helix vortex structure and gave the process 
the name helical pairing. 
Other experiments have shown that the two-dimensional structures are subjected to three-
dimensional instabilities (Miksad [82]; Breidenthal [83]; Bernal et al [84] and Browand & 
Trout [85]. Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86] studied the two and three-dimensional instabilities 
of a spatially periodic shear layer by numerically solving the N-S equations. Their model con-
sists of a family of coherent shear layer vortices discovered by Stuart [87]. From their simulation, 
Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86] identified three types of secondary instability: the helical pair-
ing, most unstable for 2D modes; translative instability which preserves the periodicity of the 
Stuart row and corresponds to the elliptic instability (Pierrehumbert [88]) at large spanwise 
wave numbers and the so-called zigzag instability (Browan and Roshko [89]) at short spanwise 
wave numbers; and finally a core instability associated with a varicose modulation of the core 
of the vortices. The three-dimensional instabilities are involved in the generation of small-scale 
erratic flow (Miksad [82]; Bernal et al [84]) but do not destroy the large-scale coherent structures 
(Browand & Trout [85]). The vortex interactions thus play a role in the important stage of tran-
sition to three-dimensionality and indeed continue to influence characteristics of the developed 
turbulence downstream. 
It is reasonable to assume that large structures in a given flow owe their origin to instabilities 
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specific to that flow. Although there is no formal proof to this assumption the accumulated 
results from experiments for different flow fields do justify this assumption. In the experimental 
work of Bandyopadhyay [90] in a backward-facing step geometry he argued that abrupt disin-
tegration into smaller scales after pairing does not take place in low-disturbance mixing layers 
where the dominant large-structures are two-dimensional as reported by Winant & Browand [80]. 
He reported that in spite of the many mixing-layer like characteristics of the backward-facing 
step flow there are some differences due to induced effects of the wall. Bandyopadhyay [90] 
suspects that the disintegration is due to a three-dimensional instability of the two intertwining 
horseshoe vortices in the reattaching flow and that is why it succeeds the pairing instability. 
However, recently Delcayre [91] has shown that helical pairing instability can transform the 2D 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into A-shaped vortical structures, leading to three-dimensionality of 
the flow. 
It is possible that many instability modes can exist and compete in the late stages of transi-
tion to turbulence. The mechanisms through which these instabilities work and destroy the 2D 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls are reasonably established for the case of mixing layers but seem to be 
far from fully understood for separated reattached flow. The secondary instabilities that occur 
in the case where the blunt plate extends up to the end of the domain on which the boundary 
layer separates at the leading edge, reattaches and develops into a turbulent boundary layer have 
received little analysis. The main objectives of this section is: a) to demonstrate that the free 
shear layer in the separation bubble is inviscidly unstable via the Kelvin - H olmholtz instabil-
ity mechanism by analysing the LES data and comparing the results with those of the inviscid 
linear stability analysis; b) to address the secondary instability leading to three-dimensionality 
of the flow and the associated flow structures. 
4.3.1 Primary instability mechanism 
Position of initial unsteadiness 
The flow is laminar and two-dimensional before the separation and just after the separation as 
can be seen from figure 4.36 which shows the instantaneous values of the three velocity compo-
nents at three arbitrary times in the spanwise plane Z/XR = 0.4 along the streamwise direction 
starting from the separation point. It can be seen clearly that the profiles at three different 
times are virtually the same up to X/XR '" 0.225, with the spanwise velocity W being zero 
indicating that the flow is two-dimensional and steady. The profiles indicate that the position 
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of unsteadiness occurs at about X/XR "" 0.225. The instantaneous spanwise velocity starts to 
develop slowly when X/XR 2 0.225 and remains small until X/XR "" 0.5 when significant three-
dimensional motion starts to develop very quickly and violently with maximum values reaching 
almost 42.5% of the streamwise velocity in the free stream. 
The profiles for the U and V velocity components show the same kind of pattern, with the initial 
unsteady motions observed to develop slowly and starting to develop very rapidly and violently 
at about X/XR "" 0.5. This may indicate that in the region from X/XR = 0.225 up to X/XR = 0.5 
the disturbances grow linearly, with non-linear rapid growth and breakdown starting from the 
region X/XR = 0.5 onward. The first appearance of unsteadiness can be further confirmed by 
looking at figures 4.37a to d which show the instantaneous streamwise velocity profiles at four 
streamwise locations and at three different times. The discrepancy between velocity profiles at 
three different times can be barely seen at x/x R = 0.2. The discrepancy between the instan-
taneous profiles grows downstream and becomes clearly apparent at x/x R = 0.4 as shown in 
figure 4.37b. Further downstream at X/XR = 0.6 and X/XR = 0.8 as shown in figure 4.37c and d 
respectively, the profiles are very distorted owing to very unsteady large-scale motions inducing 
violent fluctuations. Another way of monitoring the development of the three-dimensional mo-
tions is to see look at the variation of the instantaneous streamwise velocity along the spanwise 
at different streamwise locations. Figure 4.38 shows the spanwise variation of the instanta-
neous streamwise velocity at six streamwise locations, X/XR = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. At 
X/XR = 0.1, the streamwise velocity profile is almost flat at all the vertical heights, indicating 
that it is two-dimensional flow. Distortion can barely be seen at X/XR = 0.2 and develops 
gradually up to X/XR = 0.4 where significant three-dimensional motion can be observed and 
then develop rapidly afterwards as can be seen from Figures 4.38e and f at X/XR = 0.5 and 
X/XR = 0.6 respectively. 
The breakdown of the laminar shear layer is best viewed by figure 4.39 which shows the stream-
wise velocity contours at several streamwise location X/XR= 0.25, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.95. Initially 
(at X/XR= 0.25, 0.325) low amplitude waves can bee seen in the laminar shear layer, then 
the amplitude increases considerably at X/XR= 0.5 but the structures remain fairly organised. 
Approaching the reattachment, the structures appear to be irregular (at X/XR= 0.7) and the 
spanwise symmetry is totally broken at X/XR= 0.95 within the reattachment region. 
A detailed qualitative information regarding the development of three-dimensional motions can 
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be seen in figure 4.40, showing velocity vectors on the {y,z)-plane at several streamwise location 
X/XR= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and at reattachment X/XR = 1.0. At X/XR= 
0.1 the flow is still two-dimensional and the spanwise velocity is tiny. Three-dimensional mo-
tions are barely observed at X/XR= 0.2 and 0.3 and develop slowly at X/XR= 0.4. Noticeable 
three-dimensional motions appear at X/XR = 0.5 and develop much more quickly afterwards 
as can be seen at X/XR= 0.6, X/XR= 0.7, X/XR= 0.8, 0.9 and X/XR= 1.0. Pairs of counter-
rotating vortices (popularly known as mushroom-shaped structures) can be seen at X/XR= 0.7, 
X/XR= 0.8 (structure A). Extensive data of velocity vectors in the region X/XR= 0.7, 0.8 and 
X/XR= 0.9 have been processed and the mushroom-shaped structures are almost persistent in 
this region. This may indicate the existence of A-shaped vortices (with each leg consisting of 
flow in counter-rotating movement) in this region. As will be discussed later in section 4.3.2 
that the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls suffer considerable distortion in the reattachment region and 
transform into A-shaped vortices. The mushroom-shaped structures seen above are reminiscent 
of the mixing layer laboratory of Bernal & Roshko [101 J, and Lasheras & Choi [98J and direct 
numerical simulation of Metcalfe el al [153J and was also available in the numerical simulation 
of the backward step of Neto el al [100J. 
It is evident from the figures discussed above that the flow starts to become unsteady in the 
region from X/XR = 0.2 and X/XR = 0.25 and significant growth of the disturbances starts at 
about X/XR = 0.5. 
To clarify whether the instability of the free shear layer in the present study is the Kelvin -
Holmholtz one, following Yang & Yoke [23J let us consider the Kelvin - Holmholtz instability 
mechanism in details. For the case of two uniform incompressible, inviscid fluids of densities 
PI and P2 separated by a horizontal boundaries at y=O. Let the density P2 of the upper fluid 
be less than the density PI of the lower fluid so that in the absence of streaming (i.e. U1= U2 
=0.0) the arrangement is a stable one. Then for any difference U1 - U2, no matter how small 
it is, instability occurs for all wave-numbers greater than a minimum value given by: 
(4.1) 
0'1 = Pl"+Pl and 0'2 = P1Pf.Pl' The stability of the static arrangement in the absence of streaming 
is unable to inhabit the instability in the presence of streaming for disturbances of sufficiently 
small wavelengths. This is the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability as stated by Chandrasekhar [94J. 
To further clarify whether the independence of the Kelvin - H elmhollz instability on the 
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IU1 - U21 is due to the sharp discontinuities in p and U which have been assumed in its deriva-
tion Chandrasekhar [94] considered the case of continuous variation of U and certain distribution 
of p (characterised by the Richardson number) and concluded from the inviscid linear stability 
analysis that for any values of tbe Richardson number there are always bands of wavelengths for 
which the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability occurs. When the Richardson number is zero, i.e., 
for constant density, the condition for the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability is 0 < K h < l.2785 
where K is the wave number and h is the shear layer thickness. In the present study the shear 
layer thickness in the region where the unsteadiness first becomes apparent at about x/xr = 
0.225 is 0.0875xR and hence the unstable region for K is 0 < K < 14.6/XR. In other words the 
Kelvin - H elmholtz instability will not occur in the present study for wave numbers higher than 
14.6/XR, or wave lengths smaller than 27r/K = 0.43XR. Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show the spectra 
for the velocity components U, V, Wand the pressure P at X/XR = 0.75 , Y/XR = 0.13. It is 
apparent from the spectra that the characteristics frequency in the present study varies between 
0.225 :0; St :0; 0.275 equivalent to 126-158Hz or 0.7-0.875Uo/XR. The wave speed c is equal to 
the velocity at the critical layer, U(Yc), i.e., the streamwise velocity at the inflection point where 
d'Yy4'd = 0.0, which is about 0.428Uo at X/XR = 0.225. Based on this the maximum wave num-
ber from the simulated results is Kmax = 27rfmax/c = 12.85/XR, corresponding to a wavelength 
of 0.489x R, which satisfies the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability criterion for the present study 
(0 < K < 14.6/XR). Thus it can be concluded that the free shear layer in the separation bubble 
is most likely to become inviscidly unstable via the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability mechanism. 
Calculation to the region up to X/XR = 0.45 is done and the values appear on the table 4.1 below. 
x/x, 0.259 0.274 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.44 
K. XR 12.38 10.43 1l.6 9.8 10.5 1l.3 9.5 10.0 lO.7 1l.2 11.5 9.5 
Table 4.1: Estimated maximum wave-number at different downstream stations for the NFST 
case 
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4.3.2 Secondary instability 
Low pressure isosurface is used to visualise the flow structures in this section. Figures 4.43, 
4.44, 4.45, 4.46 and 4.47 show pressure isosurfaces with p' = -O.lpUJ apart from figure 4.44d 
which corresponds to p' = -0.05pUJ. The dat.a for these figures were collected every 1000 time 
step after the simulation ran for 150,000 time steps (equivalent to t = 28380). The figures dis-
cussed below are selected from among the very ext.ensive data collected in order to visualise the 
structures. It is worth pointing out that the evolution process of these structures start from the 
shedding of Kelvin - H elmholtz billows which undergo transformation into 3D structures in the 
reattachment region, breaking to small-scale turbulent structures after the reat.tachment. This 
cycle was noticed to take a period of about 10000 time step (equivalent to t = 18.85 80) but the 
process is not really periodic in the sense that it repeats itself exactly after the above-mentioned 
period. The figures are selected to show the structures rather than their evolution in a single 
cycle which has been discussed elsewhere by Abdalla & Yang (2003). 
On the onset of Kelvin - H elmholtz instability, Kelvin - H elmholtz billows are formed 
downstream of the plate leading edge and grow in size as they travel downstream. This is 
clearly demonstrated by figures 4.43a, band c which show two spanwise vortex tubes (rolls). 
The Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls grow in size and are subjected to approximately sinusoidal un-
dulation (waviness) along the spanwise direction. It can clearly be seen that the axis of the 
the spanwise rolls remains perpendicular to the flow direction thus keeping their coherency and 
two-dimensional nature up to this stage. The Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls in figures 4.43a, band c 
also indicate that in addition to the spanwise waviness, peaks and valleys also start to develop. 
This is a characteristic of triggering due to large disturbances in this specific region where the 
3D motion is developed as discussed previously. The spanwise waviness creates some topological 
changes in the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls as shown in the second roll of the figures 4.43a, b 
and c, producing zigzagging array of vortices. The same phenomena are noticed in the first 
roll although not apparent as in the second roll due to its distorted nature at around the mean 
reattachment location. 
Similar observations have been reported for related flows. The study of the mixing layer by 
Wygnanski et al [95], Browand & Trout [85], Bredenthal [83], Roshko [77], Oguchi & Inoue [96], 
Lasheras & Choi [98], Comte et al [97] and others have shown that even under the influence 
of strong external disturbances the mixing layer is dominated by the presence of quasi-two-
dimensional spanwise vortical structures. Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls were also noticed in the 
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flow of a backward-facing step (Neto et al [100], Oelcayre [91]). This is an indication that simi-
lar mechanisms responsible for the breakdown of Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into smaller scales 
in these studies could work here. It is evident from the present study that almost all the 20 
structures could not survive the reattachment region. In the region between x/XI1 = 0.5 - 1.0 
such rolls are subjected to severe distortions which degrade their two-dimensional nature com-
pletely. 
The time evolution of modal energies (Comte et al [97]) suggests that the flow topology observed 
at this stage can be interpreted as the result of oblique modes. For a shear flow perturbed by a 
transverse perturbation v' (x, z) composed of a pair of unstable oblique waves of equal amplitudes 
(4.2) 
Loci where v' is extremal make a staggered array of period 27r / kx streamwise and 27r / kz span-
wise. The amplification of the waves will lift up vorticity where v' is positive (peaks) and bring 
down vorticity where v' is negative (valleys). The former will be, to the lowest order, adverted by 
the upper stream at a velocity +U, the later by the lower stream at -U yielding the zigzagging 
array of vortices. Numerical proof of this process was given by Sandham & Reynolds [102] in 
the case of a compressible mixing layer forced initially by two equal and opposite oblique waves. 
In the present incompressible case it seems that the same process is at work. 
On the other hand Winant & Browand [80] believe that 'vortex pairing' which is two-dimensional 
interaction whereby neighbouring vortices amalgamate to form a large vortex to be the mecha-
nism leading to turbulent transition in mixing layers. Chandrsuda et al [81) directly observed 
generation of spanwise phase dislocation via localised pairing leading to vortices wind up around 
each other, yielding a quasi-spanwise double helix vortex structure and gave the process the name 
helical pairing. The same observation was made by Meiburg [103]. Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86] 
studied this phenomena from the point of view of linear secondary instability by perturbing a 
two-dimensional array of Stuart vortices by oblique modes of streamwise wave length equal to 
twice the spacing of the vortices. They found these modes unstable for small spanwise wavenum-
bers, yielding the same double helix vortex structure as observed by Chandrsuda et al [81]. 
Figure 4.44c shows that the first roll is consisting of inter-winding vortices forming a structure of 
helical nature. With a slightly lower pressure level figure 4.44d shows about three pairings which 
indicate that possibly the smooth Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls shown in figures 4.43a, band c are 
sometimes resulting from pairing process in the sense described by Chandrsuda et al (1978). 
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The third roll in figure 4.44d is typical to what is noticed in figure 4.43. Also in figures 4.45a 
and c the first roll clearly indicates that it consists of an inter-winding vortices forming a helical 
structure. 
From the above discussion it is clear that the structures shown by the flow visualisation clearly 
bear all the characteristics of the "helical-pairing instability". However, the flow visulization did 
not really show two separate Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls merging together in a pairing process to 
form a double helix structure. For example figures 4.44b, c and d all give an indication that up 
to xl x R = 0.75 the structures are most likely consisting of two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls in the 
process of pairing but the view when they are approaching each other is captured only once as 
seen in figure 4.44a among the extensive data analysed. It is possible that this process takes a 
very short period of time and was not captured in the current study as the data presented here 
were taken at 1000 time steps apart. 
Comte et al [97] think that, in addition to the oblique modes, the straight modes also play a role 
and make the vortices wind up round each other at the tip of the zigzag, resulting in a quasi-
spanwise double helix vortex structure as observed by Chandrsuda et al [SI]. They also referred 
to their results as a case of "helical-pairing instability" despite the fact that the lattice displayed 
by their results is topologically unlinked and its formation is not accompanied by the generation 
of mean helicity. They also believe that there is no time in their case for pairing to take place, 
which favours the formation of entwinds helices of relatively wide diameter and pitch hence. This 
means that real pairing in the sense described Winant & Browand [SO] previously might not take 
place all the times but it did happen in the current study as shown by figures 4.44a, band c. 
Moreover, according to Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86] 'helical-pairing instability' is made up of 
planar vortex waves rather than helical ones. In other words, the instability could be termed 
"helical" in the sense that it causes neighbouring vortex tubes to twist around one another rather 
than merging between two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls, which is the case in many of the visualised 
structures in this study. This point gives more support to the fact that what is observed in fig-
ures 4.43a, band c is a work of "helical instability" as explained by Pierrehumbert & Widnal [S6]. 
Another important observation can be deduced from figures 4.43a, band c is by investigation 
of the topological changes between the two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls along the streamwise. 
The three figures indicate that the instability mechanism displaces the adjacent rolls in op-
posite directions. In other words the oscillation of two adjacent Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls is 
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not in-phase. Generally speaking, the subharmnic modes are modes in which adjacent vortices 
are displaced in opposite directions. This is a another indication to the fact that the instabil-
ity involved is most likely the helical-pairing instability which belongs to the subharmonic family. 
The flow visualisation shows that while convecting downstream the above described 2-D span-
wise coherent vortical structures become more distorted (specially the initially shed roll) leading 
to the appearance of a well-organised array of streamwise vortices originating from the ini-
tially shed vortical tube as can be seen in figures 4.45a to c. Figures 4.4ua tu c reveal that 
Kelvin - Helmholtz billows have been transformed into A-shaped vortices while Figures 4.47a 
to c display the transformation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz into longitudinal streamwise vortical 
structures popularly known as ribs. Figure 4.48 shows the velocity vectors (v,w) on the (y,z) 
axis at the streamwise location x/x R = 0.8. The figure clearly indicates the existence of the 
counter-rotating vortices as an evidence of the A-shaped vortices. 
The evolution of those streamwise vortical structures is quite debatable and appear to have dif-
ferent origins in the case of free shear layers, mixing layers and separated reattached flow. For 
plain free shear layers, Lasheras & Choi [98J reported that a perturbed vorticity existing in the 
braids between two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls undergoes axial stretching due to the effect of the 
strain field created by the evolving spanwise Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls, leading to the formation 
for such streamwise vortical structures. StUdying two and three-dimensional instabilities of a 
spatially periodic shear layer, Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86J gave another explanation for the 
existence of these vortices filaments to be associated with the 'translative' instability (predicted 
theoretically by Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86J on the bases of secondary instability analysis of 
the Stuart vortices). But they also stressed the fact that the 'helical-pairing instability' can play 
a very important role in breaking the 2D Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into 3D coherent structures. 
In an LES simulation of a mixing layer Lesieuret al [99J believe that the streamwise secondary 
vortices found experimentally might just develop as a topological consequences of the spanwise 
oscillation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz billows. Comte, Lesieur & Lamballais [97J believe that 
helical-pairing instability is dominating in their LES simulation of a backward-facing step and 
capable of transforming the 2D Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into 3D coherent structures. However, 
they stressed the importance of three-dimensional forcing at the inlet as a way to trigger the 
'helical-pairing instability'. 
In translative instability everything would oscillate in-phase including the structures. Moreover, 
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Figure 4.44: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how pairing process can take place in the current 
study: (a) t=322.3D/Uo; (b) t=386.4.6D/Uo; (c) t=399.6D/Uo; (d) t=452.4D/Uo 
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Figure 4.45: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying Kelvin - H elmholtz billow on the process of 
transformation into 3D structures: (a) t=294.1D/Uo; (b) t=348.7D/Uo; (c) t=356.3D/Uo 
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experiments (Bcrnal et al [84]) indicate that the translative instability leads to the generation 
of small-scale turbulence and increased mixedness but leaves the large-scale structure relatively 
intact. Flow visualisation in the current study does not give any indication to the existence of 
this type of instability at any part of the flow. This is because in the first instance the three-
dimensional coherent structures (A-shaped and Ribs) evolve as a topological consequences from 
the distorted Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls. Also, and as discussed above the rolls do not oscillate 
exactly in-phase. Hence the topological changes revealed by the flow visualisation do not exhibit 
the characteristics of translative instability. 
The conversion of spanwise vorticity into streamwise vortices is at the heart of core and elliptic 
instability (Pierrehumbert & Widnal [86], Corcas & Lin [104], Waleffe [105] ) and mode-A in-
stability of bluff body wakes (Williamson [106]). A similar scenario of large chunks of spanwise 
vorticity escaping from the core of Karman vortices to form streamwise vortices was identified 
and associated to a spanwise sub harmonic instability and period doubling in the wake of circular 
cylinder (Mittal & Balachandar [107]). In their DNS computation of the wake of a normal flat 
plate, Najjar & Balachandar [108] identified many streamwise vortices, their size, shape, and 
spatial organisation are far from regular. Some of the streamwise looking vortices appear to 
have their origin in the pieces of distorted spanwise vortices that are torn apart and tilted in 
the streamwise direction which is the same scenario depicted by the figures cited above. 
Thus, from the above discussion, it is plausible that the transformation of the Kelvin -
H elmholtz rolls into three-dimensional structures (the A-shaped and Ribs) is likely due to 
the helical pairing instability in the present study. The pairing and the hairpin (A-shaped) vor-
tices play an important role in the transition process towards three-dimensionality in the current 
study. Indeed, the hairpin vortices become part of the core of the spanwise vortex resulting from 
the pairing instability that distorts and breaks the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into 3D coherent 
vortices. It is reasonable to assume that the way the streamwise evolving vortices interact with 
the spanwise vortices is by aligning more vorticity from the spanwise into the streamwise vortices 
thus making them to grow and become larger while degrading the coherency of the spanwise 
vortical rolls. 
From the above discussion, and based on the flow visualisation, there is a strong indication that 
the helical - pairing instability could be mainly responsible about the transformation of the 
Kelvin - H elmholtz into smaller coherent streamwise structures. 
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Figure 4.46: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how Kelvin - H elmholtz roll transformed into 
A-shaped vortices: (a) t=301.6DjUo; (b) t=395.9DjUo; (c) t=397.7DjUo 
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Figure 4.47: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how Kelvin - H elmholtz roll transformed into 
longitudinal Ribs vortices: (a) t=307.3D/Uo; (b) t=337.4D/Uo; (c) t=441.ID/Uo 
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Figure 4.48: Velocity vectors (v,w) on the (y,z) axis at the streamwise location x/xR=0.8: (a) 
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To shed more light on the origin of the instability involved here, the spectra for the velocity 
components U, V, Wand the pressure P at X/XR = 0.75 and Y/XR = 0.13 are studied. The 
spectra at two spanwise locations, Z/XR = 0.2 and Z/XR = 0.4, are shown in figures 4.41 and 
4.42 respectively. The location X/XR = 0.75 is selected because it corresponds to an intermediate 
location between 0.5:'0 X/XR :'0 1.0 within which the flow visualizations have shown that merging 
and vortex amalgamation take place. In both figures, and for almost all the velocity components 
and pressure spectra, there is a dominant frequency corresponding to Strahul value ranging 
between 0.225 :'0 St :'0 0.275. This is the characteristic frequency corresponding the shedding 
of large-scale structures from the reattaching shear layer. The spectra for both the velocity 
components and also pressure spectra show some amplified modes between 0.1 :'0 St :'0 0.2. 
At Z/XR = 0.2 (figure 4.41 ), the U and W velocity spectra clearly indicate a peak frequency 
approximately at St = 0.125. Both the velocity V and the pressure spectra show an amplified 
peak frequency at about St = 0.175. Again at Z/XR = 0.4 (figure 4.42) the velocity and the 
pressure spectra clearly indicate an amplified frequency in the range of 0.1 :'0 St :'0 0.2 beside 
the peak values corresponding to the characteristic frequency of shedding. The only possible 
explanation for frequency contents in the range of 0.1 :'0 St :'0 0.2 could be associated with 
the pairing of vortices to form larger counterparts. For a backward-facing step, Delcayre [91 J 
evaluated the frequency of pairing to be of order St = 0.12. 
Thus the mechanism responsible for development and evolution of these streamwise vortical 
structures in the case of a blunt plate could be similar to that reported by Delcayre & Lesieur [91J 
for a backward facing step, the "helical-pairing" instability. 
4.3.3 Discussion 
The transitional flow over a blunt plate held normal to a uniform stream has been simu-
lated numerically. The LES results compare reasonably well with the available experimental 
data. The whole transition process to turbulence has been elucidated and visualised. From 
detailed analysis of the LES data it has been shown that transition starts with the 2D insta-
bility of the free shear layer formed in the separation bubble which is inviscidly unstable via 
the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability mechanism. Flow visulization has shown that the Kelvin-
Helmholtz billows have been transformed into A-shaped and streamwise ribs vortices. The 
transformation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into 3D structures is most likely due to helical 
instability associated with helical pairing of vortices. 
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In the case of the mixing layer it was reported (Dubief & Delcayre [109]) that the pairing phenom-
ena strongly depended on the initial perturbations. When perturbations are two-dimensional, 
so is the pairing process. In the case of three-dimensional perturbations, Kelvin - H elmholtz 
billows undergo helical pairing which is characterised by staggered stretching and local con-
nections (Comte et al [97]). In the numerical simulation of a backward-facing step by Neto et 
al [100J (high-step case) they concluded that the streamwise hairpin vortices exhibited in their 
visualisation is a work of translative instability. Although the inlet mean velocity profile (U(y)) 
used in Neto et al (1993) simulation is perturbed by a white noise (l-D only), they believe that 
the backward-facing step flow is always unstable, even without the inlet perturbation which 
indicate that helical or translative instability is not necessarily created by a perturbation at 
inlet. However, in an LES simulation by Delcayre [91J for a backward facing step with an inlet 
velocity profile perturbed with a simple 3D white noise they noticed the general tendency of 
the flow to reorientate a spanwise vorticity field into streamwise vorticity. They confirmed that 
the Kelvin - H elmholtz billows shed downstream of the step oscillate in the spanwise direction 
and are subjected to 'helical pairing' leading to the transformation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz 
rolls into A-shaped vortices. 
The pairing and the hairpin (A-shaped) vortices play an important role in the transition process 
toward three-dimensionality. Indeed, the hairpin vortices become part of the core of the span-
wise vortex resulting from the pairing of two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls. As observed by Bernal 
& Roshko [101], these secondary instabilities generate the three-dimensionality, while pairing re-
distributes it. This is at the origin of the Kolmogorov energy cascade towards three-dimensional 
small scales. 
It can be concluded from the discussion above that in reattaching transitional boundary layers 
the turbulent production process and the mechanism to three-dimensionality is different from 
that in plain mixing layer or a regular flat plate boundary layer. Most of the researches cited 
up (e.g. Corcas & Lin [lO4], Lasheras & Choi [98]) clearly indicate that the origin of the 
three-dimensional vortices in a plane free shear layer lies in the instability of the strain regions 
(braids) as the primary, two-dimensional, Kelvin - Helmholtz instability sets in leading to the 
formation of spanwise rolls. Our visualisation results indicate that the Kelvin - H elmholtz 
rolls themselves evolve into three-dimensional vortical structures (Ribs and A-shaped). This is 
an indication to the fact that the structure of the vorticity field in separated-reattached flows 
differs from free shear layers and plain wakes flow as well. 
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Chapter 5 
Flow visualisation 
5.1 Introduction 
It is well known that large-scale organised motions, usually called coherent structures, exist in 
many transitional and turbulent flows (if not all). The topology and range of scales of those 
large-scale structures change widely from flow to flow such as counter-rotating vortices in wake 
flows, streaks and hairpin vortices in turbulent boundary layer. However, it is not well estab-
lished what kind of large scale structures exist in separated-reattached transitional flows. In 
this chapter, the flow field will be thoroughly visualised using both 2D and 3D data of the 
velocity and pressure fields. Three main methods will be used to identify the large-scale vortical 
structures associated with this kind of flow. The aim is to investigate and identity any coherent 
structures and the temporal evolution of the structures which may shed more light on the nature 
of the flow and the types of instability involved. 
5.2 2D data 
5.2.1 Unsteady flow characteristics 
To shed more light on the unsteady nature of the flow and the different modes of shedding, 
velocity vectors and pressure contours (taken at the same time) on a (x,y)-plane at Z/XR = 0.2 
are presented and discussed below. The data were taken at 240 time steps intervals which is 
quite a short period and can be used to delineate the unsteady temporal evolution of the flow 
field and shedding of large-scale vortices from the bubble. 
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Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the velocity vectors in the (x,y)-plane and the corresponding 
pressure contours in the same plane. These figures display the formation, amalgamation and 
shedding of vortical structures from the separated boundary layer. The general process includes 
the formation of a weak vortex in the separated shear layer (about X/XR = 0.3) and is seen to 
move along the edge of the separated shear layer. It become larger at about X/XR = 0.5 where 
considerable three-dimensional motions are noticed as mentioned in Chapter 4. The strength-
ening of this vortex up to X/XR = 0.5 does not take place by merging with another vortical 
structure at this region because all the data analysed in the current study indicate that merging 
can only take place after this downstream location, which could be due to pure flow entrainment. 
This might be attributed to the laminar part of the bubble and for a turbulent separation the 
scenario might be different. The region X/XR = 0.5 - 1.0 is where many events take place. 
While this vortex travels up to the location X/XR = 0.5 another one is seen at the location 
X/XR = 0.3. Eventually it ends up with a chain of vortices hanging to the separated shear layer 
edge travelling downstream with convection velocity very much dependent on the downstream 
history of the bubble. The visualisation has shown that the downstream history of the bubble 
(which means the events at the reattachment region) can highly influence the shedding of vor-
tices, and specifically there appears to be two modes of shedding, (i) weak shedding and (ii) 
strong shedding. 
The weak shedding happens when a single vortex travels downstream, becomes stronger and 
larger (by means of flow entrainment or merging with a another vortex or both), impinges on 
the plate surface and shed downstream. An example to this is figures 5.1a and b where both 
the velocity vectors and pressure contours (at the same time) indicate the shedding of a weak 
vortex from the reattachment region. The velocity vectors of figure 5.1a (and other frames not 
shown here) indicate that when a vortex impinges on the solid wall part of it is noticed to travel 
downstream and the rest becomes the reverse flow going upstream. Of course it will not travel 
considerable distance upstream, instead it will lead to entrainment of the coming vortices and 
to the flow around the reattachment point. At this point, it should be emphasised that what 
is categorised as weak shedding was found to dominate in the flow visualisation for the current 
study. 
However, at certain times, such weak vortices collapsing at the reattachment region were noticed 
to create some sort of obstacles to the following vortical structures and considerably reduce their 
convective speed. By 4Tp (Tp is equivalent to 240 time steps which is equivalent to 0.00048 sec.) 
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Figure 5.1: Velocity vectors and pressure contours displaying the shedding process 
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Figure 5.2: Velocity vectors and pressure contours displaying the shedding process 
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from the situation shown in figure 5.1a, the velocity vectors are shown in figure 5.1c. Due to 
the vortex shedding in figure 5.1a, which is seen to create a mechanism resulting in reduction 
of the convective speed of the trailing vortices, many vortices are seen hanging to the edge of 
the shear layer. After another Tp, the velocity vectors shown in figure 5.1d indicate a process 
of merging between the two close vortices at around X/XR = 0.6 - 0.7 leading to the formation 
of a big vortical structure seen in figure 5.1e exactly after another 240 time steps. In front of 
(but very close) to the bigger vortex formed by means of merging of the two smaller vortices 
as mentioned above is a smaller vortex approaching the reattachment region. Figure 5.1e also 
shows a vortex emerging from the first half of the bubble located at about X/XR = 0.4. The 
pressure contours corresponding to the velocity vectors of figure 5.1e are shown in figure 5.1/ 
which indicates that the formerly shed weak vortex is still travelling downstream. It seems that 
during vortex shedding there is a high rate of accumulation of vorticity which is shed in smaller 
chunks following the shedding of any vortex that contain the major part of the accumulated 
vorticity. After another 480 time steps (2Tp), the velocity vectors shown in figure 5.2a indicate 
the growth of the vortex resulting from the merging of the two small vortices as mentioned 
above and also that the smaller vortex travelling in front of it is about to impinge on the wall. 
In figures 5.2b, c, d and e which are taken after each 480 time steps indicate an interesting 
vortex interaction. These figures indicate that the collapsed vortex acts as a booster to the one 
following it by two ways: (i) part of it will become reversed flow thus entraining the following 
vortex to make it more stronger and larger in size, (ii) providing some sort of mechanism such 
that the second following vortex will over-ride it instead of coming into contact with the solid 
surface of the plate as seen in figure 5.2e. The pressure contours corresponding to figure 5.2e is 
shown in figure 5.2/ and clearly indicate that the center of this vortex is quite far from the solid 
wall. This process leads to the formation of an extraordinary large vortex at the reattachment 
region under preparation to detach from the bubble as shown in figures 5.3a to /. The process 
of shedding of such large-scale vortex is what is referred to as strong shedding compared to the 
weaker one described above. 
It is worth following the development of the vortex in the first half of the bubble seen in fig-
ure 5.1e with the event ahead of it (downstream history). Figures 5.2a to e clearly show that 
while the above described process (formation of extremely large vortex at the reattachment re-
gion) is going on the vortex referred to is almost stationary at about X/XR = 0.5. The travelling 
speed of this vortex is reduced to the extent that during a period equivalent to 8Tp the vortex 
travelled almost zero distance downstream. This is basically a consequence of the event ahead of 
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it which leads to the existence of an extremely large vortex at the reattachment region. However, 
figures 5.2a to e also show that the vortex (located at X/XR = 0.5) has grown in size and become 
larger and elongated along the streamwise direction with its center coming closer to the solid 
surface but inclined such that the front part is moving towards the wall. Actually, after 240 
time steps from the event shown in figure 5.21 the front part of the vortex is noticed to come 
into contact with the solid surface (figure 5.3a and b) leading to detachment of the vortex into 
two parts, the upper forming a small vortex travelling downstream and the part which comes 
into contact with the wall participates in more back-flow entrainment. Figures 5.3c, d, e, and 
1 show the velocity vectors and the corresponding pressure contours taken at Tp intervals and 
revealing the development of the large-scale vortex. 
After exactly 3Tp from the event shown in figure 5.3e, the velocity and pressure contours shown 
in figures 5.4a and b reveal the detachment scenario of the extremely large vortex formed at 
the reattachment. The figures show that the shear layer creates a neck during shedding of such 
large-scale vortices with the bubble enlarging up to 1.25x/XR distance. After a period of 5Tp 
from the event shown in figure 5.4a the pressure contours shown in figure 5.4c show how the 
shed vortex loses its coherency and starts to disintegrate into smaller pieces. Figure 5.4d (3Tp 
from the event shown in figure 5.4c) shows that a weak smaller vortex is shed on the trails of 
the large vortex, and as mentioned above this could be due to the highly accumulated vorticity 
during the whole process. 
Shedding of vortices of different sizes could explain why a band of frequency of shedding instead 
of a single shedding frequency exists. Shedding of such extremely large vortex results in consid-
erable shrinkage in the bubble as seen in figures 5.4e and 1 (2Tp from the event of figure 5.4d). 
It is reasonable to associate the strong shedding phase with the shrinkage of the bubble while 
the week shedding occurs while the bubble is expanding. Both the velocity vectors and pressure 
contours of figures 5.4e and 1 show that the bubble shrinks up to 0.75x/XR' The enlargement 
and shrinkage of the bubble is a clear explanation to the movement of the instantaneous reat-
tachment region. In this study, the flow visualisation indicates that the reattachment distance 
can move up to 0.5X/XR consistent with Gartshore & Savil [157] who suggested that the same 
instantaneous reattachment point moves up to 50% of the time averaged reattachment length, 
which has also been confirmed by Yang & Yoke [23]. 
Many researchers believe that the movement of the instantaneous reattachment region is caused 
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Figure 5.3: Velocity vectors and pressure contours displaying the shedding process 
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Figure 5.4: Velocity vectors and pressure contours displaying the shedding process 
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by the passage of large scale vortices over the reattachment region. The visualisation in the 
current study confirm this fact as a consequences of what can be called overriding process asso-
ciated with eddies of large-scale approaching the reattachment region. 
Proncik and Kline [79], based on their flow visualisation, observed a large number of different 
instantaneous events and divided them into two major categories: (i) "overriding" eddies that 
pass over the reattachment zone mostly unaltered and (ii) "interacting" eddies which are sig-
nificantly altered after interaction with the wall. They divided the later group further into the 
three groups: (1) recirculating back-flow - an eddy is recirculated after suffering a major distor-
tion, (2) downstream interaction - an eddy is torn in two so that one portion travels downstream 
while the other one provides back-flow, (3) lifted back-flow - part of a recirculating flow (eddy) 
is lifted by a another overriding eddy or an interacting eddy. 
Most of the scenario described by Proncik and Kline [79] is exactly what was described above. 
Overriding eddies are most likely to exist in the reattachment region while a vortex can suffer 
sever distortion after X/XR = 0.5 leading to interacting eddy. However, it should be emphasised 
that such events do happen (not periodically) as a consequences of vortex shedding. The later 
condition might be applicable to transitional flows only. 
5.2.2 Spanwise-averaged pressure contours 
Hung et al [93] used the spanwise averaged pressure fluctuations contours to trace the motion 
of large scale vortices. Shown in figure 5.5 are spanwise averaged pressure fluctuations contours 
taken at 1000 time steps intervals. Only the negative values are plotted for clarity. Vortices 
that can be described as large-scale ones are generated at approximately X/XR = 0.5, and 
either dissipate or merge near the reattachment region. The resulting large vortex has a higher 
convection speed after reattachment as can be seen from the figures. 
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Figure 5.5: Spanwise averaged fluctuation pressure 
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5.3 Vortex structures 
Over the past decades considerable efforts have been devoted to the subject of orderly struc· 
tures in turbulent flow fields in different geometries. Turbulent shear flows have been found 
to. be dominated by spatially coherent, temporally evolving vortical motions, popularly called 
coherent structures (CS) (Cantwell [124]; Lumely [126]; Hussain [127]). The presence of CS in 
turbulent shear flows was first suggested by Townsend [128] but they were also noticed in the 
early experiments of Corrsin [129]. The primary structures in these flows, however, seem to be 
dependent on the mean flow geometry and the location of the solid-surface constraints. For 
example, large-scale spanwise vortices appear to dominate the dynamics in plane mixing layer 
(Brown & Roshko [89], Browand & Trout [130]). On the other hand, dominant structures of the 
plane boundary layer may be a vortex with a hairpin or horseshoe shape (Perry & Chang [131]) 
and low-speed streaks (Jeong et al [132]; Waleffe & Kim [133]). In wakes, counter-rotating 
vortices are known to dominate too (Hussain & Haykawa [135], and Giralt & Ferre [138]). 
Vortex dynamics, which governs the evolution and coupling of CS with background turbulence, 
is promising not only for understanding turbulence phenomena such as entrainment and mix-
ing, heat and mass transfer, chemical reaction and combustion, drag and aerodynamic noise 
generation, but also for viable modelling of turbulence (Hussain & Melander [141]). For this 
purpose, a wide range of investigations have been carried out to try to have a better understand-
ing of CS and their dynamical roles in turbulence. Methods for identifying the CS by different 
investigators lie five categories which are: 
1. Wavelets. 
2. Conditional sampling (VITA, LSE). 
3. Pattern recognition. 
4. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). 
5. Flow Visualisation. 
Hui Li [136] among many others employed wavelet analysis to identify CS in turbulent shear 
flows. Wavelet transformation can detect high-frequency components of signals with sharper 
time resolution and low-frequency components of signals of sharper frequency resolution thus 
extracting the most essential scales governing features of eddy motions. Nickels & Marusic [137] 
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developed a different approach to the interpretation of the spectra. They compared the ex-
perimental spectra with spectra produced by random arrays of simple vortex structures in an 
effort to understand the structures of the flows. Their aim is to examine to what extent the 
experimental results are consistent with an array of simple coherent structures. 
Several conditional sampling techniques have been suggested for extraction of the CS from tur-
bulent shear flows in experiment and numerical simulations. Among many investigators, Jeong 
et a [132J used a conditional sampling scheme to educe coherent structures near the wall in 
a numerically simulated turbulent channel flow. The process involves sampling the flow only 
during those intervals of time that satisfy some predetermined criteria that is deemed dynam-
ically significant and is related to the presence of the CS that is sought. One drawback of 
these techniques is a lack of objectivity in the sense that one must have some predetermined 
idea regarding the structural topology in order to set the sampling criteria. Scarano et al [125J, 
Hussain & Hayakawa [135], Giralt & Ferre [138], and Hussain [134J used pattern recognition 
analysis based on the cross-correlation of velocity or vorticity patterns and demonstrated to 
be a suitable approach for the detection of coherent structures. Like conditional sampling, this 
method relies on the choice of an appropriate definition of the pattern to be extracted from the 
flow, as the matching procedure needs at least a first guess prototype. 
In contrast to conditional techniques, the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a non-
conditional technique which in experimental context objectively extracts a complete set of spatial 
eigenfunctions from the measured second-order correlation matrix (Gordeyev and Thomas [139]). 
The empirical eigenfunctions extracted by the POD are intimately related to the CS although 
the exact relationship is debatable. Another unconditional extraction technique that is closely 
related to the POD is the Linear Stochastic Estimation (LSE) by Adrian [140J. Like the POD, 
LSE uses the cross correlation matrix to extract CS from the flow. 
Flow visualisation is the traditional method which shows that there are indeed large coherent 
fluid motions present. However, it can be misleading. Flow visualisation depends strongly on 
the visualisation scheme and the visualisation and animations investigated. The identification 
method requires the definition of CS. Many definitions have been given to coherent structures 
as reported by Sherif [142J: 
1. Large-scale organised motion. 
2. A pattern that recurs in the flow which does not necessarily have an order to it; its scale 
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and velocity are random. However, its orientation is fixed. 
3. Predominant modes of instability. 
4. Entities that cause transport of momentum or traces across a finite distance in a non-
diffusive way. 
Berkooz [143J defined CS as organised spatial features which repeatedly appear (often in flows 
dominated by local shear) and undergo a characteristic temporal life cycle. In contrast, Robin-
son [149J defined CS as a 3-D region of the flow over which at least one fundamental flow 
variable (velocity component, density, temperature, etc) exhibits significant correlation with it-
self or with a another variable over a range of space and/or time that is significantly larger than 
the smallest local scales of the flow. Hussain defined that a CS is a connected, large-scale tur-
bulent fluid mass with a phase-correlated vorticity over its spatial extent and introduced a triple 
decomposition, i. e any instantaneous variable consists of three components: mean component, 
the coherent component and the incoherent turbulence. However, implicit in this decomposition 
is that the coherent structure is a perturbation of the time-mean flow while arguably coherent 
structure is the flow and not a mere perturbation. He then introduced a double decomposition 
so that the turbulent shear flow consists of coherent and incoherent motions only, and governing 
equations with triple and double decomposition were derived. 
Regarding coherent vortices, Lesieur [92J described them as regions of the flow satisfying three 
conditions: 
1. The vorticity concentration w should be high enough so that a local roll up of the sur-
rounding fluid is possible, 
2. They should approximately keep their shape during time Tc far enough in front of the local 
turnover tiIne w-l, 
3. They should be unpredictable. 
In this context, a high vorticity modulus w is a possible candidate for coherent-vortex iden-
tification, especially in free shear flows. For instance, Comte et al [148J extensively discussed 
the dynamics of streamwise vortices in mixing layer on the bases of w-isosurfaces. In the pres-
ence of a wall, however, the mean shear created by the no-slip condition is usually significantly 
higher than the typical vortical intensity of the near-wall vortices. A more sophisticated crite-
rion is therefore required to distinguish vortices from internal shear layers in those types of flows. 
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Definition (1)-(2) of Lesieur [92] can also be interpreted in terms of a local minimum pressure 
(Dubief & Delcayre [109]). A fluid parcel winding around a vortex needs to be (in a frame 
moving with parcel) in approximate balance between centrifugal force and pressure-gradient 
effects, according to the following Euler equation 
1 
OtU + W x u = --!:;.P 
p 
(5.1) 
where W is the vorticity vector, P = p + pu2/2 is the total pressure and p is the density which is 
uniform whenever incompressible flow is considered. In a frame moving with a coherent vortex 
and supposed locally Galilean, the ratio of the second to the first terms on the left-hand side of 
relation (5.1) is of order Tcw which is negligible considering th infinitesimal nature of Tc. Thus 
the equation reduces to: 
1 
w x U = --!:;.P 
p 
(5.2) 
if condition (2) (for coherent vortex definition) above is fulfilled. Under the assumption implied 
by relation (5.2), the pressure should decrease inside a vortex tube in order to counterbal-
ance the centrifugal force. Isosurfaces of pressure have been used by Comte et al [148], and 
Robinson's [149] investigation of CS in a turbulent boundary layer suggesting the superiority 
of pressure as a vortex visualisation criteria rather than the vorticity modulus. However, the 
threshold to be used for proper iso-pressure surfaces strongly depends on the pressure surround-
ing the vortical structure. In regions of high concentration of vortices, this criterion may fail to 
capture the details of the vortical organisation. 
A criterion which shares some properties with both the vorticity and the pressure criterion is the 
Q-criterion. The Q-criterion was named after the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor 
!:;.u by Hunt et al [150]. The second invariant Q is: 
(5.3) 
where nij = (Ui,j - Uj,;) /2 and Sij = (Ui,j + Uj,i) /2 are respectively the antisymmetric and 
the symmetric components of !:;.u. In other words, Q is the balance between the rotation rate 
n2 = nijnij and the strain rate S2 = SijSij. The implication of thc latcr observation is fairly 
straightforward: positive Q isosurfaces indicate areas where the strength of rotation overcomes 
the strain, thus making those surfaces eligible as vortex envelops. Another definition strongly 
related to the Q-criterion is the swirling strength Ai, i=1,3 defined as the imaginary part 
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of the complex eigenvalue of the velocity gradient tensor, 6u. In regions dominated by local 
straining motion all three eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor are real, whereas when 
vortical motion locally dominates over straining motion, two of the eigenvalues of 6u becomes 
complex-conjugate (Perry & Chong [144]). In this case it can be shown that there exists a plane 
where local streamlines are spiralling, suggesting the presence of a vortex (Chong, Perry & 
Cantwell [145J; Zhou et al [146]). Cucitore [147J et al have shown that this definition is strongly 
related to the Q criterion, since, in the reference frame of the vortex, the swirling strength ,\ 
can be written as a balance between local straining and rotation. 
Identification of vortices involved in the separation bubble under study is more difficult than in 
zero pressure gradient ZPG flows such as turbulent boundary layer and turbulent mixing layer. 
The difficulties arise from the fact that the vortices are comparatively weak in the laminar re-
gion leading up to transition and can significantly vary in strength near reattachment and in 
the developing boundary layer. 
In the present section three vortex visualisation methods including low-pressure, high vorticity 
modulus, and positive Q isosurfaces will be employed to visualise the flow structures. The objec-
tive is to show by processing LES data that some large-scale structures associated with various 
stages of separated boundary layer transition have been observed. Some of these structures have 
been presented in chapter 4 and the implication of the secondary instability has been discussed 
by studying those structures. 
5.3.1 Low-pressure fluctuation isosurfaces 
Visualisation through negative low-pressure fluctuation isosurfaces has been found to realisti-
cally show the flow structures before and after reattachment in comparison with the other two 
method (the Q-criteria, and vorticity modulus). Several important features of the flow are re-
vealed by this low-pressure visualisation method. 
On the onset of Kelvin - H elmholtz instability, Kelvin - H elmholtz billows are shed down-
stream of the plate leading edge and grow in size as they travel downstream. This is clearly 
demonstrated by figures 5.6 and 5.7 which show two spanwise vortex tubes (rolls), dominating 
the flow topology. The Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls grow in size and are subjected to approx-
imately sinusoidal undulation (waviness) along the spanwise direction. It can clearly be seen 
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that the axis of the spanwise rolls remains perpendicular to the flow direction thus keeping their 
coherency and two-dimensional nature up to this stage. Close inspection to figures 5.6b and c 
(and generally to the secondly shed roll) indicates that as the spanwise waviness develops, peaks 
and valleys in the successive vortices appears which is a characteristic of triggering due to large 
disturbances. 
Shown in figures 5.8a to d are other samples of the visualisation obtained in the current sim-
ulation. In figure 5.8a, the first roll clearly indicates that it is consisting of an interwinding 
vortices forming a structure of helical nature. Lowering the pressure level slightly, figure 5.8b 
shows almost three pairing starting from X/XR = 0.4. Again the 2D structures at this loca-
tion and the following one (second roll) indicates that, at least in some occasion the smooth 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls shown in figures 5.6a, band c are sometimes resulting from a real 
pairing process in the sense described by Chandrsuda et al [81]. The third roll in figure 5.8b is a 
typical Kelvin - H elmholtz roll, similar to what is noticed in figure 5.6. The structures shown 
in these figures do support the idea that at least in some occasions, the process of pairing occurs 
in the current study. 
The present flow visualisation shows that while convecting downstream, the above described 
2-D spanwise coherent vortical structures become more distorted (specially the initially shed 
roll) leading to the appearance of a well-organised array of streamwise vortices originating from 
the initially shed vortical tube as can be seen in figures 5.9 and 5.10a to d. This can not be just 
a result of amplified non-periodic random background disturbances but should at least partly 
be explained by the interaction of the structures developing as a result of severe distortion of 
the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls itself. Figures 5.9a and b reveal that these newly starting to form 
streamwise vortical structures are actually part of the second roll and do not originally exist as 
reported by many researchers for the case of a plane free/mixing layers. In other words, it is ap-
parent from the figures shown that these streamwise vortical structures discussed above develop 
and evolve as a topological consequences of the spanwise oscillation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz 
billow 
Clearly from the above discussion that vortex interaction plays an important role in the im-
portant stage of transition to three-dimensionality, and, will definitely continue to influence 
characteristics of the turbulence developed downstream. 
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Trying to study the interaction of the spallwise vortex tubes with the evolving streamwise vortex 
pairs, Lasheras & Choi [98] noticed that the streamwise vortex tubes wrap around the spanwise 
vortices and, as they envelop the spanwise rollers, the two-dimensionality of the spanwise vortex 
cores is not broken. They argued that the mechanism of this non-linear interaction between the 
2-D spanwise vortical structures and the streamwise vortices which is already wrapped around 
them will progressively deform the spanwise vortex tubes thus leading to 3-dimensionality of 
the flow. 
The flow visualisation (as seen from the figures 5.9, 5.1O) does not support the idea of stream-
wise vortices wrapping and enveloping the spanwise rollers. Instead, it is apparent that while 
these streamwise vortical structures are on the process of evolving, the spanwise vortex cores 
do maintain their two-dimensionality up to a certain stage. It appears that at some stage, 
the continuously distorted spanwise tubes are subjected to axial stretching that eventually are 
transformed into streamwise structures. It is reasonable to assume that the way the streamwise 
evolving vortices interact with the spanwise vortices is by aligning more vorticity from the span-
wise into the streamwise vortices thus making them to grow and become larger while degrading 
the coherency of the spanwise vortical rolls. In other words the 2D Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls 
have been transformed into streamwise vortical tubes. Thus the mechanism responsible for the 
development and evolution of these streamwise vortical structures in the case of a blunt plate 
could be similar to that reported by Delcayre & Lesieur [91] for a backward facing step, which 
is due to "helical-pairing" instability as discussed in Chapter 4. 
Evolution of the spanwise rolls into A-shaped vortices 
As can be seen from figures 5.11 and 5.12a to d, one can clearly distinguish A-shaped vortices 
at different streamwise stations. It is clear that the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls are transformed 
into A-shaped vortices which impinge on the wall and are elongated into big arch-like vortices. 
The head of these vortices lie on the original Kelvin - H elmholtz roll while the legs connect 
the following roll. 
The pairing and the A-shaped vortices play an important role in the transition process towards 
three-dimensionality. Indeed, the A-shaped vortices become part of the core of the spanwise 
vortex resulting from the pairing of two Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls. As observed by Bernal & 
Roshko [101], these secondary instabilities generate the three-dimensionality, while pairing re-
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distributes it. 
Evolution of the spanwise rolls into Ribs 
Figures 5.13 and 5.14a to d show that the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls can also evolve into 
pure streamwise vortices popularly known as Ribs. The figures clearly show that the Kelvin -
H elmholtz rolls have been transformed into streamwise ribs connecting a totally distorted and 
torn apart spanwise vortical structures. 
Breakdown of spanwise rolls into smaller turbulent scales 
Finally, figures 5.15 and 5.16a to d clearly show how the original 2-D Kelvin-Helmholtz rolls 
can disintegrate into smaller scales. However, it should be stressed that A -shaped vortices still 
appear some distance after reattachment from time to time. 
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Figure 5.6: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying Kelvin - Helmholtz rolls dominating the flow: 
(a) t=284.6DjUo; (b) t=309.lDjUo; (c) t=311.03D/U0; (d) t=335.5DjUo 
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Figure 5.7: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying Kelvin - Helmholtz rolls dominating the flow: 
(a) t=288.4D/Uo; (b) t=324.2D/Uo; (c) t=380.8D/Uo; 
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Figure 5.8: Low pressure isosurfaces showing possible pairing processes: (a) t=322.3DjU
o
; (b) 
t=363.8D jUo; (c) t=399.6D jUo; (d) t=452.4D jUo 
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Figure 5.9: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how streamwise vortical structures evolve orig-
inating from the initially- shed Kelvin - Helmholtz roll: (a) t=294.1D/Uo; (b) t=318.6D/Uo; (c) t=348.7D/Uo; (d) t=356.3D/Uo 
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Figure 5.10: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how streamwise vortical structures evolve orig-
inating from the initially- shed Kelvin - H elmholtz roll: (a) t=292.2D /Uo; (b) t=360.04D /Uo; 
(c) t=392.IDjUo; (d) t=429.8DjUo 
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Figure 5.11: I;0w-pressure isosurfaces displaying how a Kelvin - H elmholtz roll is trans-
formed into A-shaped vortices: (a) t=299.7DjUo; (b) t=301.6DjUo; (c) t=395.9DjUo; (d) 
t=397.7DjUo 
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Figure 5.12: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how a Kelvin - Helmholtz roll is transformed 
into A-shaped vortices: (a) t=312.9D/Uo; (b) t=314.8D/Uo; (c) t=386.4D/Uo 
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Figure 5.13: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how a Kelvin - H elmholtz roll is transformed 
into longitudinal (ribs) vortices: (a) t=337.4D/Uo; (b) t=346.8D/Uo; (c) t=358.2D/Uo; (d) 
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Figure 5.14: Low-pressure isosurfaces displaying how a Kelvin - H elmholtz roll is transformed 
into longitudinal (ribs) vortices: (a) t=307.3D/Uo; (b) t=365.7D/Uo; (c) t=367.6D/Uo; (d) t=426.0lD /Uo 
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Figure 5.15: Lo:-" pressure isosurfaces showing the break-up of the K-H rolls into smaller scale 
structures downstream of reattachment at arbitrary times: (a) t=295.95D /Uo; (b) t=320.5D jUo; 
(c) t=326.IDjUo; (d) t=329.9DjUo 
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Figure 5.16: LQw pressure isosurfaces showing the break-up of the K-H rolls into smaller scale 
structure downstream ofreattachment at arbitrary times: (a) t=297.8D/Uo; (b) t=341.2D/Uo; (c) t=343.1D/Uo; (d) t=362.9D/Uo 
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5.3.2 The Q-Criteria 
This method has a disadvantage that it is affected by small noises which is a common feature and can 
not be explained (Dubief & Delcayre [109]). The density of structures isolated by the Q-criterion de· 
creases as the threshold increases. The theory behind the visualisation method offers no strong basis to 
support any specific threshold level. Dubief & Delcayre [109] argued that too large a threshold could hide 
structures which contribute greatly to high vorticity fluctuation. They added that conditional sampling 
technique for Q appears to provide valuable hint to a critical threshold value. However, as the main issue 
in vortex visualisation is subjectivity, and since this study is not employing any conditional sampling 
for any variable involved, the threshold in the current simulation is raised to an extent that the 2D 
spanwise rolls should not appear and structures of scales smaller than the later can be visualised. The 
Q-criteria is used to visualise the evolving smaller scale structures resulting from the breakdown of the 
2D Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls. 
The extracted vortical structures by the Q-criterion isosurfaces of magnitude 3250Uo/XR successfully 
show the evolution of the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into extensive well organised streamwise vortical 
structures. Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19a to d clearly reveal a well-{)rganised streamwise vortical struc-
tUres which we referred to as ribs in the low-pressure isosurfaces visualisation method. Starting from 
about X/XR = 0.5, a set of streamwise structures (ribs) extend up to the reattachment region and after 
as shown in figures 5.17b, c and d. They are usually inclined with a small angle to the axial direction. 
Most likely these structures will suffer some sort of distortion and even breakdown into smaller structures 
while passing the transition region as can be seen in figures 5.17a and b. However, vortical structures 
that survive the reattachment region and persist up to after the reattachment region can be seen in 
figures 5.17a and b, figures 5.18c and d, and more clearly in figures 5.19a, band c. 
The same streamwise structures described above can be seen in figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22a to d. 
However, beside the ribs discussed above, the A-shaped vortex can also clearly be seen in almost all 
these figures (structure A) Usually the A-shaped vortices appear in the region between X/XR = 0.5 -1.0 
inclined with an angle to the axial direction. 
The low-pressure isosurfaces and the Q-criteria have been successfully used to visualise different types 
of flow. Ossia [155] visualised the worms structures of isotropic turbulence using D N S data. The 
Kelvin - Helmholtz billows and the evolving longitudinal (A-shaped) structures were successfully vi-
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sualised by the two methods in the LES simulation of Comte et al [148J for perturbed mixing layer. 
The streaky structures and the near-wall hairpin-like vortices were also visualised by Lamballitis [156J. 
However, the case of separated/reattached flow under study presents several regions with very different 
characteristics than the flows described above. It is a combination of a free-shear and wall flows with a 
region of recirculation zones) which is a severe test for vortices visualisation methods. For a backward-
facing step, Delcayre & Lesieur [91J employed the two methods mentioned above. They found that large-
scales structures are approximately represented by the low-pressure isosurfaces especially upstream of 
the reattachment and, more realistically, downstream of reattachment. The Q criterion was found to 
be more appropriate in studying the temporal evolution of the flow. In almost all the flows mentioned 
above it has been shown that low-pressure fields can be used to show the structures of larger dimensions 
than the structures isolated by the Q-criterion. The current study is consistent with the previous studies. 
5.3.3 Vorticity modulus 
The last vortex visualisation method employed in this study is vorticity modulus shown in figures 5.23, 
5.24 and 5.25a to d corresponding to an isosurfaces of magnitude 39Uo/XR. It is clear that the vorticity 
modulus is highly contaminated by the region of high shear, but still confirms the features observed by 
the other two methods discussed before. The vorticity modulus indicates the existence of a plane sheet 
of vorticity starting from the edge of the blunt plate and begins to disintegrate at around X/XR = 0.25. 
This is the point where the three-dimensionality of the flow is starting to set in. A strong ribs is seen 
to extend beyond the reattachment region in figure 5.23a. In figure 5.23b a small A-shaped structure 
appears at about X/XR = 0.75 and evolves into a big arched A-shaped vortices extending beyond the 
reattachment region. In figure 5.25a the break·up of the vorticity sheet leads to an extensive longitudinal 
vortical structures extending from X/XR = 0.5 and seems to suffer severe distortion in the reattachment 
region. Also a A-vortex structure can be identified among the longitudinal structures. Figure 5.24c shows 
quite strong longitudinal structure extending downstream of the reattachment region, possibly survived 
the strong interaction in that region. A combination between longitudinal vortices and A-shaped ones is 
the general characteristics displayed by the vorticity modulus. 
Comparing the visualisation method, it is clear that for this flow the low-pressure iso-surfaces method 
is the most appropriate one and shows structures more clearly. 
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Figure 5.19: Q-isosurfaces demonstrating the evolution of streamwise vortical structure as ribs: (a) 
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Figure 5.21: Q~isosurfaces demonstrating the evolution of streamwise vortical structure into A-shaped 
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Figure 5.24: Vorticity modulus isosurfaces: (a) t=392.1D/Uo; (b) t=403.4D/Uo; (c) t=407.2D/U
o
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Figure 5.25: Vorticity modulus isosurfaces: (a) t=414.7DjUo; (b) t=422.2DjUo; (c) t=413.6DjUo; (d) 
t=444.8DjUo 
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5.4 Vorticity Field 
Vorticity fields are very useful when analysing a flow field involving transition or turbulence as mentioned 
in the introductory section. This is because it is possible to visualise fluid in rotation (both magnitude 
and direction) in all planes. Detailed study of the vorticity field as a vortex education method is discussed 
below. 
5.4.1 Stream-wise Vorticity 
Shown in figures 5.26a and b, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29a to d are the three-dimensional streamwise vortic-
ity iso-surfaces of a value 16Uo/xR. The streamwise vorticity field indicates that traces of streamwise 
vorticity exist in the early stages of the flow development (between X/XR = 0.25 - 0.5). The main concen-
tration of the streamwise vorticity is confined to the region around the reattachment (X/XR = 0.6 - 1.0) 
where most of the events from transition to full turbulence and reattachment take place. In this region, 
streamwise vorticity shows a fairly organised streamwise structures with some distortion visible in the 
reattachment region. Strong streamwise vortical structures can be seen stretching in the region between 
X/XR = 1.0 - 1.5. Such streamwise vortical structures might have survived the reattachment region 
and will convect a considerable distance downstream of reattachment before breaking into smaller scale 
turbulent structures. The angle of inclination to the axial direction has increased and this might be why 
these vortices survived the reattachment region. It seems that the evolving streamwise vortical structures 
are gradually lifted up and become far from the solid wall while stretching along the axial direction. This 
leads to a thinner but stronger longitudinal structure seen in figure 5.26a which might not interact with 
the wall in the reattachment region, and hence with a higher probability of survival up to some distance 
downstream of reattachment. This may explain why the turbulent boundary layer does not develop to a 
canonical one up to some distance downstream of reattachment. 
However, when the corresponding negative value of the streamwise vorticity is visualised, it produces 
almost similar structures to the positive values as shown in figure 5.26b at the same location where the 
strong vortical structures stretching between X/XR = 1.0-1.5, a negative pair is seen. This means that an 
arch-like (stretched A-shaped) vortical structure is actually formed there instead of a single longitudinal 
stream wise vortices as seen in figure 5.26a. Each leg is having vorticity of different sign to the other leg or 
counter-rotating vortex. This also strengthens the idea that while vortical structures (most likely small 
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A-shaped vortices) impinge on the wall it evolves into big arched structures as seen in the low-pressure 
visualisation method. 
A general characteristics of the streamwise vorticity shown in the rest of the figures is a fairly organised 
but distinguishable longitudinal structures. 
oH~ 
Figure 5.26: Streamwise vorticity isosurfaces: t=365. 7 D /Uo 
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5.4.2 Wall-normal Vorticity 
Shown in figures 5.30a to d are a few snapshots of the three-dimensional wall-normal vorticity iso-surfaces 
of a value 9.3Uo/XR. The wall-normal vorticity exhibits a quite organised longitudinal structures in the 
region around the reattachment. A sample of the negative 3D wall-normal vorticity is shown in fig-
ure 5.30a, and the corresponding positive isosurfaces are shown in figure 5.30b. The above mentioned 
structures evolve into unorganised structures behind X/XR = 1.25 as displayed by most of the figures. 
5.4.3 Spanwise Vorticity 
Shown in figures 5.31, 5.32a to d are the three-dimensional spanwise vorticity iso-surfaces of a value 
26Uo/XR. Similar to vorticity modulus, a plane sheet of vorticity appears starting from the edge of the 
blunt plate and begins to disintegrate at around X/XR = 0.5 where 3D motion starts to develop rapidally 
as discussed previously. Eventually the vorticity sheet breaks down into intense longitudinal vortical 
structure covering the region between X/XR = 0.5 - 1.0. In many of the figures cited above, lumps of 
vorticity can be traced down to the region X/XR = 1.25 - 1.5. This indicates that chunks of spanwise 
vortical structures have survived the strong reattachment region interaction and travel a considerable 
distance downstream. 
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Figure 5.29: Streamwise vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=363.8D/Uo; (b) t=386.4D/Uo; (c) t=388.3D/Uo; (d) 
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Chapter 6 
Free stream turbulence case 
6.1 Introduction 
Flow transition from laminar to turbulence usually occurs because of the receptive nature of the 
underlying shear layer. The ability of the shear layer to respond and amplify certain frequencies 
and wavelengths of the present disturbances is distinctive. After the initial stages, the generated 
disturbance field is amplified under proper conditions. When the background turbulence level 
is small in magnitude, various three-dimensionalities and non-linearities cause this amplification 
process to saturate, leading to turbulence. However, when the level of disturbance is very high 
transition may take a different route and this is the point to be addressed in this chapter. 
There have been many experimental studies of the interaction between a laminar or turbulent 
boundary layer and an external flow which has turbulence with and without significant value. 
These investigations were concerned mainly with zero-pressure-gradient (ZPG) boundary layers 
and nearly isotropic free-stream turbulence. A good survey of these studies can be found in 
Hancock [110J, Castro"[111J and Hancock & Bradshaw [112J. 
The purpose of this chapter is to study the same separated-reattached flow presented in the 
N F ST case but under the influence of free-stream turbulence. From hereafter, this case will be 
referred to as the FST. Comparison with the no-free stream turbulence case (NFST) , with the 
available experimental and numerical results will be presented as well. 
The effect of free-stream turbulence on bluff-body mean flow is one of the most important 
problems in wind engineering. In a series of wind tunnel experiments on a square prisms and 
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rectangular cylinders (Nakamura & Ohys [113], [114], [115]) it has been shown that the bluff-
body mean flow is indeed sensitive to changing turbulence scales. It has been found that from 
these experiments turbulence can selectively control bluff-body mean flow at two main scales. 
Turbulence of small scale i.e. a scale comparable with the thickness of the shear layer, can 
increase the growth rate of the shear layer through enhanced mixing by causing the shear layer 
to reattach earlier to the side of the bluff body. On the other hand, turbulence of large scale, 
i. e. a scale comparable with the body size, can strongly interact with vortex shedding from 
a bluff body. Namely, large-scale turbulence weakens vortex shedding from a two-dimensional 
bluff body by reducing spanwise correlation while it strengthens vortex shedding from a three-
dimensional bluff body through resonant interaction. The mean flow can respond strongly to 
large-scale turbulence through changes in vortex shedding. 
The current chapter describes an attempt to numerically simulate and study the effects of free-
stream turbulence on the mean flow past a flat plate with rectangular cross section where the 
separation bubble is generated at the sharp leading edge. There have been few experimental 
investigations on the effect of free-stream turbulence on separated and reattaching flows. These 
include Hillier [116], Hillier & Cherry [70J and Kiya et al [118J, and Nakamura & Ozono [37J. 
Very few, almost none, LES or DNS studies on the effect of free-stream turbulence on separated 
boundary layer transition on a blunt plate have been available. 
Hillier & Cherry [36J showed that the bubble length was insensitive to turbulence length scale 
up to Lxi Dp = 1.97, where Lx is the integral scale of the streamwise component velocity of tur-
bulence and h is the thickness of the plate, although they found significant effects of fluctuating 
surface pressures. Nakamura & Ozono [37J went further and explored the effect of turbulence 
length scales over a range much wider than that of Hillier & Cherry [70J. They employed tur-
bulence scales in the range Lxi Dp = 0.5 - 24 with turbulence intensities u' /U of about 7 and 
11 %, where u' and U are respectively the rms and mean values of the streamwise component 
velocity. Their results indicated that the main effect of free-stream turbulence is to produce 
considerable contraction of the bubble length but the pressure distribution is almost insensitive 
to changing turbulence scales. 
Saathoff & Melbourne [119J performed wind-tunnel experiment to investigate the cause of large 
pressure fluctuations near leading edges of sharp-edged bluff bodies in the presence of free-stream 
turbulence. Measurements obtained with a blunt flat plate showed that very low pressure oc-
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curs in a narrow region located approximately 0.25x R from the leading edge, where x R define 
the mean reattachment length. From the flow visualisation they conclude that the process is 
initiated when a perturbation in the approaching flow causes a roll-up of the separated shear 
layer, producing a strong vortex near the surface. 
Castro & Epik [43] obtained measurements in boundary layers developing downstream of the 
highly turbulent, separated flow generated at the leading edge of a blunt flat plate. Two cases 
were tested: first, when there is very low (wind tunnel) turbulence present in the free-stream flow 
and, second, when roughly isotropic, homogeneous turbulence is introduced. Standard biplanar 
grid was positioned upstream so that the measured longitudinal turbulence intensity tu' JUo) 
and integral scale (Lx) ranged, respectively, from 5.1% and 3.2Dp at the leading edge to 2.8% 
and 4.8Dp at the most downstream measurement station (XJXR = 154Dp) with x measured 
from the plate leading edge. Dp is the plate thickness (9.6mm). Their main objective behind 
the experiment is to study the nature of the developed region behind the reattachment with 
and without the presence of free-stream turbulence. For this reason they used the end-flap to 
readjust the mean reattachment line to the same position and a long domain to allow develop-
ment of the boundary layer after reattachment. They found that adding free-stream turbulence 
does not alter the development process and the developing boundary layer has features similar 
to those found in standard boundary layers perturbed by free-stream turbulence. 
Finally, Kalter & Fernholz [120J experimentally investigated the effect of the free-stream turbu-
lence on a boundary layer with an adverse pressure gradient and a closed reverse-flow region. 
They found that by adding free-stream turbulence the mean reverse-flow region was shortened 
or completely eliminated, a method they believe can be used to control the size of the separation 
bubble. Almost all the researches done in this field give a strong indication that the main effects 
of free-stream turbulence is the considerable reduction in the separation bubble length. 
From this literature survey it is clear that the turbulence structure of classical shear flows (wakes, 
boundary layers, etc) is very sensitive to the imposition of additional free-stream turbulence. 
Further, there is considerable evidence (both new and old) that recovery of such flows after 
removal of the distortion is very slow and often nonmonotonic. 
All the above work is performed experimentally. There has been no attempt to simulate this 
phenomena numerically especially for the blunt plate geometry. While it is quite easy to generate 
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free-stream turbulence experimentally, it has proved too difficult to generate it numerically. The 
LES and DNS community has been concerned with this enigma for long time. Up to date there 
is no universal efficient method that can be used to generate inflow data to simulate turbulence 
realistically. 
Turbulence has to be prescribed at the inflow in order to simulate free-stream turbulence. Many 
investigations have been carried out and different methods have been attempted. The most 
elegant way to avoid this problem is the use of periodic boundary conditions, which is restricted 
for a few geometries and also when fully turbulent flow is assumed. Spalart [26J was able to 
extend the area of application to a turbulent boundary layer by using co-ordinate transforma-
tions. However, according to Moin & Mahesh [123J Spalarts's approach is restricted to flows 
whose mean streamwise variation is small compared to the transverse variation. A further dis-
advantage is the complexity of the method. Therefore Lund et al [122J extended Spalart's idea: 
an auxiliary simulation, which produces its own inflow conditions by rescaling the velocity field 
from a downstream location and reintroducing at the inflow, is used to extract instantaneous 
planes of velocity. 
In the case under study, the effect of free-stream turbulence is to be investigated for a transi-
tional flow over a blunt plate, thus the periodic boundary condition is not applicable for this 
purpose. Moreover, periodic boundary condition is known to disturb large-scale structure in 
the computational domain (Lygren & Anderson [121]). The type of flow under study is charac-
terised by the formation of large-scale structures that play an influential role in the whole flow 
dynamics. Thus the periodic boundary condition is not suitable even if the assumption of fully 
turbulent flow is assumed. 
6.2 Methods of generating inflow free stream turbulence: 
The simplest way to generate turbulent inflow data is to take a mean velocity profile with 
superimposed random fluctuations. The current simulation started with this method by super-
imposing random fluctuations at each time step. The computational domain shown in figure 4.1 
is the same fine mesh used in the N F ST which uses 256 x 212 x 64 finite volume cells along the 
streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise axis respectively. In this simulation, 5.1 % of longitudinal 
turbulence intensity (u' /Uo) is needed at the blunt plate leading edge region to match the ex-
periment by C E [43J for the same geometry and at the same Reynolds number. To achieve this, 
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random fluctuations of order 25%, 40% and 65% were superimposed on the mean at the inlet. 
The random perturbations were added at every time step. All these cases ran for long enough 
time to allow the random perturbation to take effect and the flow to reach fully developed state. 
Considerable statistical samples were collected but upon checking the lateral distribution of the 
longitudinal turbulence intensity near the leading edge, it was almost zero, an indication that 
such kind of random perturbation can not survive any spatial distance from the point where 
they are applied. 
In an attempt to give some sort of spat in-temporal correlation to the above method, the inflow 
(y,z)-plane was divided into (4 x 2) blocks and the random data were added for each block. The 
random data was added every 5-time steps instead of every single time step. In another set the 
inflow (y,z)-plane is divided into (8 x 2) blocks and the random data were added for each block 
every 10 time steps instead of every single time step. The two cases ran for enough time and 
considerable number of statistical samples were collected but the lateral distribution of the longi-
tudinal turbulence intensity near the leading edge was not much different from the first attempt. 
From these tests, it was concluded that the method of superimposing random perturbation 
generated through standard pseudo random numbers was not a good method to introduce tur-
bulence at inlet. This method failed because the energy of the signal is equally distributed 
over the whole wavenumber range which means the spectrum is approximately a horizontal line. 
Therefore, due to lack of energy in the low wave number range, the pseudo turbulence is imme-
diately damped to zero and the result is almost identical with a laminar flow. 
The most realistic way to generate both temporally and spatially correlated turbulence is to 
run another simulation for the sole purpose of generating inflow data which is called a precursor 
method Yoke & Yang [158J. This is very expensive and hence some researchers ventured into 
many mathematical methods in an a attempt to generate random signals with some sort of 
spatial correlation as discussed above. Their results are of varying success. 
In the current study, many turbulence generation methods have been tried but the output was 
not satisfactory so that only results from the precursor method is presented in this chapter. 
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6.3 Precursor method 
Another channel flow with the same mesh is simulated to provide inflow data. Shown in fig-
ure 6.1a is how this was done. Additional 80 cells along the lateral axis is employed (40 on 
each side) to resolve the viscous sublayer of the channel flow resulting in a total of 292 cells 
along the lateral y-direction, 64 cells along the streamwise and spanwise axis. The boundary 
conditions are similar to those used in Chapter 3 for a fully developed channel flow used for 
code validation. The mesh is stretched in such a way to avoid any serious jumps between the 
original mesh and the additional mesh. Figures 6.1b and c show the instantaneous spanwise 
and streamwise velocities respectively displaying features of a fully developed channel flow. In 
figure 6.2 it is clear that the longitudinal turbulence intensity is quite low at the center of the 
channel (approximately 2%) which is a typical fully developed channel flow behaviour. This is 
the region where the high value of this parameter is needed. However, towards the end of the 
domain along the wall normal axis, the turbulence intensity is about 7% in the relaxed mesh 
region. This data is used as an inflow for the free-stream turbulence case. From hereafter, this 
simulation will be referred to as the precursor method. 
The simulation ran for 91400 time step to allow the flow to develop before taking any statistical 
samples. A total of 15999 samples were collected and the job ran for a total of 251390 time step. 
In the following sections, comparison with the N FST case, the experimental data of CE [43] 
and other available experimental data will be presented. 
The turbulence intensity in the region of the leading edge are presented in order to check whether 
the level of free-stream turbulence manages to survive from the inlet up to this position, 4.5Dp 
distance from the inflow boundary. Shown in figure 6.3 is the longitudinal turbulence intensity 
in the region around the leading edge. It is clear that the turbulence level at this crucial region 
is approximately 2% and the method could not match the desired 5.1% level. But at least the 
level of turbulence generated by the precursor method survived up to this location of the com-
putational domain. 
Shown in figure 6.4 are the time averaged velocity vectors which are used here to determine the 
mean reattachment length. The mean reattachment length in the case of F ST simulation is 
5.6cm while it is 6.5cm for the NFST case leading to 14% reduction in the mean reattachment 
length. It is very clear from this simulation how sensitive the reattachment length to the free-
stream turbulence despite the turbulence intensity is not that high. It is well known that the 
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Figure 6.1: a: Channel flow mesh used as turbulence generator, b: (x,y)-plane spanwise velocity 
contours, c: (x,y)-plane of streamwise velocity contours 
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extent of such reverse flow region can be substantially reduced by the free-stream turbulence. 
Cherry et at [36] snp er imposed free stream turbulence (u' jUo) of 9.6% and they found that for 
this value the reattachment length was more than halved from 4.9 ± 0.05Dp to 2.16Dp. Cas-
tro [117] obtained 32% reduction in the mean reattachment length by addition of free-stream 
turbulence. The LES results for the F ST are consistent with the experimental results cited 
above for the same geometry. 
Figure 6.5 compares the profiles of mean streamwise velocity for the F ST case with those for the 
NFST case at six streamwise locations xjxR = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,1.0, and 1.2. When normalsed 
by the free-stream velocity, the F ST case profiles are very similar to those of the N F ST case. 
At the station xjxR = 0.4 the peak negative value for the FST case is higher than that reported 
by the N F ST case at the same location. 
Figure 6.6 compares the F ST results with the experimental data by K S [53] and the numerical 
results of TV [41] at the same six streamwise locations, xjxR = 0.2 - 1.0 as discussed above. 
The results show a reasonably good agreement with the data of K S [53]. Still in the first part 
of the bubble (xjxR = 0.2, 0.4) the negative peak values of the velocities are smaller than those 
measured by KS [53]. However, the increase in the peak negative value in the case of the FST 
at xjxR = 0.4 has brought the agreement with the data of KS [53] and the FST results more 
closer. In comparison with the numerical results of TV [41], the negative peak reported by the 
FST case is sligtly higher at the location xjxR = 0.4. In almost all the stations, the free-stream 
velocity is higher in the cases of the F ST and N F ST compared to K S [53] and TV [41] which 
could be mainly due to the difference in blockage ratio in the current simulation. 
Figure 6.7 shows the profiles of the rms values of streamwise velocity, u rm" normalised by Uo, 
at the same six stations. Both the F ST case and the N F ST case, the data of K S [53] and 
numerical results of TV [41] are shown for comparisons. Generally speaking that in all the 
locations, the F ST results show a peak value higher than the N F ST especially in the locations 
xjxR = 0.4 and 0.6. At xjxR = 0.2, despite the increase in the peak value resulting from the 
addition of the free-stream turbulence, it is smaller than the value shown by K S [53] data, but 
quite comparable to the peak value by TV [41]. For the rest of the stations (xjxR = 0.4 to 1.0) 
the FST results show a good agreement with the data by KS [53] (specially at xjxR = 0.4) and 
matching the results of TV [41] in almost all the locations. Slightly higher peak is obtained by 
the FST compared to the NFST and the results of TV [41] at xjxR = 1.2. 
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The profiles of vrms/UO at the same six locations as discussed above are shown in figure 6.S. It 
is noticeable that the F ST results display an increase in the peak value compared to the N F ST 
as a result of the imposed free-stream turbulence. In the laminar region at X/XR = 0.2 and 
0.4 in figures 6.7a and b, the peak value of the FST case is comparable to that predicted by 
TV [41] unlike the N F ST case where the values are much lower. In the rest of the stations 
the FST case results are in good agreement with the results by TV [41]. It is also noticed that 
while moving downstream the difference betwccn the F ST results and the N F ST diminishes 
compared to the values noticed in the first part of the bubble. 
At this stage it is of interest to find out wheither the 2% free-stream turbulence level has led to 
any change in the nature of separation from the laminar mode as in the case of the N F ST. For 
this purpose, the rms values of the streamwise velocity in the region closer to the separation 
line (0.05 :s:: X/XR :s:: 0.1) are presented in figures 6.9a to f. The figures indicate that close to 
the wall the maximum peak in urms/UO for the FST case and the NFST one are comparable. 
The addition of the free-stream turbulence is manifested in slight increase in the peak value 
compared with the N F ST case. This indicates that the flow at separation with the addition of 
the free-stream turbulence is still laminar which will be further clarified in section 6.5. How-
ever, this does not guarantee that with higher level of free-stream turbulence the separation 
will remain laminar. It is worth to point out that the number of samples in the N FST case is 
approximately double those collected for the F ST and most likely that is why the curves for 
the N F ST case are smooth everywhere within the bubble. 
Figure 6.10 shows the comparison at the mean reattachment point between predicted urm,/UO, 
vrm,/UO, and Reynolds stresses -uv/Uo and the measured value of the experiment by CE [43]. 
In the F ST case, the predicted boundary layer thickness cS, defined in a similar fashion to 
CE [43] as the distance to the point where the mean velocity reached 99% of it is maximum 
(free stream) value, was 19.1 mm compared to 22.9 mm in the experiment at the reattachment 
location (X/XR = 1.0). This is quite a good agreement. There is a very good agreement between 
the LES results and the experimental data for the two variable urm,fUo, vrm,fUo as shown 
in figures 6.lOa and b respectively. The predicted peak value is almost the same at the mean 
reattachment point. The Reynolds stresses -uv/Uo on the other hand show that the LES over-
predicts this variable compared with the experimental data. Generally speaking, taking into 
account the low free-stream turbulence level in the simulation compared with the experiment, 
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these figures show that the LES has given some good predictions. 
A good agreement between the LES results and the experimental data can be seen in figure 6.11 
showing the profiles of mean streamwise velocity u+ at two streamwise locations, X/XR = 1.76, 
and 2.43. However, the mean velocity profiles for the two locations have a significant dip (though 
decreasing while moving downstream) below the standard log law. The same trend was noticed 
in the case of the N F ST (Chapter 4, section 4.1.1) which is an indication that the addition of 
free stream turbulence did not really speed-up the development of the turbulent boundary layer 
after reattachment. 
6.4 Transition process 
The transition process is not very much different from the case of the N F ST but noticeably, 
transition occurs earlier. Figures 6.12a to f show the spanwise vorticity at the spanwise location 
Z/XR = 0.2 at 1000 time steps intervals. Samples of the same location in the case of the NFST 
are shown in figure 4.10, Chapter 4. A quick look at the two figures reveal that breakdown of 
the separated boundary layer occurs quite early in the case of the F ST than the case of the 
N FST. For example figure 6.12e clearly indicates that the separated boundary layer breaks 
to smaller scales approximately at X/XR = 0.5 while in the NSFT case the breakdown of the 
separated boundary layer occurs much later. 
Shown in figures 6.13a to e are velocity vectors at the spanwise location Z/XR = 0.2. The instan-
taneous vectors reflect the highly chaotic nature of the flow and the appearance of considerable 
vortical structure close to the separation line. Compared to the N F ST shown in figure 4.9 
Chapter 4 the 3D motions can only be observed at around X/XR = 0.5. 
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6.5 Spectral analysis and primary instability mechanism 
It is of great interest to investigate the effect of free-stream-turbulence on the characteristic 
shedding frequency and hence the primary instability mechanisms. In boundary layer transition 
without separation, adding a high percentage of free-stream turbulence could lead to what is 
refered to as by-pass transition. However, under the free-stream turbulence intensity (2%) as in 
this case, it is interesting to check weather the primary Kelvin - H elmholtz instability is still 
responsible for starting transition. 
To answer the above question, the time history for the velocity field and pressure at the 
same location discussed in the N F sr case are considered with a an additional location at 
X/XR = 0.25. This results in seven streamwise locations including a point just before separation 
(X/XR = -0.05), and the other six points were distributed within the separation bubble at 
X/XR = 0.05,0.25,0.5,0.75, at the reattachment X/XR = l.0 and slightly after reattachment at 
X/XR = l.25, and also at two location along the spanwise direction at the first quarter and at 
the centre of the domain (Z/XR = 0.2, 0.4). This set of points are shown in figure 6.14. 
The results discussed below correspond to 16,870 samples taken each 10 time steps equivalent to 
0.964 seconds, enough samples to provide good resolution to any existing shedding frequencies 
comparable to those detected in the N F sr case. The maximum frequency that can be resolved 
is 8.75 KHz. The same code utilising the Fourier transform methods for auto correlation used 
to process the data in the N F sr case is also used in the F sr case. Spectral analysis will be 
conducted to the spanwise locations at Z/XR = 0.2 and at the centre of the channel Z/XR = 0.4. 
Points at the centre of the domain (Z/XR = 0.4) will be considered first. Close to the surface 
Y/XR = 0.01 and at the downstream location X/XR = 0.5 (point 13 in figure 6.14) figures 6.15a, 
b, c, and d show the autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components V and W while 
figures 6.15e, f, g, and h show the autocorrelation and spectra for the same velocity components 
at X/XR = 0.75 (point 17 in figure 6.14). Figures 6.16 and 6.17a, b, c, d, e and f show the 
autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components U, V, and W at the downstream loca-
tions X/XR = l.0 (point 21 in figure 6.14) and X/XR = l.25 (point 25 in figure 6.14) respectively. 
Similar to the behaviour in the N F sr case close to the surface, the spectra for the three velocity 
components close to the surface do not show any peak values. Also the velocity field spectra 
show no trace of any low-frequency peak that could be attributed to flapping of the shear layer. 
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Moving upward to the location at Y/XR = 0.05 (approximately at the center of the shear layer), 
figures 6.18 and 6.19a, b, c, d show the autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components 
V and W at X/XR = 0.5 (point 14 in figure 6.14) and X/XR = 0.75 (point 18 in figure 6.14) 
respectively. The spectra for the two velocity components (specially the velocity V) show a 
peak frequency exactly similar to what was noticed in the NFST case (126-158 Hz). However, 
it is worth pointing out the peak in the FST case is not as apparent as in the NFST. At the 
same location along the y-axis (Y/XR = 0.05) figures 6.20 and 6.21a, b, c, d, e and f show the 
autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components U, V and W at X/XR = 1.0 (point 22 in 
figure 6.14) and X/XR = 1.25 (point 26 in figure 6.14) respectively. The characteristic shedding 
frequency is barely visible for the three velocity component at the location X/XR = 1.0 and 
almost disappeared at X/XR = 1.25. This is a strong indication to the weakness of the shedding 
phenomena in the FST case compared to the NFST case. No evidence of any low-frequency 
peak can be seen from the velocity spectra at these locations. 
Moving further upward to the location at Y/XR = 0.13 (slightly above the center of the shear 
layer), figures 6.22a, b, c, d show the autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components 
V and W at X/XR = 0.5 (point 15 in figure 6.14). The spectra for the two velocity components 
show a peak value corresponding to the characteristic frequency discussed above. In addition to 
the characteristic shedding frequency there exist a higher shedding frequency exactly similar to 
the one noticed in the N F ST at this location of the domain. As mentioned in Chapter 4 that 
such high frequency have not been captured by related experimental data but by the simulation 
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results of Tafti & Vanka [41]. At the same Y location (Y/XR = 0.13) the autocorrelation and 
spectra for the velocity components U, V and W at X/XR = 0.75 (point 19 in figure 6.14), 1.0 
(point 23 in figure 6.14) and X/XR = 1.25 (point 27 in figure 6.14) are shown in figures 6.23, 
6.24, and 6.25,a, b, c, d, e and f respectively. The characteristic shedding frequency can be 
seen in all the velocity components spectra at X/XR = 0.75 (figure 6.23) and barely seen at 
X/XR = 1.0 (figure 6.24) and almost dissappear at the downstream location X/XR = 1.25 as 
seen from figure 6.25. The higher shedding frequency noticed at X/XR = 0.5 is fading at these 
downstream locations in a similar fashion to the N F ST case. Moving further from the wall 
to the position at Y/XR = 0.2 (slightly above the edge of the shear layer), figure 6.26 shows 
the auto correlation and spectra for the velocity components V only at the three streamwise 
locations defined by X/XR = 0.5 (point 16 in figure 6.14), X/XR = 0.75 (point 20 in figure 6.14) 
and X/XR = 1.0 (point 24 in figure 6.14). Still the characteristic shedding frequency can be seen 
at X/XR = 0.5 but is barely visible at the other two locations. Once again no low-frequency 
contents is apparent in the velocity spectra shown above. 
Analysis to the velocity components spectra at the first quarter of the spanwise location (Z/XR = 
0.2) is also done. The spectra shows almost similar features to those at the center of the domain 
discussed above. Few examples will be presented here. Close to the surface (Y/XR = 0.01) and at 
the downstream locations X/XR = 0.5 (point 13 in figure 6.14) figures 6.27a, b, c, and d show the 
autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components V and W while figures 6.27e, f, g, and 
h show the autocorrelation and spectra for the same velocity components at X/XR == 0.75 (point 
17 in figure 6.14). The spectra for the two velocity components show no high or low-frequency 
contents. 
Moving upward to the position at Y/XR = 0.05 figures 6.28a, b, c, and d show the autocorrelation 
and spectra for the velocity components V and W at X/XR = 0.5 (point 14 in figure 6.14) while 
figures 6.28e, f, g, and h show the autocorrelation and spectra for the same velocity components 
at X/XR = 0.75 (point 18 in figure 6.14). The spectra display similar features to those at the 
center of the domain. A weak frequency peak is visible specially for the velocity V component 
at X/XR = 0.5 and barely seen at the location X/XR = 0.75. Shown in figures 6.29a, b, c, d, e and 
f are the autocorrelation and spectra for the velocity components U, V, and W at X/XR = 1.0 
(point 22 in figure 6.14) for the same y-Iocation (Y/XR = 0.05). A weak frequency peak corre-
sponding to the characteristic shedding frequency can be observed in the three velocities spectra. 
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Moving further upward to the location at Y/XR = 0.13, figures 6.30a, b, c, d show the autocorre-
lation and spectra for the velocity components V and W at X/XR = 0.5 (point 15 in figure 6.14) 
while figures 6.30e, j, 9 and h show the auto correlation and spectra for the velocity components 
U and V at X/XR = 0.75 (point 19 in figure 6.14). The higher shedding frequency noticed in 
the spectra at the center of the domain at x/x R = 0.5 is also apparent here as can be seen 
from figures 6.30b and d which gradually dissappear on moving downstream. Figures 6.31a, b, 
c, d, e and j show the auto correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V and W 
at X/XR = 1.0 (point 23 in figure 6.14) for the same Y distance from the wall (Y/XR = 0.13). 
Still the spectra show the barely visible peak corresponding to characteristic shedding frequency 
described in the above sections. No traces of any low-frequency are noticed. 
It can be concluded from the spectra analysis for the velocity components shown above that the 
addition of 2% free-stream turbulence has produced much more chaotic motion in the free shear 
layer and the characteristic frequency peak so clearly visible in the N F ST case can be barely 
observed. The results strongly indicate that if the level of free-stream turbulence is raised to 
any higher values, the weakly detected peak in the velocity spectra could dissappear. However, 
under the current 2% turbulence level the shedding still occurs with a characteristic shedding 
frequency equivalent to the value noticed in the N F ST case. This indicates that the primary 
instability mechanism of the N FST case ( Kelvin - H elmholtz instability) is working here too. 
The sections below are devoted to further investigate this fact. 
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Figure 6.17: Auto-correlation and spectra for the velocity components U, V and W at X/XR = 
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6.5.1 Position of the initial unsteadiness 
To investigate the position where the initial unsteadiness appears, the instantaneous streamwise 
distribution of the three velocity components at three arbitrary times in the spanwise plane 
Z/XR = 0.4 (domain cent er) starting from the separation point are presented in figure 6.32. 
This is exactly the same location of the instantaneous velocity distribution for the N F ST case 
displayed in figure 4.35, Chapter 4. In figure 6.32 it is clear that the first perturbation is appar-
ent as early as X/XR = 0.1 as shown by the three velocity components and become considerably 
larger at about X/XR = 0.3. Compared with the N FST case where the flow is two-dimensional 
up to about X/XR = 0.25 after which the perturbation growth is small up to about half the 
mean reattachment length where 3D motions start to develop rapidly and violently. This point 
is further supported by figure 6.33 which show the instantaneous streamwise velocity profiles 
at four streamwise locations and at three different times. The discrepancy between velocity 
profiles at three different times can be seen at X/XR = 0.2 (figure 6.33a) although it is not so big 
compared with that at X/XR = 0.4 (figure 6.33b). The discrepancy between the instantaneous 
profiles grows downstream and becomes clearly apparent at X/XR = 0.4 , 0.6 and X/XR = 0.8 
as shown in figures 6.33b, c and d respectively. In comparison with the same locations for the 
N FST case (figure 4.36, Chapter 4), two points can be drawn: (1) The amplified perturbation 
appears earlier, (2) the degree of discrepancy at three different times is much higher in the case 
of the FST. In other words the strength of the amplified perturbations is much stronger in the 
FST case. However, it is stiIllaminar separation as the instantaneous profiles before X/XR = 0.1 
are more or less the same. 
Figure 6.34 shows the spanwise variation of the instantaneous streamwise velocity at six stream-
wise locations, X/XR = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. At X/XR = 0.1, the streamwise velocity profile 
is not completely free from waviness and shows some distortions, an indication to the existence 
of weak perturbation at this early location of the separation bubble. Distortions can be seen at 
X/XR = 0.2 and develop gradually up to X/XR = 0.4 where significant three-dimensional motions 
can be observed and then develop rapidly afterwards as can be seen from figures 6.34/ and 9 
at X/XR = 0.5 and X/XR = 0.6 respectively. Compared to figure 4.37, Chapter 4 which shows 
the same profile at the same locations for the N F ST simulations, it is clear that the addition 
of free-stream turbulence has led to unsteady flow at much earlier stage. 
The development of the 3D motion in the F ST case can further be seen in figures 6.35a to i 
showing velocity vectors on the (y,z)-plane at the streamwise locations X/XR= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 
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0.5, 0.6, 0.7, O.S, 0.9 and at reattachment X/XR = 1.0 respectively. The same velocity vectors 
in the case of the N SFT simulations are shown in figure 4.39, Chapter 4. Close inspection to 
figure 6.35 indicates that even at the first location (X/XR= 0.1), 3D motion can be observed 
but tiny, and continue to develop rapidly downstream. Compared to the N F ST case, the flow 
remains laminar approximately up to X/XR = 0.5 after which the 3D motions develops rapidly. 
Counter-rotating vortical structures (mushroom-shaped) indicating the existence of A-shaped 
vortices can be seen (figures 6.35/ and g) but not with the degree of clarity as in the case of the 
NFST results. 
The breakdown of the laminar shear layer can be viewed by figures 6.36a to e which show the 
streamwise velocity contours at several streamwise location X/XR= 0.25, 0.325, 0.5, 0.7, and 
0.95 respectively. Right from the early locations at x/x R= 0.25, and 0.325 considerable 3D 
motions can be identified although not displaying a violent chaotic behaviour compared to the 
downstream locations. At X/XR= 0.5 the structures are no more organised. Approaching the 
reattachment, the structure appear to be irregular at X/XR= 0.7 and the spanwise symmetry is 
totally broken at X/XR= 0.95 within the reattachment region. 
All this supports the idea that addition of the free-stream turbulence is speeding up transition 
compared to the N F ST turbulent case which is consistent with all the experimental results 
obtained up to date. 
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6.5.2 Primary instability mechanizim 
It is clear from the above discussion that in the F ST case, the perturbation are noticed very close 
to the separation line, which indicates that the analysis should start right from the separation 
point. Based on the maximum frequency of 158 Hz, and following Yang & Yoke [23] approach 
the same analysis done for the N F ST case is also performed for the F ST case too. Starting 
from very close to the separation line, the highest wave number is calculated as 12.15/xR at 
X/XR = 0.016. Calculation for streamwise locations up to X/XR = 0.26 gives values within the 
range of this value or slightly below it as seen in tables 6.1 and 6.2. Comparing this value to the 
value noticed in the NFST case which is 14.6/xR, for which Kelvin-Helmholtz instability will 
occur to any value below it, it can be concluded that in the case of F ST the primary instability 
is still likely to be the Kelvin - H elmholtz one. 
X/Xr 0.016 0.027 0.038 0.049 0.0605 0.072 0.084 0.096 0.108 0.121 
K*XR 12.15 9.52 9.025 9.414 11.73 8.0546 8.699 9.106 9.23 9.094 
Table 6.1: Estimated maximum wave-number at different stations downstream of the separation 
line (X/XR = 0.016 - 0.121) for the FST case 
X/Xr 0.134 0.147 0.16 0.173 0.187 0.2 0.215 0.23 0.244 0.259 
K*XR 8.750 8.269 10.116 9.155 10.998 9.601 8.4 9.565 8.23 9.13 
Table 6.2: Estimated maximum wave-number at different stations downstream of the separation 
line (X/XR = 0.13 - 0.259) for the FST case 
6.6 Flow structure and vorticity field 
As in the case of the NFST, the pressure isosurfaces, the Q-criterion, the vorticity modulus, 
and the vorticity field will be employed to visualise the flow structures. Qualitative comparison 
with the N F ST case presented in Chapter 5 will be highlighted to discuss the effect of the 
F ST on flow structures. It is worth pointing out that the isosurfaces values employed in the 
different flow visualisation methods in the F ST case are comparable to those in the N F ST case. 
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6.6.1 Pressure isosurfaces 
Shown in figures 6.37, 6.38 and 6.39 are pressure isosurfaces for the FST case. The structures 
shown in figure 6.37 display a more chaotic behaviour of the flow compared with the N F ST 
case. The two-dimensional Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls are not as apparent as in the N F ST 
case. A fairly coherent 2D structure in the early part of the bubble is seen in figure 6.37 a at 
about X/XR = 0.5 but exhibits a distorted nature even at this location of the domain. The 
A-shaped vortices can hardly be identified. Thus, the addition of the free-stream turbulence 
with magnitude 2% has contaminated and smeared the coherent 2D structures referred to as 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls in the case of the N F ST and transition seems to occur very rapidly. 
Another important feature displayed by the pressure isosurfaces is the appearance of plain ver-
tical sheets which has not been observed in the case of the N F ST case. This could be explained 
as a consequence of the inflow boundary condition. Instead of taking only the velocity field 
perturbations from the precursor method and superimpose it on a uniform velocity profile at the 
inlet the simulation take the instantaneous velocities of a whole (y,z)-plain from the channel flow 
produced by the precursor method and make use of it as an inflow boundary. This could result 
in slight variation in the inflow/outflow mass flow rates leading to pressure waves within the 
computational domain which could be mainly responsible for the appearance of such structures 
in the pressure isosurfaces. 
6.6.2 The Q-criterion 
Figures 6.40, 6.41, 6.42 and 6.43 show a total of 16 snapshots (taken every 1000 time step) 
in attempt to visualise the flow structures in the F ST case. The existence of 2D structures 
in the early part of the separated region (at X/XR = 0.25) can be barely seen in figures 6.40a 
and b, figure 6.41c, figure 6.42a, and figure 6.43c. Almost all the figures show that the flow is 
dominated by longitudinal structures similar to those observed in the NFST case. However, 
two distinct features are clear. The first is that in the N FST case the small scale structures 
revealed by the Q-criteria are more distinguishable than those appear in the F ST case. To be 
more precise about the word 'distinguishable', one can say that the degree of coherency and 
organisation along both the span and streamwise directions are much obvious in the N F ST 
case compared with the F ST case. The second point is that in the N F ST case the longitudinal 
structures are clearly phased along the streamwise direction. In other words, a set of organised 
longitudinal structures can be observed to evolve in time clearly. A lot of interferences between 
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Figure 6.37: Pressure isosurfaces: (a) t=190.4D/Uo; (b) t=196.04D/Uo; (c) t=228.1D/U
o
; (d) 
t=233.7D/Uo 
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Figure 6.38: Pressure isosurfaces: (a) t=201.7D/Uo; (b) t=213.01D/Uo; (c) t=224.3D/Uo; (d) 
t=231.6D /Uo 
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Figure 6.39: Pressure isosurfaces: (a) t=239.4DjUo; (b) t=241.3DjUo; (c) t=246.9DjUo 
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the longitudinal structures along the streamwise is a common feature for the F ST case. The 
A-shaped vortical structures which represent one of the main features of the N F ST caSe can 
barely be identified in the N F ST case. However, from time to time quite strong and distin-
guishable longitudinal structures can be seen as shown in figures 6.40b and 6.43a, band c which 
are similar to the so called ribs in the N F ST case. 
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Figure 6.40: Q-isosurfaces: (a) t=194.2D/Uo; (b) t=196.04D/Uo; (c) t=197.9D/Uo; (d) 
t=199.8D /Uo 
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Figure 6.41: Q-isosurfaces: (a) t=201.7DjUo; (b) t=205.5DjUo; (c) t=207.4DjUo; (d) 
t=209.2D jUo 
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Figure 6.42: Q-isosurfaces: (a) t=214.9D/Uo; (b) t=216.8D/Uo; (c) t=218.7D/U
o
; (d) 
t=220.5D /UO 
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Figure 6.43: Q-isosurfaces: (a) t=228.1D/Uo; (b) t=230.0DjUo; (c) t=231.9D/U
o
; (d) 
t=233.7D/Uo 
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Figure 6.44:Vorticity modulus isosurfaces: (a) t=209.2DjUo; (b) t=211.1DjUo; (c) 
t=213.0DjUo; (d) t=214.9DjUo 
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Figure 6.45: .vorticity modulus isosllrfaces: (a) t=220.5D/Uo; (b) t=222.4D/U
o
; (c) 
t=224.3D/Uo; (d) t=226.2D/Uo 
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6.7.2 Wall-normal Vorticity 
The wall-normal vorticity is shown in figures 6.50 and 6.51a to d taken every 1000 time step in-
terval. Generally speaking the F ST wall normal vorticity field exhibits a very much unorganised 
structures compared to the N F ST case. Some structures confined to the region x/x R = 0.6 -1.0 
are formed as can be seen from figures 6.50a and b. 
6.7.3 Spanwise Vorticity 
Figures 6.52 and 6.53a to d show the spanwise vorticity field for the F ST case. There are some 
similarities between the N F ST and the F ST cases. A plane sheet of vorticity appears starting 
from the edge of the blunt plate and begins to disintegrate at around X/XR = 0.4 breaking 
down into longitudinal vortical structures covering the region between X/XR = 0.5 - 1.0. The 
difference is that these streamwise vortices are more random (not evenly distributed along the 
sapanwise) and less intense in the F ST case than the N F ST case. They break down into small 
scales quite rapidly compared with the N F ST case. Around the reattachment and downstream 
of the reattachment region, the F ST vorticity field is dominated by a more finer turbulent vor-
tical structures than in the N F ST case. 
From the above discussion of the flow structures in the F ST case the following conclusions 
regarding the effect of free-stream turbulence can be drawn: 
• It has led to an early breakdown of the boundary layer than the N F ST case. 
• It has increased the rate of randomisation in the vortical structures in the domain (espe-. 
cially exhibited by the Q-criteria visualisation method). 
• It has degraded the spanwise coherence of structures as shown by different visualisation 
methods used. It is very difficult to distinguish the evolution of the vortical structures 
in different regions of the flow compared with the N F ST case where the evolution of 
coherent "§tructures can be traced from region to region downstream of the separation and 
reattachment. 
• It has increased the intensity of smaller scale structures around the reattachment region. 
• Some distinguished structures such as A-shaped vortices in the N F ST case can hardly be 
identified 
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Figure 6.47: Streamwise vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=196.04D/Uo; (b) t=199.8D/U
o
; (c) 
t=205.5D/Uo; (d) t=207.35D/Uo 
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Figure 6.48: ~treamwise yorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=209.2DjUo; (b) t=213.0DjUo; (c) 
t=214.9DjUo; (d) t=216.8DjUo 
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Figure 6.49: Streamwise vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=226.2DjUo; (b) t=228.1DjUo; (c) 
t=29.9DjUo; (d) t=231.8D/Uo 
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Figure 6.50: \,Vall-normal vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=190.4D/Uo; (b) t=192.3D/Uo; (c) 
t=194.2D/Uo; (d) t=199.8D/Uo 
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Figure 6.51: Wall-normal vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=205.5D /Uo; (b) t=226.2D /Uo; (c) 
t=228.ID/Uo; (d) t=230.0D/Uo 
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Figure 6.52: .spanwise vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=190.3DjUo; (b) t=192.3DjUo; (c) 
t=194.2D jUo; (d) t=196.0D jUo 
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Figure 6.53: Spanwise vorticity isosurfaces: (a) t=199.8DjUo; (b) t=205.5DjUo; (c) 
t=207.4DjUo; (d) t=209.2D/Uo 
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6.8 Discussion 
The effect of frce-stream turbulence on a transitional separated-reattached flow formed on a 
blunt plate has been simulated. Several methods have been tried to artificially generate tur-
bulent inflow data but were not satisfactory. Precursor method has been used and produced 
approximately 2% turbulence intensity at around the plate leading edge. The F ST results com-
pare reasonably well with the available experimental data. The effect of 'free-stream turbulence' 
is manifested in both the mean reattachment length, the position of the first unsteadiness, and 
the streamwise distribution of the maxima of the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise turbu-
lence intensity and the flow structures as well. 
The 2% turbulence level resulted in 14% reduction in the mean reattachment length compared 
to the N F ST case. This is consistent with most of the experimental work performed on the 
blunt plate geometry. The mean reattachment length has been found to be very sensitive and 
shortened by increasing the level of turbulence intensity as reported in chapter 4. 
The position of the first unsteadiness moves closer to the separation line and get strongly am-
plified by X/XR = 0.3 contrary to the N FST case where at about this location the flow is still 
laminar. Generally speaking, the addition of the free-stream turbulence results in increased rate 
of the randomness of the flow, as expected. Most of the flow features such as K elvin- Helmholtz 
rolls and the A-shaped vortices which represent the characteristics of the flow structures in the 
N F ST case are barely observed in the F ST case. Coherency of the early stage structures along 
the spanwise direction is highly disturbed. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and recommendations 
A transitional separated-reattached flow formed on a flat plate with a rectangular leading edge 
has been investigated numerically using Large Eddy Simulation (LES). A dynamic subgrid-
scale model is employed in the transitional flow case where the subgrid eddy-viscosity should be 
zero in the laminar region and starts to increase in the transitional region and reaches a normal 
turbulent value in the fully turbulent region. The LES results compare reasonably well with the 
available experimental data. This section reports the main findings from previous chapters. 
7.1 Conclusions 
A detailed spectral analysis is done for almost all the computational domain. The main purpose 
behind this analysis is to investigate the existence of low-frequency content believed to be due 
to what is referred to by "flapping of the shear layer". The phenomena was mostly noticed in 
fully turbulent separated-reattached flows. However, the current LES of low Reynolds number 
transitional separated boundary layer study does not show the low-frequency which most of the 
experiments have identified and believed to be due to the flapping of the shear layer. Hence It 
may be concluded that "the low-frequency flapping appears to be an integral feature of a fully 
turbulent separation" and that the laminar part of the bubble works as a filter to filter out this 
low-frequency flapping of the shear layer. 
The entire transition process leading to breakdown to turbulence has been shown by flow visual-
isation and large scale structures have been identified at different stages of transition process of 
the separating-reattaching flow. For the N FST case the well known hairpin vortices commonly 
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associated with boundary layers transition on a flat plate has been clearly shown at about the 
mean reattachment point and more large scale structures are presented as well. The large-scale 
structures are noticed to persist a considerable distance downstream of reattachment before they 
eventually break into smaller turbulent scale structures. This may explain the slowness of the de-
veloping boundary layer after reattachment. The structures are a result of the transition process 
and indeed influence the flow topology in the transition region and downstream of reattachment 
as well. The two-dimensional Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls are the dominant large-scale structures 
prior to reattachment. The Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls grow in size as they travel downstream 
and are subjected to spanwise waviness which gradually degrades their two-dimensional nature. 
The streamwise vortices resulting from the transformation of the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls 
are noticed to take the form of A-shaped vortices which impinge on the wall at the reattach-
ment region and evolve into big arched A-shaped vortices. However, pure streamwise vortices 
popularly known as ribs are also noticed in the flow resulting from the transformations of the 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls. For the F ST case these structures are not so clearly visible as in the 
NFST case. 
The mechanism responsible for the formation of streamwise vortical structures (ribs or A-
shaped) seen in the current study is different from that noticed in the case of mixing layer 
and plane free shear layers. In the last two cases there is strong evidence that the origin 
of the streamwise vortices lies in the instability of the strain regions (braids) between the 
Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls which means the coexistence of the two types of structures right 
from the beginning. The low-pressure visualisation of the current study clearly indicates that 
streamwise vortices originate from the K elvin-H elmholtz rolls which are undergoing continuous 
distortion while travelling downstream. The most appropriate explanation to the transformation 
of the Kelvin - H elmholtz rolls into streamwise vortices in the current case is 'helical- pairing' 
instability. 
Laminar separated flows are known to become unstable at relatively low Reynolds numbers. As 
a result, both the mean- and instantaneous-flow patterns are highly influenced by the instability 
working mechanism leading to transition to turbulence. From detailed analysis of the LES data, 
it has been concluded that transition starts with the 2D instability of the shear layer formed 
in the separation bubble which is inviscidly unstable via the Kelvin - H elmholtz instability 
mechanism. 
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The pairing and the hairpin (A-shaped) vortices play an important role in the transition process 
toward three-dimensionality. Indeed, the hairpin vortices become part of the core of the spanwise 
vortex resulting from the pairing of two Kelvin - H elrnholtz rolls. It has been observed that 
these secondary instabilities play an important role in the development of three-dimensionality 
of the flow. 
The developing boundary layer downstream of mean reattachment does not reach to its canon-
ical form. The velocity profiles deviate from the log-law with a considerable dip below it. 
Detailed analysis of LES data for the 2% F ST case confirms that transition starts earlier but via 
the same instability, i. e., Kelvin - H elrnholtz instability and again the so called "low-frequency 
flapping" has not been found. The main effects of the free-stream turbulence are reflected in two 
aspects. It leads to a reduction of the mean reattachment length by 14%, consistent with the 
findings of most of the experiments performed to study the effect of free-stream turbulence in 
separated-reattached flow. Secondly, the free-stream turbulence increases the rate of randomisa-
tion and degraded the coherence of the large-scale structures when compared to the N F ST case. 
7.2 Scope for further research 
The current study employed the LES approach to investigate separated-reattached flow on a 
blunt plate at moderate value of Reynolds number. The LES code used in the current study 
employs a pressure solver with a very low parallel efficiency which is not attractive beyond 16 
processors. A parallel pressure solver is needed to elevate the current parallel efficiency of the 
code. 
The primary instability for most of separated-reattached flows have been established as the 
Kelvin - Helrnholtz one. However, the breakdown of the Kelvin - Helmholtz billows into 
smaller scales is still not well understood for separated-reattached flows. The current study in-
dicates that the 'helical-pairing' instability could be behind the breakdown of the 2D Kelvin -
H elrnholtz rolls into smaller scales. However, more investigation in this field is needed to 
establish beyond any doubt the secondary instability leading to breakdown to turbulence in 
transitional separated-reattached flows. 
The developing boundary layer subsequent to reattachment is another area which requires more 
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investigations. The recovery length and the dependence of this recovery length with respect 
to the length of the bubble is a feature that needs more exploration. The effect of free-stream 
turbulence on the recovery region under different values of Reynolds number also need to be 
investigated. 
Methods for generating realistic turbulence to be used as inflow data for LES simulations is 
still evolving and more work to develop successful methods to solve this problem is needed. 
The final stage of breakdown to small scale turbulence after the secondary instability needs 
further investigation since it is difficult to draw any firm conclusion from the current flow vi-
sulization. May be a DN S is needed for this and some other analysis methods need to be 
developed to show the final stage of breakdown to turbulence. 
The effect of free-stream turbulence in the transition mechanisim is not well understood at all 
since there are few investigations which have been carried out. The 2% F ST indicates the 
transition occurs earlier and the coherent structures which are so clearly observed in the N F ST 
case have been barely visible. The current spectral analysis seems to show that the primary 
instability is the same, i.e. Kelvin - Helmholtz instability. However, if the FST level is much 
higher the transition mechanisim could be totally different and a rapid transition could take 
place, similar to the "by-pass transition" for the non-separated boundary layer. Further inves-
tigations are needed. 
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